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Section 1. Conditions in the university environment that push Professional Development 

 

 
1. QA cycle positioning professional development within a broader framework 
2. Formal definitions and approaches towards “Teaching and learning” (Education and Examination Code 

2020-2021) 
3. Formal definitions and approaches towards “Evaluation” Education and Examination Code 2020-2021) 
4. Two examples of a formal course description, that incorporates explicitly the formal definitions and 

approaches towards “Teaching and learning” approaches towards “Evaluation”  
a. Capita Selecta in Pedagogics (D002893) 
b. Instructional Sciences: Practices, Research and Policy (H001860) 

5. Example of a course evaluation and report back to teacher with a focus on approaches towards “Teaching 
and learning” approaches towards “Evaluation”  
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PART IX 
GLOSSARY OF TEACHING AND 
EVALUATION METHODS

SECTION I 
GLOSSARY OF TEACHING METHODS

CLINIC (KLINIEK)
Interactive learning situation in which students – under 
the supervision of a clinician – acquire knowledge and 
competencies by discussing and examining actual patients 
(cases) from clinical practice and by determining and/or 
conducting the appropriate treatment(s) for these patients, 
next to analysing their progress. In clinics, the patients are 
actually present; this is not the case in clinical seminars. The 
supervisor encourages students to think actively, cooperate and 
become involved. S/he allows students to speak, anticipates 
students’ prior knowledge in a differentiated and individual 
manner, and provides support when students still lack 
particular knowledge or competencies. In view of the intensity 
of these coaching efforts, only a limited number of students are 
allowed to sit in on clinics.

DEMONSTRATION (DEMONSTRATIE)
Collective learning situation in which the lecturer demonstrates 
particular techniques to a group of students. The students’ 
activity chiefly consists of listening, taking notes and possibly 
imitating the techniques demonstrated. The interaction, 
which is chiefly from the lecturer to the students, is aimed at 
supporting the transfer of knowledge. The lecturer can only 
check to a small extent whether all students have acquired the 
new knowledge, and follow-up and coaching towards individual 
students is limited.

FIELDWORK (VELDWERK)
The whole of coaching sessions and independent learning 
situations in which students leave the university premises and 
put specific knowledge and skills into practice at a selected 
outside location. Whereas the focus of attention of study 
visits or company visits chiefly lies with the acquisition of 
knowledge, the purpose of fieldwork is to enable students to 
apply and practise the acquired knowledge. Therefore, it is 
crucial that the lecturer or other experts provide personalized 
coaching and feedback on the way in which they apply the 
acquired knowledge and intervene when necessary.

GROUP WORK (GROEPSWERK)
Independent and co-operative learning situation in which 
students conduct a series of activities as a group, without 
constant supervision. These activities are intended to produce 
a final product which is to be submitted for final evaluation. 
This final evaluation consists of a final mark (per student 
and/or per group) and/or a collective follow-up discussion. 
The supervisor’s duties are to devise the assignment and 
to appraise the final product (paper) as well as the process 
(approach, group processes, etc). If, during the training period, 
(groups of) students have but a limited understanding of the 
positive and negative elements of the final product that they 
have submitted or the process that they have experienced, they 
are given feedback and further suggestions for improvement.

GUIDED SELF-STUDY (BEGELEIDE ZELFSTUDIE)
A set of guided sessions and independent learning situations 
in which students acquire and/or process knowledge for (a part 
of) a course on an individual basis. In the case of self-study, 
adapted learning materials are provided with built-in coaching 
components (i.e. embedded support). Examples of these 
components include overviews, tables of contents, “advance 
organizers”, preliminary and subsequent questions for self-
tests (in an electronic learning environment with feedback), 
diagrams, key concepts, summaries, explicit learning objectives 
per unit, processing assignments, examples, suggestions for 
revising, etc. Guided self-study is different from distance 
learning in that it involves personal contact (whether collective 
or individual, online or in person) with the lecturer, who 
steers and/or coaches. Guided self-study can also be used in 
preparation of lectures and seminars, for example. 

INDEPENDENT WORK (ZELFSTANDIG WERK)
Sub form: legal writing
Independent learning situation in which students individually 
conduct a series of activities without any form of constant 
supervision (sometimes also referred to as homework). These 
activities are intended to procure a final product for their 
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final evaluation, which can be a final mark and/or a collective 
follow-up discussion. The supervisors’ duties are to devise 
the assignment and to appraise the final product (paper) and, 
possibly, the process (approach). If, during the training period, 
students have but a limited understanding of the positive and 
negative elements in the final product submitted by them or 
the process that they are experiencing, they are given feedback 
and suggestions for improvement.

INTEGRATION SEMINAR (INTEGRATIESEMINARIE)
Interactive learning situation with an explicit focus on 
the integration of contents from different course units. An 
integration seminar differs from a seminar in that a seminar 
is not specifically aimed at the integrated application of 
contents from different disciplines. Integrated seminars 
draw on learning and educational conversations, discussions, 
exercises, role plays, simulations, short assignments, etc. The 
total number of students is limited, so that the supervisors 
can actively monitor the learning progress of all the students, 
provide individual guidance (or in groups) and possibly even 
intervene when necessary.

LECTURE (HOORCOLLEGE)
Sub forms: plenary exercises, clinical lectures and response 
lecture
Collective learning situation in which the lecturer transfers 
knowledge to a group of students. The students’ activity is 
mostly limited to listening and taking notes, although lecturers 
may ask students questions or give them minor assignments. 
Interactions are mainly initiated by the lecturer, and are 
intended to support the transfer of knowledge. The lecturer 
can only check to a small extent whether all students have 
acquired the new knowledge, and follow-up and coaching 
towards individual students is limited. Lectures (i.e.“ex-
cathedra” classes) may set out from concrete situations or refer 
to material that was read by the students beforehand.
Plenary exercises as a teaching method are collective learning 
situations in which exercises are solved by the lecturer. The 
intended purpose is largely to demonstrate solution methods, 
with only limited interaction with and input from the students. 
During clinical classes or clinical lectures, the lecturer starts out 
from a patient case and holds a discussion on this case. Other 
than that, clinical lectures are essentially similar to lectures. 
Clinical classes are distinct from clinical seminars and clinics in 
that the latter two are staged for smaller groups of students, 
while emphasizing the input of students in discussing the case 
(with the patient being physically present or not).
Lectures may be offered electronically by video conference (i.e. 
teleclassing).
During a response lecture, the contents are discussed 
interactively and in a question-driven manner. Students 
prepare for this lecture and study relevant sources beforehand 
(e.g. an article, case, text, or audiovisual document). During 
the response lecture, the lecturer systematically discusses the 
questions, critical comments or preparations and clarifies them. 
Students are encouraged to ask and answer questions and to 
actively think along with the lecturer and fellow students.
The main goal of interactive or response lectures is to urge 
students to process the learning material in an active and 
critical way and to learn from each other.

MASTER’S DISSERTATION (MASTERPROEF)
The Master’s dissertation is a research project (cf. below) that 
completes a Master’s programme and that needs to meet 
certain requirements defined by decree, set out in the present 
Education and Examination Code. 

MICROTEACHING
Independent learning situation in which students present 
specific content which they have prepared individually or in 
groups to their fellow students (also referred to as student 
lessons or student presentations). These types of sessions 
are aimed at the active (selection, analysis and) processing 
of specific contents, while equally focusing on practising 
presentation and teaching skills. The supervisor and possibly 
the fellow students comment on the students who gave 
the lesson or presentation and give suggestions regarding 
the contents and/or form of the lesson or presentation. The 
supervisor may also choose to organize remedial sessions 
during the preparation stage.

ONLINE DISCUSSION GROUP (ONLINE DISCUSSIEGROEP)
Interactive learning situation in which students communicate 
online and learn from each other by posting messages and 
responses to messages from fellow students. To get the 
discussion going, the supervisor usually introduces a topic 
or a proposition, poses a question, or assumes a particular 
viewpoint on a specific topic. The goal of online discussions is 
to allow students to process knowledge content in an insightful 
manner. Moreover, electronic discussion groups can be set 
up in order to train students in developing and amending a 
professional opinion of their own and to train their ability to 
express and substantiate these views. Discussion groups are 
mostly used in combination with other teaching methods. The 
role of the supervisor can be to comment on the students’ 
contributions, to take part in the discussion himself, to 
summarize and/or steer the discussion, to introduce new items 
for discussion, to encourage students to make the contribution 
themselves, etc.

PBL TUTORIAL (PGO-TUTORIAL)
Interactive learning situation within problem-based learning 
(PBL), in which a tutor coaches a small group of students in 
analysing a problem that is poorly structured, in defining 
students’ learning questions and in arriving at joint conclusions 
from the students’ individual self-study efforts. In problem-
based learning, it is not the tutor who offers knowledge to the 
students. Instead, it is the students who set out in search of the 
required knowledge (insofar as they do not possess it already), 
on the basis of the problems with which they are confronted. 
Overall, the role of the tutor in this process is a facilitating one, 
in which s/he raises questions which can primarily impact on 
the learning process. The tutor does not lead the discussion and 
only contributes to a limited extent in terms of contents.

PRACTICAL (PRACTICUM)
Independent learning situation in which the students 
themselves actively acquire and/or practise specific manual 
techniques, skills or work methods. Related terms include 
(language) lab, skills lab and workshop exercises. Students 
practise individually or in small teams, and are given intensive 
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coaching. The supervisor is responsible for the practical 
arrangements and coaches the students. In contrast with 
seminars, students are hardly addressed collectively. On 
the whole, practicals or (skills) labs are geared towards 
the development of skills that students will need in their 
prospective professional careers. As this requires quite rigorous 
and individual coaching efforts, groups are kept fairly small. 
Practicals can also include moments when students are given 
collective instructions.

PROJECT
Projects include both coaching situations and independent 
learning situations, which take place during a specific type 
of assisted independent work or group work which focuses 
on the integration of the contents and competencies of 
different course units. As in independent work or group work, 
students perform a series of activities, either individually or 
in teams, without constant supervision. These activities lead 
to a final product which is to be submitted for assessment.  
The supervisors’ duties are to devise the assignment, to offer 
interim assistance and advice, and to evaluate the final product 
(paper) as well as the process (approach, group processes, 
etc). Unlike independent work, projects aim to integrate the 
skills and contents of several course units and therefore 
require intensive teamwork and in-depth consultation among 
the various lecturers of the course units concerned. This co-
operation goes beyond an introductory consultation round. 
Moreover, the majority of lecturers concerned are permanently 
involved in the educational and coaching activities. 

RESEARCH PROJECT
Sub forms: dissertation
A set of individualized coaching sessions and independent 
learning situations, in which students work on a research-
related thesis or design. This thesis or design may complete 
the study programme. In this writing or design project, the 
student should demonstrate that s/he is able to interpret, 
report and evaluate the results from his/her own research or 
that of others, or that s/he can devise and/or conduct guided 
independent research. This learning process is actively coached 
by the lecturer in several sessions, during which both the end 
result and the learning process are discussed.

SEMINAR (WERKCOLLEGE)
Sub forms: coached exercises, practical PC room classes, clinical 
seminars
A collective interactive learning situation in which students 
learn and practise competencies or techniques, apply 
knowledge or discuss and work out a problem or a case, under 
the supervision of academic staff. In these types of sessions, 
the lecturer makes use of educationally useful interviews, 
discussions, exercises, short assignments, etc. Only a limited 
number of students are allowed to sit in on these seminars, 
so that the staff can monitor the learning progress of all the 
students, provide the necessary guidance (individually or in 
groups) and intervene in the learning process if required. 
Unlike lectures, where interactions are chiefly lecturer to 
students, seminars more often also include forms of interaction 
in which students communicate with each other or in which 
they are required to interact with the lecturer.

The teaching method of coached exercises refers to a collective 
interactive learning situation in which exercises are solved by 
students under the supervision of a lecturer. Unlike plenary 
exercises, coached exercises require a greater level of activity 
from students. Practical PC classes are coached exercised in 
which students work on PCs.
Clinical seminars consist of the elaborate discussion of cases, 
real-life patients, without said patients being present.

STUDY VISIT (EXCURSIE)
Collective learning situation in which students leave the 
university campus in order to become acquainted with the 
real-life context of enterprises, organizations, institutions, 
projects, etc, or to be taught specific elements of the course 
contents (sometimes also referred to as company visits). Unlike 
fieldwork, these activities are chiefly aimed at transferring 
knowledge about specific organizations, phenomena, etc. These 
types of study visits may be guided by the lecturer, an on-site 
expert (such as a member of the company’s staff), or a guide.

WORK PLACEMENT (STAGE)
The whole of individual coaching situations and independent 
learning situations during a period of experiential learning in 
a professional practice setting in which the students engage 
in the daily activities at the trainee post. Work placements are 
designed to allow students to practise and apply profession-
oriented knowledge and competencies. In most cases, students 
are alone on a work placement, but they may also be part of 
a small group of students. The supervisor is involved in the 
selection of the placement post, and in preparing the students 
for the experience. In addition, the supervisor provides support, 
follow-up, puts forward comments and suggestions and is 
responsible for the evaluation. Work placements differ from 
other forms of field experience by their comparatively lengthy 
duration and the comparative level of autonomy students have 
in everyday practice.
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SECTION II 
GLOSSARY OF EVALUATION METHODS

ASSIGNMENT (WERKSTUK)
Related terms: report, project report, log, paper, group work, 
writing assignment, dissertation, essay, scale-model, design or 
draft, record, project assignment.
The evaluation of the end result created by an individual 
student or a group of students after a specific question or 
assignment from the lecturer(s). The end result can take on 
a variety of different forms: reports, papers, scale-models, 
designs, video productions, etc. The aim of these assignments 
is to develop and test competencies such as the ability to 
critically and thoroughly analyse specific cases or issues, to 
apply knowledge in an integrated manner, or to independently 
develop new knowledge, methods, understanding and/or 
scientific writing abilities. As these competencies are usually of 
a more complex nature, it is important that evaluation criteria 
are formulated. Such guidelines are to offer sufficient support 
to both students in the execution of their assignment and 
lecturers and assistants in reviewing and evaluating students’ 
products. 

BEHAVIOURAL EVALUATION ON THE WORK FLOOR 
(GEDRAGSEVALUATIE OP DE WERKVLOER)
Related terms: performance assessment, work sample test, 
360° feedback method.
An integral test in which students are required to perform 
complex tasks over longer periods of time in actual 
professional or research situations. Unlike skills tests, which 
test isolated skills, a behavioural evaluation is a much 
broader form of evaluation in which the assignments are 
representative of the integral (vs. the isolated) conduct of 
professionals. Behavioural evaluations are used to establish 
whether the execution of the professional duties and tasks are 
in accordance with the required competence level. This usually 
implies ready knowledge, analytic and problem-solving skills, 
professional attitudes, discussion techniques and/or knowledge 
of the procedures and methodologies that are relevant for 
professional behaviour. To appraise the skills demonstrated 
by students, assessment scales and/or observation lists or 
checklists are used.
The criteria that are used in these scales or lists involve 
observable behavioural components. The people appraising 
the students may be people at the place of work, the trainee 
supervisor and/or the university student counsellor. The 
advantage in using people from the shop floor to evaluate 
the students is that these people get to see the students over 
longer periods of time at work in an operational setting, which 
prevents the evaluation from amounting to little more than 
just a snapshot. This form of evaluation is often part of the 
overall evaluation of the work placement.

OPEN BOOK EXAMINATION (OPENBOEKEXAMEN)
Variations: Problem based learning (PBL) assignments, Over All 
Tests.
A written examination in which students can consult sources 
of information to answer the questions, assignments or cases 
that are presented to them. Examples of such sources include 
(sections from) the textbook or syllabus, articles, students’ 
own notes, PowerPoint slides, formula tables, legal texts, 
the Internet, maps, drawings, or databases. Examinations in 
which the use of tools such as dictionaries, pocket calculators 
or drawing materials is permitted are considered “regular” 
written examinations with open or closed questions instead of 
open book examinations.
For open book examinations, students are not expected to 
be able to reproduce any information. The aim is to establish 
to what extent students are capable of employing the 
available sources in order to establish links, analyse problems, 
substantiate possible solutions and evaluate the solutions/
decisions of a case or issue.
Variations of open book examinations are PBL assignments and 
Over All Tests.
A PBL assignment is an assignment that is at the core of 
problem-based learning. Often, the assignment is a case that 
describes a problem, situation or event and places it in the 
actual context. Students solve the case by consulting sources 
and by applying the seven-step method that is often used for 
PBL. 
An Over All Test (OAT) is an open book examination in which 
students apply information sources from a variety of different 
disciplines which they have consulted beforehand (typically as 
part of a project) onto a new case.

ORAL EXAMINATION (MONDELING EXAMEN)
Variations: evaluation reviews, presentations.
An oral examination is a form of dialogue in which the 
examiner asks questions which the student answers orally. 
Oral examinations involve direct communication between the 
examiner and the student, which makes it possible for the 
examiner to probe the student’s knowledge of the subject 
matter or to rephrase his questions. The examination may 
consist of (a selection of) the following phases:
(1) the student prepares the questions presented to him (in 
writing),
(2) the examiner goes through the student’s written answers 
drafted in preparation,
(3) the student provides an oral explanation in which s/he 
answers the questions,
(4) the examiner asks additional questions in order to explore 
a specific topic in depth, to give the student the opportunity 
to remedy any discrepancies in his/her answer or to arrive 
at a more accurate assessment by asking specially adapted 
supplementary questions.
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Variations of the oral examination include the evaluation 
review between the examiner and the student and student 
presentations.
For independent work, group work, projects, work placements, 
etc, students may be asked to give a presentation on their end 
results. When evaluating such presentations, examiners may 
take into account the student’s general presentation skills, as 
well as the contents of the presentation.
The performance review is a dialogue between the examiner 
and the student(s) who has/have produced a paper with 
the aim of arriving at an in-depth examination of particular 
elements or establishing the extent to which each of the 
individual students contributed to the group work. The 
performance review can also be included as part of an oral 
examination in which a section of the examination is reserved 
for questions on the independent work, the group work, 
projects, work placements, etc.

PARTICIPATION (PARTICIPATIE)
Variations: attendance, application, substantive input
Participation involves an assessment of the way in which 
students participate in (follow-up) reviews and discussions, 
practicals, coached exercises, etc.
During these activities, various aspects can be considered as 
part of the assessment: in some cases, attendance can be an 
assessment factor, for example.
In other cases, the examiner focuses more on the manner in 
which students apply themselves during activities (e.g. by 
taking the floor, posting reactions on online discussion forums, 
making physical efforts, showing perseverance).  As attendance 
and application do not involve the mastery of any specific 
skills in terms of contents, this type of participation is but one 
element of a much broader assessment.
Matters are taken a step further if the evaluation does not only 
concern the non-content related application of students but 
the actual content-related quality of their input. This type of 
evaluation of students’ participation in specific activities may 
involve a final assessment of a course unit.
In order to assess the way in which the student participates, 
the examiner can use tally lists, assessment scales and/
or observations lists or checklists. The lecturer or teaching 
assistant supervising the activities can observe and decide for 
themselves whether additional appraisers are to be involved.

PEER ASSESSMENT (PEER-EVALUATIE)
Students assess each other’s team work or the quality of each 
other’s output/performance against criteria that their lecturer 
has formulated for them or together with them. By assessing 
others, students learn how they themselves can still improve 
their performance and they are prompted to reflect on what 
is appropriate. Peer assessment can only make a (limited) 
contribution to a student’s final assessment, and it cannot 
determine whether or not students pass a course unit. It is 
also possible that the quality of the feedback given to fellow 
students itself is evaluated. 
The use of peer assessment as a form of evaluation often 
requires both the examiners and the students to adjust their 
attitude and skills. Students should therefore be trained in how 
they can apply (and formulate) criteria and how they can give 
each other constructive feedback.

PORTFOLIO 
Related terms: placement report, (placement) portfolio.
In a portfolio, students present their own individual learning 
process or acquired competencies, amongst other things by 
collecting “evidence”. This evidence may consist of papers, 
evaluation reports by the lecturer (and/or fellow students), 
images, video footage, etc. Portfolios enable lecturers to obtain 
a truthful and integrated picture of students’ learning progress 
over a longer period of time. In addition to their evidential 
function, portfolios also often serve to make students reflect 
on their own development process and to systematically look 
back on their own actions, while assessing and analysing their 
actions (cf. self-assessment). Portfolios are primarily used 
for learning processes that are in close keeping with practice 
because they paint an authentic picture of the way in which 
students perform tasks in complex professional or research 
situations. Therefore, portfolios are often used to coach and 
assess work placements. Portfolios may be kept in paper or 
electronic form (cf. e-portfolios).

REPORT (VERSLAG)
Evaluation of the students’ report on the way in which specific 
(team) assignments were completed and/or the input of the 
various team members. In contrast with an assignment, it 
is not the end result itself that is important, but rather the 
process that the students went through to arrive at this result. 
Another potentially relevant aspect involved in this teaching 
method is the extent to which the (team of) students is/are 
able to describe and substantiate their approach, to reflect on 
the positive and negative aspects of this approach and any 
alternative or future approaches.  It is advisable to formulate 
specific appraisal criteria, to make sure that students know 
exactly what is expected of them in the report, and to ensure 
that the evaluation is made to occur as objectively as possible.

SIMULATION (SIMULATIE)
Variation: role-play
An evaluation of the way in which students apply knowledge, 
perform particular actions, or show a certain behaviour 
or attitude in a simulation of a real situation. To stage a 
simulation, the lecturer will deliberately select elements 
from a real professional or research context, in order to create 
a situation in which students perform tasks in accordance 
with the desired level of competence. Unlike behavioural 
evaluations, these are not real professional or research 
situations but live simulations, computer simulations or 
video simulations that are staged in an educational setting, 
not on the actual shop floor. In order to assess the students’ 
competencies, assessment scales and/or observation lists or 
checklists can be used and several appraisers may be involved.

SKILLS TEST (VAARDIGHEIDSTEST)
Related terms: dexterity test, hands-on test, treatment/action, 
assignment during practicals, training assignment, operation, 
appraisal of activities during practicals.
Skills tests are designed to establish to what extent students 
are able to perform the desired competencies adequately, in 
most cases drawing on their scientific background knowledge. 
Unlike behavioural evaluations, which involve the integral 
review of complex professional competencies, skills tests 
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focus on a single isolated action that is based on know-how. 
Depending on the intended aim, the lecturer determines 
whether an isolated skill is to be tested as a whole or whether 
the test will principally focus on specific aspects of the skill in 
question. The students’ competencies are mostly tested by way 
of a practical or action assignment in which they are required 
to perform a task that is relevant in a professional setting 
and that possibly involves the use of professional equipment 
(e.g. lab equipment, specific software, instruments, measuring 
devices, etc). In order to assess the students’ skills, assessment 
scales and/or observation lists or checklists are used and 
several appraisers may be involved. 

WRITTEN EXAMINATION WITH MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTIONS 
(SCHRIFTELIJK EXAMEN MET MEERKEUZEVRAGEN)
Variations: multiple-choice questions, true/false questions, 
matching questions, ordering questions.
A written examination consisting of questions in which 
students are required to pick the right answer, as opposed to 
open question forms in which the students need to formulate 
the answers themselves. In addition to testing the students’ 
ability to reproduce knowledge, closed questions allow for 
a wide variation of knowledge and skills to be ascertained, 
including higher competencies. Multiple-choice questions 
contain the formulation of a problem (stem) and a number of 
possible answers including incorrect alternatives (distractors) 
and one (or several) correct answers. First, the problem is 
formulated, by means of a description of a case or other 
information that is necessary to solve the question. Then, the 
actual question is presented.
True/false questions put forward propositions that students 
need to identify as right or wrong. Formula scoring (i.e. 
correction for guessing, “giscorrectie”) is not allowed for 
(multiple-choice) exams. Formula scoring has been replaced by 
standard setting (higher cutting score), in accordance with the 
formula set by the university board. If a higher cutting score 
is used, the students need to be informed of the number of 
questions they need to answer in order to pass, on the day of 
the exam at the latest.
Matching questions consist of a number of stems and a number 
of options. It is up to the student to link the stems with the 
appropriate options.
Ordering questions consist of a number of events, step-by-step 
plans, developments, procedures, etc that are constructed 
according to certain ordering principles. The answering options 
include different possible sequences from which the student is 
required to choose.

WRITTEN EXAMINATION WITH OPEN QUESTIONS (SCHRIFTELIJK 
EXAMEN MET OPEN VRAGEN)
Variations: short-answer questions, essay questions.
This evaluation method is a written examination consisting of 
questions to which the students need to formulate the answers 
themselves, as opposed to closed question forms in which the 
students can select the appropriate answer from a supplied 
number of possible answers.
Depending on the length of the expected answer and the 
extent of prestructuring by the lecturer, a number of variations 
can be distinguished, i.e. short-answer questions and essay 
questions.

For short-answer questions, students are expected to answer 
with just a few words, one or several sentences, a formula or a 
drawing. These types of prestructured questions force students 
to answer concisely.
Essay questions, on the other hand, require a more 
comprehensive answer from students and are primarily used 
to establish whether students are able to relate specific 
insights and understandings, analyse more complex issues or 
cases, perform a complicated calculation, or furnish complex 
evidence. For essay questions too, the lecturer may prestructure 
the questions to a certain degree, by providing guidelines as to 
which elements the answer is required to contain. The students’ 
answers are assessed by means of answer models or answer 
keys that explicitly state these elements.
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Master of Science in Speech Language and Hearing
Sciences (main subject Audiology) 4 A
Master of Science in Speech Language and Hearing
Sciences (main subject Logopaedics) 4 A

Dutch

/HDUQLQJ�WKHRULHV��LQVWUXFWLRQDO�LQWHUYHQWLRQV��OHDUQLQJ�GLIILFXOWLHV��LQWHUYHQWLRQ�
WKHRUHWLFDO�JURXQGLQJ

7KH�REMHFWLYHV�RI�WKLV�FRXUVH�DUH�WR�KHOS�VWXGHQWV�WR�DSSO\�NQRZOHGJH�DQG�VNLOOV�LQ�WKH
SURIHVVLRQDO�FRQWH[W�RI�VSHHFK�ODQJXDJH�SDWKRORJLVWV�DXGLRORJLVWV�ZKR�KDYH�WR�GHDO
ZLWK�OHDUQLQJ�GLIILFXOWLHV��6WDUWLQJ�SRLQW�LV�WKH�IDFWXDO�VLWXDWLRQ�RI�WKHVH�SURIHVVLRQDOV�WKDW
WKH\�KDYH�WR�GHDO���RQ�D�GDLO\�EDVH���ZLWK�FKLOGUHQ�ZLWK�OHDUQLQJ�GLIILFXOWLHV��7KLV�UHTXLUHV
WKHP�WR�DGDSW�D�VSHFLILF�OHDUQLQJ�HQ�LQVWUXFWLRQ�DSSURDFK�
7KH�FRXUVH�SXUVXHV�WKH�IROORZLQJ�REMHFWLYHV�
���7R�EH�DEOH�WR�GHVFULEH�D�OHDUQLQJ�DQG�LQVWUXFWLRQ�VLWXDWLRQ�LQ�WHUPV�RI�DQ�HGXFDWLRQDO
IUDPH�RI�UHIHUHQFH�
���7R�PDVWHU�D�VSHFLILF�OHDUQLQJ�DQG�LQVWUXFWLRQDO�WKHRU\��WKH�VRFLDO�OHDUQLQJ�WKHRU\
�VRFLDO�FRJQLWLYH�WKHRU\��%DQGXUD��
���7R�EH�DEOH�WR��WUDQVODWH��WKH�6/7�LQWR�D�FRQFUHWH�LQWHUYHQWLRQ�VWUDWHJ\�WKDW�KHOSV�WR
GHDO�ZLWK�OHDUQLQJ�GLIILFXOWLHV��ELM�SUHIHUHQFH�GLIILFXOWLHV�UHODWLHV�WR�PDWKHPDWLFV�RU
ODQJXDJH�OHDUQLQJ�DW�VFKRRO��

���$Q�HGXFDWLRQDO�IUDPH�RI�UHIHUHQFH
���7KH�WKHRUHWLFDO�EDVH�RI�WKH�VRFLDO�OHDUQLQJ�WKHRU\
���&RQFUHWH�OHDUQLQJ�GLIILFXOWLHV�LQ�UHODWLRQ�WR�PDWKHPDWLFV�DQG�RU�ODQJXDJH

+DYLQJ�D�EDVLF�NQRZOHGJH�DQG�XQGHUVWDEQGLQJ�RI�
���(GXFDWLRQDO�SUREOHPV�LQ�SURIHVVLRQDO�FRQWH[WV�
���7KH�SURFHVV�RI�OHDUQLQJ�

�bb.QRZOHGJH�DQG�XQGHUVWDQGLQJ�RI�WKH�PHGLFDO�b�H�J���DQDWRPLFDO��I\VLRORJLFDO���VRFLDO�
�bb�VSHFLDO��HGXFDWLRQDO��SV\FKRORJLFDO��HWKLFDO��OHJDO�DQG�VRFLDO�FRPPXQLFDWLHY
�bbVFLHQFHV�DV�WKH\�DUH�UHODWHG�WR�WKH�ORJRSHGLF�DQG�DXGLRORJ\��LQFOXGLQJ�YHVWLEXORORJ\�
�bbVFLHQFHV�
�bb6WXGHQWV�DUH�FDSDEOH�RI�LQWHUSUHWLQJ�D�ORJRSHGLF�DGLRORJLFDO�SUREOHP�LQ�WHUPV�RI�D
�bbFRPSOH[�IUDPH�RI�UHIHUHQFH�DQG�FDQ�OLQNHG�WKH�DSSURDFKHV�EHLQJ�REVHUYHG�WR�D

Contact hrsStudy time  120 hCredits  4

Teaching languages

Keywords

Position of the course

Contents

Initial competences

Final competences

(nominal values; actual values may depend on programme)
30 h

Course size
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Access to this course unit via a credit contract is determined after successful competences
assessment

Access to this course unit via an exam contract is unrestricted

continuous assessment

not applicable

Participation, assignment, report

Group work, fieldwork, self-reliant study activities, seminar: coached exercises

�bbYDULHW\�RI�WKHRUHWLFDO�GLUHFWLRQV�LQ�WKH�ILHOG�RI�OHDUQLQJ�DQG�LQVWUXFWLRQ��0RUH�LQ
�bbSDUWLFXODU��VWXGHQWV�DUH�H[SHFWHG�WR�EH�DEOH�WR�FDUU\�RXW�WKH�IROORZLQJ�DFWLYLWLHV�
�bb���$SSO\LQJ�WKH�VRFLDO�OHDUQLQJ�WKHRU\�ZKHQ�GHYHORSLQJ�DQ�LQWHUYHQWLRQ�
�bb���%HLQJ�FULWLFDO�DV�WR�WKH�QDWXUH�DQG�LPSDFW�RI�WKH�LQWHUYHQWLRQ�EHLQJ�GHYHORSHG�WR
�bbGHDO�ZLWK�OHDUQLQJ�GLIILFXOWLHV�
�bb���%HLQJ�DEH�WR�GLVFXVV�WKH�WKHRUHWLFDO�EDVH�ZLWK�SURIHVVLRQDOV�LQ�WKH�ILHOG�

$�FRS\�RI�WKH�UHDGHU�LV�PDGH�IUHHO\�DYDLODEOH�E\�WKH�'HSDUWPHQW�RI�(GXFDWLRQDO�6WXGLHV�

���%DQGXUD��$����������$QDO\VLV�RI�PRGHOLQJ�SURFHVVHV��,Q�%DQGXUD��$���(G���
3V\FKRORJLFDO�0RGHOLQJ��&KLFDJR��$WKHUWRQ��$OGLQH�
���%DQGXUD��$����������6RFLDO�/HDUQLQJ�7KHRU\��(QJOHZRRG�&OLIIV�1HZ�-HUVH\��3UHQWLFH
+DOO�
���%DQGXUD��$����������3ULQFLSOHV�RI�EHKDYLRU�PRGLILFDWLRQ��1HZ�<RUN��+ROW�5LQHKDUW�	
:LQVWRQ�
���%DQGXUD��$����������6RFLDO�IRXQGDWLRQV�RI�WKRXJKW�DQG�DFWLRQ��$�VRFLDO�FRJQLWLYH
WKHRU\��(QJOHZRRG�&OLIIV�1HZ�-HUVH\��3UHQWLFH�+DOO�

���9LD�0LQHUYD
���'XULQJ�DSSRLQWPHQWV��IHHGEDFN��DQG�LQWHUYLVLRQ�VHVVLRQV
7KH�SDUWLFLSDWLRQ�GXULQJ�WKH�LQWHUYLVLRQ�VHVVLRQV�IRFXVHV�RQ�IHHGEDFN�DERXW�WKH
SUDFWLFDO�ZRUN�DQG�WKH�SURFHVVLQJ�RI�WKH�UHVHDUFK�DUWLFOH��3DUWLFLSDWLRQ�LV�WKHUHIRUH
UHTXLUHG�

Assignment

Assignment

7KH�WHDFKLQJ�DSSURDFKHV�ZLOO�EH�RSHUDWLRQDOL]HG�GLIIHUQWO\�GHSHQGHLQJ�WKH
VSHFLDOLVDWLRQ�RI�WKH�VWXGHQWV��ORJRSHGLFV�RU�DXGLRORJ\�
6WXGHQWV�UHFHLYH�D�WKHRUHWLFDO�LQWURGXFWLRQ�WR�WKH�VRFLDO�OHDUQLQJ�WKHRU\��6/7�%DQGXUD�
DQG�WKH�HGXFDWLRQDO�IUDPH�RI�UHIHUHQFH��,Q�D�ZRUNLQJ�VHVVLRQ��WKH�DSSOLFDWLRQ�RI�WKH�6/7
LV�H[HPSOLILHG�LQ�YLHZ�RI�GHYHORSLQJ�DQ�LQWHUYHQWLRQ��6WXGHQWV�KDYH�WR�WDFNOH�D�WDVN�LQ
FROODERUDWLRQ�ZLWK�D�FRQFUHWH�VSHHFK�ODQJXDJH�SDWKRORJLVW�DXGLRORJLVW�WKDW�GHDOV�ZLWK
FKLGOUHQ�ZLWK�OHDUQLQJ�GLIILFXOWLHV��ODQJXDJH�PDWKHPDWLFV���6WXGHQWV�DUH�DOORZHG�WR�ZRUN
WRJHWKHU�ZKHQ�WKH�QDWXUH�RI�WKH�DFWLYLWLHV�WKH\�GHYHORS�DUH�VXIILFLHQWO\�LQ�OLQH�ZLWK�RQH
DQRWKHU��*XLGHG�SUDFWLFH�KHOSV�VWXGHQWV�WR�WDFNOH�WKH�LQGLYLGXDO�WDVN��7KLV�WDVN�DLPV�DW
GHYHORSLQJ�D�FRPSUHKHQVLYH�LQWHUYHQWLRQ��DW�OHDVW�WKUHH�VHVVLRQV��WR�KHOS�OHDUQHUV�ZLWK
DWWDLQLQJ�D�QXPEHU�RI�PDWK�RU�ODQJXDJH�REMHFWLYHV�WKDW�DUH�UHODWHG�WR�WKHLU�OHDUQLQJ
GLIILFXOWLHV��7KH�WKHRUHWLFDO�JURXQGLQJ�RI�WKH�LQWHUYHQWLRQ�LV�WKH�6/7��$OO�PDWHULDOV�IRU
ERWK�SURIHVLRQDO�DQG�OHDUQHU�KDYH�WR�EH�GHYHORSHG��$�EDVLF�GLGDFWLFDO�VWUDWHJ\�LV�EDVHG
RQ�XVLQJ�KDQG�SXSSHWV��,Q�DGGLWLRQ��VWXGHQWV�KDYH�WR�VHDUFK�IRU�DQ�UHVHDUFK�DUWLFOH��,6,�
DERXW�DQ�HGXFDWLRQDO�DSSOLFDWLRQ�RI�WKH�6/7��7KH�HQWLUH�WDVN�HODERUDWLRQ�ZLOO�KDYH�WR�EH
SUHVHQWHG�GXULQJ�D�PLQL�FRQIHUHQFH�WR�DOO�WKH�PHPEHU�VWXGHQWV�

7KH�HYDOXDWLRQ�VFRUH�LV�EDVHG�RQ�WKH�IROORZLQJ�ZRUN�DQG�DFWLYLWLHV�
���7KH�VWXGHQWV�WDNH�DFWLYH�SDUW�LQ�WKH�WKHRUHWLFDO�VHVVLRQV�
���$Q�LQGLYLGXDO�ZRUN�LV�SUHVHQWHG�WKDW�FRQWDLQV�WKH�LQWHUYHQWLRQV�DQG�DOO�WKH�PDWHULDOV

Conditions for credit contract

Conditions for exam contract

Teaching methods

Extra information on the teaching methods

Learning materials and price

References

Course content-related study coaching

Evaluation methods

Examination methods in case of periodic evaluation during the first examination period

Examination methods in case of periodic evaluation during the second examination period

Examination methods in case of permanent evaluation

Extra information on the examination methods

Possibilities of retake  in case of permanent evaluation
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7KH�ILQDO�VFRUH�LV�EDVHG�RQ�WKH�SUHVHQWDWLRQ�������DQG�WKH�HODERUDWLRQ�RI�WKH�WDVN�LQ
WKH�VWXGHQW�ILOHV�������

�ZRUN�VKHHW��SXSSHWV��VHW�XS��VFHQDULR��VWRULHV�������
���$�UHSRUW�LV�SUHVHQWHG�RI�DQ�HYDOXDWLRQ�GLVFXVVLRQ�ZLWK�D�SURIHVVLRQDO�VSHHFK
ODQJXDJH�SDWKRORJLVW�DXGLRORJLVW��PD[����$���
���$�UHVHDUFK�DUWLFOH�LV�SUHVHQWHG�DQG�GLVFXVVHG�
���7KH�ILQDO�UHSRUW�DQG�SUDFWLFDO�HODERUDWLRQ�DUH�SUHVHQWHG�WR�IHOORZ�VWXGHQWV�GXULQJ�D
PLQL�FRQIHUHQFH�

Calculation of the examination mark

:RUNLQJ�VWXGHQWV�FDQ�DVN�WR�JHW�DQ�LQGLYLGXDOL]HG�SODQ�IRU�IHHGEDFN�DQG�JXLGDQFH�
1HYHUWKHOHVV��WKH\�DOVR�KDYH�WR�SDUWLFLSDWH�LQ�WK�FRPSXOVRU\�PLQL�FRQIHUHQFH�VHVVLRQV�

Facilities for Working Students
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Instructional Sciences: Practices, Research and Policy (H001860)
Valid as from the academic year 2018-2019

Course
Specifications

Course offerings and teaching methods in academic year 2018-2019
H001860A (semester 2) guided self-study 5.0 h

project 30.0 h
lecture 2.5 h
seminar 7.5 h

Lecturers in academic year 2018-2019
Martin Valcke PP06 lecturer-in-charge
Liesje De Backer PP06 co-lecturer

Offered in the following programmes in 2018-2019 offeringcrdts
Bachelor of Science in Educational Sciences (main subject
Clinical Special Needs Education and Disability Studies) 5 A
Bachelor of Science in Educational Sciences (main subject
Pedagogy and Educational Sciences) 5 A
Bachelor of Science in Educational Sciences (main subject
Social Work and Social Welfare Studies) 5 A
Joint Section Bachelor of Science in Educational Sciences 5 A
Preparatory Course Master of Science in Educational
Sciences (main subject Pedagogy and Educational
Sciences)

5 A

Dutch

(GXFDWLRQDO�SUDFWLFH��HGXFDWLRQDO�SURIHVVLRQV��HGXFDWLRQDO�ILHOGV��HGXFDWLRQDO�VHUYLFHV�
HGXFDWLRQDO�VWUXFWXUHV�DQG�V\VWHPV��SURIHVVLRQDO�EHKDYLRU

7KLV�FRXUVH�FRQWULEXWHV�WR�WKH�IROORZLQJ�FRPSHWHQFH�DUHDV�LQ�WKH�%DFKHORU�(GXFDWLRQDO
6FLHQFHV�
ેbb%������%HLQJ�DEOH�WR�DSSO\�LQLWLDO�SHGDJRJLFDO��HGXFDWLRQDO�DQG�RUWKRSHGDJRJLFDO
ેbbNQRZOHGJH�LQ�RUGHU�WR�DQDO\VH�SHGDJRJLFDO��HGXFDWLRQDO�DQG�RUWKRSHGDJRJLFDO
ેbbVLWXDWLRQV�DQG�SURFHVVHV�
ેbb%������%HLQJ�DEOH�WR�VLWXDWH�DQG�DQDO\]H�SHGDJRJLFDO��HGXFDWLRQDO�DQG
ેbbRUWKRSHGDJRJLFDO�LVVXHV�LQ�SUDFWLFH��UHVHDUFK�DQG�SROLF\�
ેbb%������,GHQWLI\�VFLHQWLILF�OLWHUDWXUH��MXGJH�LWV�VFKRODUO\�DGGHG�YDOXH�DQG�XVH�LW�
ેbb%������%HLQJ�DEOH�WR�VLWXDWH�DQG�LGHQWLI\�FRQWHPSRUDU\�VRFLDO�VLWXDWLRQV��SUREOHP
ેbbGHILQLWLRQV�DQG�GHYHORSPHQWV�IURP�D�VFLHQWLILF�IUDPHZRUN
ેbb%������'HPRQVWUDWH�D�FULWLFDO��GHRQWRORJLFDO�DQG�HWKLFDO�DWWLWXGH�WRZDUGV�UHVHDUFK�DQG
ેbbSUDFWLFH�
ેbb%������&ULWLFDOO\�UHIOHFW�RQ�RQHાV�RZQ�WKLQNLQJ�DQG�DFWLRQV�DQG�DGMXVW�WKHVH�DV�D�UHVXOW�
ેbb%������&RPPXQLFDWH�LQ�ZULWLQJ�RQ�VFLHQWLILF�UHVHDUFK�
ેbb%������%HLQJ�DEOH�WR�FROODERUDWH�LQ�WHDP�LQ�VWUDLJKWIRUZDUG�FRQWH[WV�
ેbb%������3DUWLFLSDWH�LQ�WKH�VRFLDO�DQG�FXOWXUDO�GHEDWH�DQG�KDYH�LQVLJKW�LQ�WKH�ZD\�LQ
ેbbZKLFK�SHGDJRJLFDO��HGXFDWLRQDO�RU�RUWKRSHGDJRJLFDO�SUDFWLFHV�DIIHFW�VRFLDO�DQG
ેbbFXOWXUDO�HYHQWV�
ેbb%������+DYH�LQVLJKW�LQ�FXOWXUDO�GLIIHUHQFHV�DQG�LQWHJUDWH�UHVSHFW�IRU�GLYHUVLW\�LQ
ેbbSHGDJRJLFDO��HGXFDWLRQDO�DQG�RUWKRSHGDJRJLFDO�FRQWH[WV�
ેbb%������%HLQJ�DEOH�WR�IXQFWLRQ�LQ�D�YDULHW\�RI�PXOWLGLVFLSOLQDU\�VSHFLDOL]HG�SURIHVVLRQDO
ેbbVHWWLQJV�

Contact hrsStudy time  150 hCredits  5

Teaching languages

Keywords

Position of the course

(nominal values; actual values may depend on programme)
45 h

Course size
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Access to this course unit via a credit contract is unrestricted: the student takes into
consideration the conditions mentioned in 'Starting Competences'

This course unit cannot be taken via an exam contract

Guided self-study, lecture, project, seminar

,Q�WKLV�FRXUVH��VWXGHQWV�DUH�LQYLWHG�WR�VWXG\�WKH�IROORZLQJ�FRQWHQW�FOXVWHUV�
ેbbD�IRFXV�RQ�H[LVWLQJ�HGXFDWLRQDO�VWUXFWXLUHV�DQG�V\VWHPV�
ેbbD�IRFXV�LQ�SUDFWLFH�UHODWHG�UHVHDUFK�
$V�WR�WKH�IRFXV�RQ�H[LVWLQJ�VWUXFWXUHV�DQG�V\VWHPV��WKH�IROORZLQJ�LV�FHQWUDO��$WWHQWLRQ
JRHV�WR�WKH�H[LVWLQJ�DQG�KLVWRULFDOO\�HYROYHG�VFKRROLQJ�DQG�WUDLQLQJ�VWUXFWXUHV�LQ
)ODQGHUV��%DVHG�RQ�WKH�FRQVWLWXWLRQDO�EDVH��H�J���IUHHGRP�RI�HGXFDWLRQ���QDWLRQDO��ODZV
DQG�GHFUHHV��DQG�LQWHUQDWLRQDO��H�J���/LVVDERQ�'HFODUDWLRQ���WKH�FXUUHQW�)OHPLVK
ODQGVFDSH�LV�GHVFULEHG�DQG�H[SORUHG��$WWHQWLRQ�LV�EDVHG�WR�WKH�KLVWRULFDO�IRXQGDWLRQ�WR
EH�DEOH�WR�XQGHUVWDQG�WKH�FXUUHQW�FRPSOH[LWLW\�RI�D�QXPEHU�RI�H[LVWLQJ�VROXWLRQV�
$WWHQWLRQ�LV�SDLG�WR�SUH�VFKRRO�HGXFDWLRQ��SULPDU\��DQG�VHFRQGDU\�VFKRRO��KLJKHU
HGXFDWLRQ�DQG�DGXOW�HGXFDWLRQ��,Q�DGGLWLRQ��RUJDQLVDWLRQV�DQG�VWUXFWXUHV�DUH�GLVFXVVHG�
VXFK�DV�9'$%��6<175$��ો��
7KH�FRQWHQW�LV�DSSURDFKHG�YLD�VWDWH�RI�WKH�DUW�GHYHORSPHQWV�DQG�LQIRUPDWLRQ�GLVWULEXWHG
YLD�WKH�PHGLD��0HGLD�PHVVDJHV��7%9��QHZVSDSHUV��PDJD]LQHV��DUH�DQDO\VHG�DQG
VWUXFWXUHG�DFFRUGLQJ�WR�WKH�HGXFDWLRQDO�IUDPH�RI�UHIHUHQFH��GLVFXVVHG�LQ�WKH��VW
VHPHVWHU�FRXUVH�ુ,QVWUXFWLRQDO�6FLHQFHVૂ�IUDPH�RI�UHIHUHQFH�
$V�WR�WKH�IRFXV�RQ�SUDFWLFH�EDVHG�UHVHDUFK��WKH�સ�WKHRUHWLFDO�DQG�HPSLULFDO���FRQWHQW
GHSHQGV�RQ�WKH�WRSLFV�FKRRVHQ�IRU�WKLV�SDUWLFXODU�VHPHVWHU��7KH�SUDFWLFH�EDVHG
UHVHDUFK�SURMHFWV�FDQ�EH�FRQGXFWHG�LQ�D�YDULHW\�RI�DXWKHQWLF�HGXFDWLRQDO�VHWWLQJV�
([DPSOHV�DUH�WKH�HYDOXDWLRQ�DQG�UHGHVLJQ�RI�DQ�HGXFDWLRQDO�WRXU�LQ�D�PXVHXP��D
TXDQWLWDWLYH�VWXG\�RQ�WKH�VHOI�UHJXODWHG�OHDUQLQJ�EHKDYLURX�RI�VHFXQGDU\�VFKRRO
VWXGHQWV��D�TXDOLWDWLYH�VWXG\�RQ�KRZ�WR�WUDLQ�VWXGHQW�WHDFKHUV�IRU�FRPPXQLFDWLRQ�ZLWK
SDUHQWV�WKURXJK�FOLQLFDO�VLPXODWLRQV��HWF��7KH�SDUWLFXODU�FRQWHQWV�UHODWHG�WR�WKH�SUDFWLFH
EDVHG�UHVHDUFK�SURMHFWV�DUH�SURFHVVHG�E\�VWXGHQWV�LQ�VPDOO�FROODERUDWLYH�JURXSV�DQG
GLUHFW�VWXGHQWV
�UHSRUWLQJ�RQ�WKH�FRQGXFWHG�UHVHDUFK�SURMHFWV�

,QVWUXFWLRQDO�6FLHQFHV

�bb5HFRJQLVLQJ�WKH�VSHFLILFLW\�RI�HGXFDWLRQDO�VWUXFWXUHV�DQG�V\VWHPV�DW�VFKRRO�OHYHO
�bb�SUHVFKRRO��SULPDU\��VHFRQGDU\��KLJKHU�HGXFDWLRQ��DGXOW�HGXFDWLRQ��SURIHVVLRQDO
�bbWUDLQLQJ��DQG�EHLQJ�DEOH�WR�SRVLWLRQ�WKH�ODWWHU�IURP�D�OHDUQLQJ�SV\FKRORJLFDO�IUDPHZRUN
�bbRU�D�HGXFDWLRQ�VRFLRORJLFDO�SHUVSHFWLYH�
�bb3RVLWLRQLQJ�HGXFDWLRQDO�VWUXFWXUHV�DQG�LQWHUYHQWLRQV�ZLWKLQ�D�SROLF\�FRQWH[W�
�bb$FWLQJ�IROORZLQJ�GHRQWRORJLFDO�UXOHV�DQG�UHJXODWLRQV�
�bb)ROORZLQJ�SUHVFULEHG�UHVHDUFK�SURWRFROV�
�bb5HIOHFWLQJ�RQ�DQG�DQDO\VLQJ�D�SUDFWLFDO�HGXFDWLRQDO�DFWLYLW\�HYHQW�VHWWLQJ�
�bb5HIOHFWLQJ�RQ�DQG�DQDO\VLQJ�D�SUDFWLFDO�HGXFDWLRQDO�DFWLYLW\�HYHQW�VHWWLQJ�
�bb8VLQJ�DQ�DYDLODEOH�WKHRUHWLFDO�DQG�HPSLULFDO�NQRZOHGJH�EDVH�WR�JURXQG�WKH�DQDO\VLV
�bbRI�DYDLODEOH�UHVHDUFK�GDWD�
�bb'HYHORSLQJ�DQ�LQWHUQDWLRQDO�DQG�LQWHUFXOWXUDO�RULHQWDWLRQ�WRZDUGV�HGXFDWLRQDO�WKHPHV�

,Q�YLHZ�RI�WKH�VHFWLRQ�DERXW�HGXFDWLRQDO�VWUXFWXUHV�DQG�V\VWHPV��D�'XWFK�ODQJXDJH
ERRN�ZLOO�EH�XVHG��2QGHUZLMVEHOHLG�LQ�9ODDQGHUHQ���HGLWRU�$&&2��HGLWLRQ�������SULFH����
���(XUR��
,Q�YLHZ�RI�WKH�SUDFWLFH�UHODWHG�UHVHDUFK�SURMHFWV��VSHFLILF�UHDGHUV��DGGUHVVLQJ�WKH
WKHRUHWLFDO�EDVHV�RI�WKH�SURMHFWV��DUH�PDGH�DYDLODEOH�YLD�0LQHUYD��$GGLWLRQDOO\��DOO
GRFXPHQWV�DQG�LQVWUXPHQWV�UHTXLUHG�WR�FRQGXFW�DQG�UHSRUW�RQ�WKH�SUDFWLFH�EDVHG
UHVHDUFK�SURMHFWV�DUH�GLVWULEXWHG�YLD�0LQHUYD��H�J��OHWWHUV��UHVHDUFK�LQVWUXPHQWV�

/HFWXUHV�DUH�VHW�XS�WR�GHOLYHU�WKH�NQRZOHGJH�EDVH�DERXW�WKH�HGXFDWLRQDO�V\VWHPV�DQG
VWUXFWXUHV�
,Q�WKH�VHPLQDUV��FRQFUHWH�SUDFWLFH�UHODWHG�UHVHDUFK�DFWLYLWLHV�DUH�GLVFXVVHG�LQ�DQ
LQWHUDFWLYH�ZD\�ZLWK�WKH�VWXGHQWV�
,Q�WKH�SURMHFW��VWXGHQWV�ZLOO�WDFNOH�સ�LQ�D�JXLGHG�ZD\�સ�D�SUDFWLFH�UHODWHG�UHVHDUFK
DFWLYLW\��7KH\�FDUU\�RXW�WKH�UHVHDUFK�DFWLYLWLHV��IROORZLQJ�D�SURWRFRO���LQWHJUDWH�WKHLU
ILQGLQJV��DQG�UHSRUW�DERXW�WKHLU�ILQGLQJV��7KH\�UHFHLYH�IHHGEDFN�
7KH�JXLGHG�VHOI�VWXG\�LV�IRFXVHG�RQ�WKH�SURFHVVLQJ�RI�WKH�LQIRUPDWLRQ�DERXW�WKH
HGXFDWLRQDO�VWUXFWXUHV�DQG�V\VWHPV�

Contents

Initial competences

Conditions for credit contract

Final competences

Conditions for exam contract

Teaching methods

Extra information on the teaching methods

Learning materials and price
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end-of-term evaluation and continuous assessment

examination during the second examination period is possible in modified form

Assignment, report

SURWRFROV��GDWD�ILOHV��UHSRUWLQJ�IRUPDWV�������
7KH�OHDUQLQJ�PDWHULDOV�DUH�PDGH�DYDLODEOH�IRU�IUHH�YLD�0LQHUYD�

$GGLWLRQDO�UHIHUHQFHV�DUH�PDGH�DYDLODEOH�YLD�0LQHUYD��GHSHQGLQJ�WKH�VSHFLILF�SUDFWLFH�
UHVHDUFK�VHWWLQJ�RU�WRSLF�EHLQJ�FKRRVHQ�

ેbbVXSSRUW�YLD�0LQHUYD�
ેbbJURXS�EDVHG�IHHGEDFN�VHVVLRQV�

Written examination

Written examination

��:ULWWHQ�H[DPHQ�ZLWK�RSHQ�HQGHG�TXHVWLRQ��FRPSRQHQW�SROLF\�������
���$VVLJQPHQW��FRPSRQHQW�SROLF\�b�FRQVLVWLQJ�RI�D�ZULWWHQ�UHSRUW�UHODWHG�WR�WKH�SROLFW\
WKHPH�EHLQJ�GLVFXVVHG�DQG�VWXGLHG�LQ�WKH�ILHOG������
���$VVLJQPHQW��FRPSRQHQW�SUDWLFDO�DQG�UHVHDUFK��FRQVLVWLQJ�RI�RQH�RU�PRUH�UHVHDUFK
UHSRUWV�������

���$Q�DVVLJQPHQW��SROLF\�FRPSRQHQW��EDVHG�RQ�DQ�YHU\�DFWXDO�WKHPH�LQ�FXUUHQ�W
HGXFDWLRQDO�SROLF\�PDNLQJ��H�J���HQWUH\�H[DPV�LQ�KLJKHU�HGXFDWLRQ���6WXGHQW�DUH
LQWURGXFHG�WR�D�WKHRUHWLFDO�EDVH�DQG�QH[W�GHYHORS�D�VWXG\�LQ�WKH�ILHOG�DQG�GHYHORS���LQ
JURXS���D�ZULWWHQ�UHSRUW�
���$Q�DVVLJQPHQW��SUDFWLFDO�DQG�UHVHDUFK�FRPSRQHQW��EDVHG�RQ�UHVHDUFK�UHSRUWV��HDFK
JURXS�RI�VWXGHQWV�KDV�WR�UHSRUW�RQ�WKHLU�SUDFWLFH�UHVHDUFK�DFWLYLW\�RQ�WKH�EDVH�RI�D
SUHVFULEHG�IRUPDW�
,Q�YLHZ�RI�WKH�HYDOXDWLRQ��VWXGHQWV�DUH�SURYLGHG�ZLWK�VSHFLILF�FKHFNOLVWV�IRU�HDFK
DVVLJQPHQW�
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Calculation of the examination mark
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3FMFWBOU

-&"3/*/(�&''&$5
���� ����� �����

4&BWH

��� ����

$*/ 4UE%FW

TUSPOHMZ�EJTBHSFF EJTBHSFF OFVUSBM BHSFF TUSPOHMZ�BHSFF ("

���*�GPVOE�UIF�DPVSTF�JOUFMMFDUVBMMZ�DIBMMFOHJOH�BOE�TUJNVMBUJOH�

����� ����� ������ ������ ������ ���

/ BWH 4UE%FW $* 4&

��� ���� ���� ����� �����

TUSPOHMZ�EJTBHSFF EJTBHSFF OFVUSBM BHSFF TUSPOHMZ�BHSFF ("

���*�IBWF�MFBSOFE�WBMVBCMF�LOPXMFEHF�BOE�TLJMMT�JO�UIJT�DPVSTF�

����� ����� ����� ������ ������ ���

/ BWH 4UE%FW $* 4&

��� ���� ���� ����� �����

5&"$)*/(�45:-&
���� ����� �����

4&BWH

��� ����

$*/ 4UE%FW

TUSPOHMZ�EJTBHSFF EJTBHSFF OFVUSBM BHSFF TUSPOHMZ�BHSFF ("

���5IF�TUBGG�NFNCFS�XBT�BO�FOUIPVTJBTUJD�UFBDIFS�

����� ����� ����� ������ ������ ���

/ BWH 4UE%FW $* 4&

��� ���� ���� ����� �����

TUSPOHMZ�EJTBHSFF EJTBHSFF OFVUSBM BHSFF TUSPOHMZ�BHSFF ("

���5IF�XBZ�PG�UFBDIJOH�IFME�UIF�BUUFOUJPO�PG�UIF�TUVEFOUT�

����� ����� ����� ������ ������ ���

/ BWH 4UE%FW $* 4&

��� ���� ���� ����� �����

4536$563&
���� ����� �����

4&BWH

��� ����

$*/ 4UE%FW

TUSPOHMZ�EJTBHSFF EJTBHSFF OFVUSBM BHSFF TUSPOHMZ�BHSFF ("

���5IF�TUBGG�NFNCFS�T�MFTTPOT�XFSF�XFMM�TUSVDUVSFE�

����� ����� ������ ������ ������ ���

/ BWH 4UE%FW $* 4&

��� ���� ���� ����� �����

TUSPOHMZ�EJTBHSFF EJTBHSFF OFVUSBM BHSFF TUSPOHMZ�BHSFF ("

���5IF�DPVSTF�NBUFSJBMT�XFSF�XFMM�TUSVDUVSFE�

����� ����� ������ ������ ������ ���

/ BWH 4UE%FW $* 4&

��� ���� ���� ����� �����
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4&BWH

��� ����

$*/ 4UE%FW

TUSPOHMZ�EJTBHSFF EJTBHSFF OFVUSBM BHSFF TUSPOHMZ�BHSFF ("

���5IF�TUBGG�NFNCFS�NBJOUBJOFE�B�DPSSFDU�BUUJUVEF�UPXBSET�UIF�TUVEFOUT�

����� ����� ����� ������ ������ ���

/ BWH 4UE%FW $* 4&

��� ���� ���� ����� �����

TUSPOHMZ�EJTBHSFF EJTBHSFF OFVUSBM BHSFF TUSPOHMZ�BHSFF ("

���5IF�TUBGG�NFNCFS�XBT�TVGGJDJFOUMZ�BQQSPBDIBCMF�

����� ����� ����� ������ ������ ���

/ BWH 4UE%FW $* 4&

��� ���� ���� ����� �����
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4&BWH

��� ����

$*/ 4UE%FW

TUSPOHMZ�EJTBHSFF EJTBHSFF OFVUSBM BHSFF TUSPOHMZ�BHSFF ("

���5IF�NFUIPET�PG�FWBMVBUJOH�TUVEFOU�XPSL�XFSF�GBJS�BOE�BQQSPQSJBUF�

����� ����� ������ ������ ������ ���

/ BWH 4UE%FW $* 4&

��� ���� ���� ����� �����

TUSPOHMZ�EJTBHSFF EJTBHSFF OFVUSBM BHSFF TUSPOHMZ�BHSFF ("

���&YBNJOBUJPOT�HSBEFE�NBUFSJBMT�UFTUFE�DPVSTF�DPOUFOU�BT�QSJPSJUJTFE�CZ�UIF�TUBGG�NFNCFS�

����� ����� ������ ������ ������ ���

/ BWH 4UE%FW $* 4&

��� ���� ���� ����� �����

TUSPOHMZ�EJTBHSFF EJTBHSFF OFVUSBM BHSFF TUSPOHMZ�BHSFF ("

���*�XBT�DMFBSMZ�JOGPSNFE�BCPVU�UIF�FWBMVBUJPO�NFUIPET�JO�UIJT�DPVSTF�

����� ����� ����� ������ ������ ���

/ BWH 4UE%FW $* 4&

��� ���� ���� ����� ��������

/75
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���� ����� �����

4&BWH

��� ����

$*/ 4UE%FW

TUSPOHMZ�EJTBHSFF EJTBHSFF OFVUSBM BHSFF TUSPOHMZ�BHSFF ("

���5IF�DPVSTF�NBUFSJBMT�XFSF�SFBEJMZ�BWBJMBCMF�BOE�FBTJMZ�BDDFTTJCMF�

����� ����� ����� ������ ������ ���

/ BWH 4UE%FW $* 4&

��� ���� ���� ����� �����

TUSPOHMZ�EJTBHSFF EJTBHSFF OFVUSBM BHSFF TUSPOHMZ�BHSFF ("

���5IF�DPVSTF�XBT�XFMM�TVQQPSUFE�CZ�UIF�DPVSTF�NBUFSJBMT�

����� ����� ����� ������ ������ ���

/ BWH 4UE%FW $* 4&

��� ���� ���� ����� �����

&9&3$*4&4�EJNFOTJPO�&YFSDJTFT�QSBDUJDBMT
���� ����� �����

4&BWH

��� ����

$*/ 4UE%FW

TUSPOHMZ�EJTBHSFF EJTBHSFF OFVUSBM BHSFF TUSPOHMZ�BHSFF /75

���5IF�FYFSDJTFT�QSBDUJDBMT�GPSNFE�B�VTFGVM�QBSU�PG�PS�TVQQMFNFOU�UP�UIF�TVCKFDU�NBUUFS�

����� ����� ������ ������ ������ ����

/ BWH 4UE%FW $* 4&

��� ���� ���� ����� �����
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TUSPOHMZ�EJTBHSFF EJTBHSFF OFVUSBM BHSFF TUSPOHMZ�BHSFF /75

���&GGFDUJWF�HVJEBODF�XBT�QSPWJEFE�GPS�EVSJOH�UIF�FYFSDJTFT�QSBDUJDBMT�

����� ����� ������ ������ ������ ����

/ BWH 4UE%FW $* 4&

��� ���� ���� ����� �����
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4&BWH

��� ����

$*/ 4UE%FW

TUSPOHMZ�EJTBHSFF EJTBHSFF OFVUSBM BHSFF TUSPOHMZ�BHSFF ("

���5IF�DPVSTF�SFRVJSFT�TUVEFOUT�UP�BDUJWFMZ�FOHBHF�XJUI�UIF�NBUFSJBM

����� ����� ����� ������ ������ ���

/ BWH 4UE%FW $* 4&

��� ���� ���� ����� �����

TUSPOHMZ�EJTBHSFF EJTBHSFF OFVUSBM BHSFF TUSPOHMZ�BHSFF ("

���5IF�DPVSTF�TUJNVMBUFT�MFBSOJOH�BDUJWJUJFT�UISPVHIPVU�UIF�TFNFTUFS

����� ����� ����� ������ ������ ���

/ BWH 4UE%FW $* 4&

��� ���� ���� ����� �����
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TUSPOHMZ�EJTBHSFF EJTBHSFF OFVUSBM BHSFF TUSPOHMZ�BHSFF /75

���5IF�MFDUVSFS�XBT�TVGGJDJFOUMZ�QSPGJDJFOU�JO�%VUDI�

����� ����� ����� ������ ������ ���

/ BWH 4UE%FW $* 4&

��� ���� ���� ����� �����

TUSPOHMZ�EJTBHSFF EJTBHSFF OFVUSBM BHSFF TUSPOHMZ�BHSFF /75

���5IF�MFDUVSFS�XBT�TVGGJDJFOUMZ�QSPGJDJFOU�JO�&OHMJTI�

����� ����� ����� ������ ������ ����

/ BWH 4UE%FW $* 4&

��� ���� ���� ����� �����

TUSPOHMZ�EJTBHSFF EJTBHSFF OFVUSBM BHSFF TUSPOHMZ�BHSFF ("

���5IF�GFFECBDL�BCPVU�UIF�FWBMVBUJPOT�XBT�VTFGVM�BOE�SFMFWBOU�

����� ������ ������ ������ ������ ����

/ BWH 4UE%FW $* 4&

��� ���� ���� ����� �����

TUSPOHMZ�EJTBHSFF EJTBHSFF OFVUSBM BHSFF TUSPOHMZ�BHSFF ("

���5IF�QSJDF�PG�UIF�DPVSTF�NBUFSJBM�XBT�BDDFQUBCMF�

����� ����� ������ ������ ����� ����

/ BWH 4UE%FW $* 4&

��� ���� ���� ����� �����

TUSPOHMZ�EJTBHSFF EJTBHSFF OFVUSBM BHSFF TUSPOHMZ�BHSFF ("

���5IF�DPVSTF�XBT�XFMM�TVQQPSUFE�CZ�.JOFSWB�

����� ����� ����� ������ ������ ���

/ BWH 4UE%FW $* 4&

��� ���� ���� ����� �����

NVDI�UPP�TMPX UPP�TMPX BCPVU�SJHIU UPP�GBTU NVDI�UPP�GBTU ("

���1BDF�PG�EFMJWFSZ�XBT�

����� ����� ������ ������ ����� ���

/

���
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WFSZ�FBTZ FBTZ NFEJVN IBSE WFSZ�IBSE ("

���)PX�EJGGJDVMU�XBT�UIJT�DPVSTF�JO�SFMBUJPO�UP�UIF�PUIFS�DPVSTFT�JO�ZPVS�QSPHSBN 
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/ BWH 4UE%FW $* 4&

��� ���� ���� ����� ��������

/75

WFSZ�MJHIU MJHIU NFEJVN IFBWZ WFSZ�IFBWZ ("

���*O�SFMBUJPO�UP�UIF�DSFEJUT�FBSOFE�UIF�XPSLMPBE�XBT�

����� ����� ������ ������ ����� ���

/

���

��UPU���� ���UPU���� ���UPU���� ���UPU���� ���UPU����� ("

���)PX�PGUFO�EJE�ZPV�BUUFOE�UIF�BDUJWJUJFT�	DMBTT�FYFSDJTFT
�

����� ����� ����� ������ ������ ���

/ BWH 4UE%FW $* 4&

��� ���� ���� ����� �����

WFSZ�QPPS QPPS BWFSBHF HPPE WFSZ�HPPE ("

����8IBU�JT�ZPVS�PWFSBMM�BTTFTTNFOU�PG�UIJT�DPVSTF 

����� ����� ������ ������ ������ ���

/ BWH 4UE%FW $* 4&

��� ���� ���� ����� �����

-FBSOJOH�FGGFDU

�����

/"

/4

����

5FBDIJOH�TUZMF

�����

/"

/4

�����

4USVDUVSF

�����

/"

/4

����

"QQSPBDIBCJMJUZ

�����

/"

/4

����

&WBMVBUJPO

�����

/"

/4

�����

$PVSTF�NBUFSJBM

�����

/"

/4

�����

&YFSDJTFT�QSBDUJDBMT

�����
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/4

�����

:PVS�TDPSF

3FGFSFODF

4JHOJD������

&GGFDU�TJ[F
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0QFO�RVFTUJPOT

2VFTUJPO����6TF�UIF�UFYU�CPY�CFMPX�UP�BEE�BOZ�DPNNFOUT�PS�TVHHFTUJPOT�BCPVU�MFBSOJOH�FGGFDU�

%F�POEFSXFSQFO�XBSFO�UFMLFOT�XFFS�UPFQBTCBBS�PQ�EBHFMJKLTF�TJUVBUJFT��


*L�IFC�[FFS�WFFM�CJKHFMFFSE�PWFS�EJU�WBLHFCJFE��


*L�WJOE�EBU�EF�XJLJ�T�FSWPPS�[PSHFO�EBU�KF�XBBSEFWPMMF�WBBSEJHIFEFO�PQ�EPFU�FO�MFFSU�PNHBBO�NFU�UJKETESVL�FO�QMBOOFO��%F�POEFSXFSQFO�WBO�EF�XJLJ�T
WPOE�JL�XFM�OJFU�BMUJKE�JOUFSFTTBOU�PG�TPNT�UF�NPFJMJKL�PN�IFU�NFUFFO�JO�IFU�&OHFMT�UF�MF[FO�[POEFS�EBU�XF�IFU�HF[JFO�IBEEFO�JO�IFU�/FEFSMBOET�

�


7FFM�CJKHFMFFSEÜ�


*OUFSFTTBOU�MFTPOEFSEFFM�


0OEFSXJKTLVOEF�XBT�IFFM�JOUFSFTTBOUF�FO�FS�XFSE�SFMFWBOUF�JOGPSNBUJF�EPPSHFHFWFO��&S�XFSE�NFU�FFO�LSJUJTDIF�CMJL�WBO�[PXFM�EF�QSPG�BMT�EF�MFFSMJOHFO
OBBS�POT�IVJEJH�POEFSXJKTTZTUFFN�HFLFLFO�

�


*L�IFC�IFFM�WFFM�CJKHFMFFSE��


*L�WPOE�EJU�WBL�XFJOJH�VJUEBHFOE�FO�JOUFSFTTBOU��


%PPS�EF�XJLJ�PQESBDIUFO�XBT�KF�WFSQMJDIU�EF�MFFSTUPG�HPFE�CJK�UF�IPVEFO�FO�IFC�JL�EVT�IFFM�WFFM�HFMFFSE�WBO�EF�MFTTFO��


*L�IFC�OJFU�IFU�HFWPFM�EBU�JL�WFFM�OVUUJHF�[BLFO�IFC�CJKHFMFFSE�EJF�JL�MBUFS�OPH�[PV�LVOOFO�HFCSVJLFO���


)FU�JT�FFO�[FFS�JOUFSFTTBOU�WBL�XBBSCJK�JL�IFFM�XBU�LFOOJT�IFC�PQHFTUPLFO���


*OUFSFTTBOUF�MFFSTUPG��


[FFS�HSPPU�MFFSFGGFDU�EPPS�MFFSLSBDIUÜ��


%F�MFFSTUPG�XBT�[FFS�BDUVFFM�XBBSEPPS�IFU�NF�EBO�PPL�FDIU�JFUT�PQMFWFSEF���


HFFO�DPNNFOUBBS��


(PFEF�VJUXFSLJOH�WBO�IFU�WBL���


%F�JOIPVEFO�WPOE�JL�[FFS�SFMFWBOU�CPFJFOE�FO�VJUEBHFOEÜ��


%F�MFTHFWFS�[PSHEF�FSWPPS�EBU�TPNNJHF�POEFSXFSQFO�VJUEBHFOE�XFSEFO���


)FU�XBT�FFO�WPMMFEJH�OJFVX�POEFSXFSQ�PN�PWFS�UF�MFSFO�EVT�IFU�XBT�WPPS�NJK�[FLFS�VJUEBHFOE���


%F�MFFSTUPG�XBT�[FFS�VJUEBHFOE�IFU�HJOH�WBBL�PN�DPNQMFYF�FO�[FFS�JOUFSFTTBOUF�POEFSXFSQFO���


(FFO�TQFDJBMF�CFNFSLJOHFO���


��*L�IFC�CJKHFMFFSE�EBU�GFFECBDL�WBO�HSPPU�CFMBOH�JT���


*L�MFFSEF�WPPSBM�WFFM�OJFVXF�EJOHFO�XBU�WFFM�CFUFS�JT�EBO�PVEF�MFFSTUPG�IFSIBMFO���


%F�JOIPVE�WBO�EF�DVSTVT�CMFFG�WBBL�BCTUSBDU�XBBSEPPS�IFU�WBBL�OJFU�TUJNVMFFSEF�FO�KF�EF�JOUFSFTTF�TPNT�WFSMPPS���


%F�DPNCJOBUJF�WBO�IPPSDPMMFHFT�QFFS�UVUPSJOH�FO�FFO�POEFSTUFVOFOEF�XFCTJUF�[PSHEF�WPPS�FFO�HSPPU�MFFSFGGFDU���


��)FU�WPSNEF�FFO�HPFEF�CBTJT�WPPS�WFSEFSF�MFTTFO���


*L�WPOE�EBU�EF�MFFSTUPG�FDIU�TUJNVMFSFOE�XFSE�BBOHFCSBDIU��%F�MFFSTUPG�XBT�IFFM�JOUFSFTTBOU�FO�OB�FMLF�MFT�IBE�JL�IFU�HFWPFM�EBU�KF�XFFS�JFUT�OJFVXT
mHFMFFSEn�

��


)FFM�JOUFSFTTBOUÜ��


*L�IFC�JO�EJU�WBL�IFFM�WFFM�CJKHFMFFSE�WPPS�NJK�XBT�EF�NBUFSJF�DPNQMFFU�OJFVX�OJFUT�IJFSWBO�IBE�JL�BM�HF[JFO�JO�IFU�NJEEFMCBBS��)FU�XBT�[FLFS�FFO
VJUEBHJOH�PN�TUFFET�UF�LVOOFO�CMJKWFO�WPMHFO�EPPSEBU�BMMFT�HFSFMBUFFSE�XFSE�BBO�FMLBBS��%JU�WBL�MFFSEF�NF�LSJUJTDIFS�OBEFOLFO�PWFS�CFQBBMEF
POEFSXFSQFO�FO�HBG�NF�IFU�JO[JDIU�EBU�MFSFO�FFO�WFFM�JOHFXJLLFMEFS�QSPDFT�JT�EBO�IFU�PQ�IFU�FFSTUF�[JDIU�MJKLU��)FU�MFFSEF�NF�PPL�OBEFOLFO�PWFS�NJKO
FJHFO�MFFSNFUIPEF�

��


%F�CFIBOEFMEF�POEFSXFSQFO�XBSFO�[FFS�JOUFSFTTBOU�FO�FFO�HPFEF�POEFSTUFVOFOEF�CBTJT�PN�NFF�JO�IFU�POEFSXJKT�UF�TUBBO���


HFFO�DPNNFOUBBS��


)FU�JT�OVUUJH�PN�UF�[JFO�VJU�XFMLF�TUSPNJOHFO�EF�IFEFOEBBHTF�UFDIOJFLFO�POUTUBBO�NBBS�[F�XFSEFO�IFFM�FSH�VJUHFCSFJE�CFTQSPLFO�XBU�WPMHFOT�NJK�OJFU
SFMFWBOU�JT�

��


%F�MFTTFO�[FMG�[JKO�[FFS�JOUFSFTTBOU�FO�JL�IFC�FS�[FFS�WFFM�WBO�HFMFFSE��)FU�XBT�FDIU�MFFSSJKL�FO�[PXFM�EF�DVSTVT�BMT�EF�XJLJ�T�[JKO�[FFS�IBOEJH�PN�NFF�UF
[JKO�NFU�[JKO�MFTTFO�

��


+BNNFS�EBU�EJU�FFO�LFV[FWBL�JT�FO�HFFO�WFSQMJDIU�WBL�IFFM�JOUFSFTTBOU�FO�XBBSEFWPM�PPL�WPPS�EF�PWFSJHF�WBLLFO��


7PPSOBNFMJKL�EF�XJLJ�T�[PSHEFO�WPPS�IFU�WFSCFUFSFO�PG�POUXJLLFMFO�WBO�WBBSEJHIFEFO���


%F�QSPG�HBG�POT�FOUIPVTJBTU�VJUMFH�PWFS�IFU�WBL�POEFSXJKTLVOEF���


*L�WPOE�EF�POEFSXFSQFO�JOUFSFTTBOU�NBBS�WPOE�EBU�EF�MJOL�OBBS�EF�QSBLUJKL�OPH�NÄÄS�NPDIU���
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2VFTUJPO����6TF�UIF�UFYU�CPY�CFMPX�UP�BEE�BOZ�DPNNFOUT�PS�TVHHFTUJPOT�BCPVU�UFBDIJOH�TUZMF�

%F�QSPG�HBG�IFFM�FOUIPVTJBTU�FO�PQ�WFSTDIJMMFOEF�NBOJFSFO�MFT��%JU�[PSHU�FS�WPPS�EBU�EF�MFTTFO�BBOHFOBNFS�LVOOFO�WFSMPQFO��


%F�MFTHFWFS�IJFME�EF�BBOEBDIU�WBO�EF�TUVEFOUFO�EPPS�JO�JOUFSBDUJF�UF�USFEFO�NFU�IVO�EPPS�WSBHFO�UF�TUFMMFO��


4PNT�JFUT�UIF�FOUIPVTJBTU�


%F�MFTHFWFS�XFFU�IPF�IJK�EF�BBOEBDIU�FSCJK�NPFU�IPVEFO�FO�EPDFFSU�PQ�FFO�IFFM�FOUIPVTJBTUF�NBOJFS��


%F�MFTHFWFS�[PSHEF�PQ�IFFM�XBU�NBOJFSFO�WPPS�FFO�FOUIPVTJBTUF�MFFS[BNF�MFT��


1SPG��7BMDLF�IFFGU�FFO�[FFS�BDUJFWF�NBOJFS�WBO�MFTHFWFO��%F[F�NBOJFS�JT�WPPS�NJK�QFSTPPOMJKL�[FFS�FGGFDUJFG�PN�NJK�CJK�EF�MFT�UF�IPVEFO�NBBS�EJU�CMJKLU
OJFU�[P�CJK�JFEFSFFO�	CW��NFOTFO�NFU�"44�EJF�OPPE�BBO�SVTU�FO�HFFO�PWFSQSJLLFMJOH�IFCCFO
��6JUFSBBSE�LBO�IJK�OJFU�NFU�JFEFSFFO�SFLFOJOH�IPVEFO
XBBSEPPS�WPPS�IFU�NFSFOEFFM�[JKO�MFTTUJKM�XBBSTDIJKOMJKL�[FFS�FGGFDUJFG�XBT�

�


%F�EPDFFSTUJKM�WPOE�JL�IFFM�HPFE�PNEBU�IFU�NF�TUFFET�BBOEBDIUJH�IJFME��


"MT�FS�FFO�CPMMFUKF�[PV�TUBBO�NFU�FOUIPVTJBTUFS�EBO�FOIPVTJBTU�EBO�EVJEEF�JL�IFU�BBOÜÜ�


%F�MFTHFWFS�HBG�PQ�FFO�[FFS�FOUIPVTJBTUF�NBOJFS�MFT�NBBS�TPNT�XFSE�IFU�PPL�OFU�JFUT�UF�ESVL�XBBSEPPS�IFU�NPFJMJKL�XBT�PN�EF�MFT�NFU�WPMMF�BBOEBDIU
UF�LVOOFO�WPMHFO�

�


%PPSEBU�FS�DPOTUBOU�JOUFSBDUJF�XBT�FO�FS�DPOTUBOU�WSBHFO�HFTUFME�XFSEFO�XBT�KF�HFOPPE[BBLU�EF�BBOEBDIU�CJK�EF�MFT�UF�IPVEFO���


7BMDLF�JT�FOPSN�FOUIPVTJBTU�JO�[JKO�MFTHFWFO�WPPS�NJK�QFSTPPOMJKL�JT�EBU�TPNT�XBU�TUPSFOE�WPPS�BOEFSFO�JT�EJU�NJTTDIJFO�KVJTU�IFFM�QPTJUJFG���


%F�MFTTFO�XFSEFO�[FFS�FOUIPVTJBTU�HFCSBDIU�NBBS�XBSFO�XFM�TVQFS�WFSNPFJFOE��5JFO�NJOVUFO�QBV[F�OB�FFO�VVS�NBH�XFMÜ��


1SPGFTTPS�7BMDLF�TUBBU�UFMLFOT�XFFS�PQ�FFO�FOUIPVTJBTUF�NBOJFS�MFT�UF�HFWFO�	TPNT�JFUT�UF�FOUIPVTJBTU
��%PPSEBU�EF�LBOT�CFTUPOE�EBU�KF�FFO�WSBBH�LSFFH
UJKEFOT�EF�MFT�[PSHEF�IJK�FSWPPS�EBU�EF�BBOEBDIU�[FLFS�CJK�EF�MFT�CMFFG�

��


8BT�BMUJKE�[FFS�PQHFXFLU�FO�IJFME�[FLFS�EF�BBOEBDIU�EPPS�EF�NJDSP�EPPS�UF�HFWFO�JO�IFU�BVEJUPSJVN���


%F�EPDFOU�CSBDIU�[JKO�MFTTFO�BMUJKE�NFU�HSPPU�FOUIPVTJBTNF�XBBSEPPS�EF�TUVEFOUFO�WPMHFOT�NJK�CJK�EF�MFT�CMFWFO���


TPNT�UF�FOUIPVTJBTU�PWFSESFWFO��WFFM�JOUFSBDUJF�XBBSEPPS�KF�EF�BBOEBDIU�FSCJK�IPVEU���


.JTTDIJFO�JFUT�UF�WFFM�FJHFO�NFOJOH �7FFM�FWJEFOUJF�VJU�POEFS[PFLFO�NBBS�JT�FS�HFOPFH�SFLFOJOH�HFIPVEFO�IJFSCJK�NFU�EF�QSBLUJKL�XBBSCJK�PPL�BOEFSF
GBDUPSFO�FFO�SPM�TQFMFO�FO�FMLBBS�CFÊOWMPFEFO�FO�KF�KF�OJFU�LBO�GPDVTTFO�PQ���WBSJBCFMF�FO�BMMF�BOEFSF�POEFS�DPOUSPMF�IPVEFO 

��


4PNT�JFUT�UF�FOUIPVTJBTU�NBBS�IJFME�XFM�[FFS�HPFE�EF�BBOEBDIU�WBO��EF�TUVEFOUFO�WBTU���


%F�MFTTFO�XFSEFO�FSH�BDUJFG�HFHFWFO�XBBSEPPS�EF[F�MFVL�XBSFO�PN�UF�WPMHFO���


HFFO�DPNNFOUBBS��


[FFS�BBOHFOBNF�FO�BDUJFWF�EPDFFSTUJKMÜ���WBO�EF�CFTUF�MFTHFWFST�EJF�FS�JT��


1SPGFTTPS�7BMDLF�HBG�[FFS�HPFE�MFT���


4PNT�XBT�.BSUJO�7BMDLF�JFUT�UF�FOUIPVTJBTU�XBBSEPPS�KF�KF�NFFS�DPODFOUSFFSEF�PQ�EF�NBOJFS�WBO�MFTHFWFO�EBO�PQ�EF�JOIPVE�WBO�EF�MFT���


&S�XFSE�WFFM�HFWBSJFFSE�XBBSEPPS�IJK�EF�BBOEBDIU�WBO�EF�MFFSMJOHFO�CFIJFME���


1SPGFTTPS�7BMDLF�JT�IFFM�CPFJFOE�PN�OBBS�UF�MVJTUFSFO��"MT�TUVEFOU�LBO�KF�FS�NBLLFMJKL�KF�BBOEBDIU�HFEVSFOEF�MBOHF�UJKE�CJKIPVEFO�EPPS�EF�NBOJFS�XBBSPQ
QSPGFTTPS�7BMDLF�TQSFFLU�FO�EF�MFFSTUPG�PWFSCSFOHU�

��


4PNT�XBT�IJK�[FMGT�JFUT�UÄ�FOUIPVTJBTU��%BO�MPPQU�IJK�EPPS�EF�BVMB�NBBLU�TPNT�HSBQKFT�EJF�XBU�OBBTU�EF�LXFTUJF�FO�POOPEJH�[JKO���


)FU�HFWFO�WBO�PQESBDIUFO�UJKEFOT�EF�MFT�FO�IFU�TUFMMFO�WBO�WSBHFO�BBO�EF�TUVEFOUFO�HFFGU�IFO�XFJOJH�SVJNUF�PN�EF�BBOEBDIU�UF�MBUFO�WFSTMBQQFO��%F
QSPGFTTPS�CFUSPL�PPL�IVNPS�JO�[JKO�MFT�XBU�IFU�WPMHFO�WBO�EF�MFT�[FLFS�BBOHFOBNFS�NBBLUF�

��


%F�NBOJFS�WBO�MFTHFWFO�NPUJWFFSEF�NJK�FOPSN�EF�MFTHFWFS�JT�FSH�FOUIPVTJBTU�FO�EJU�XFSLUF�BBOTUFLFMJKL���


.JKO�BBOEBDIU�WFSTMBQUF�[FMEFO��%F�QSPG�JT�FOUIPVTJBTU�FO�WFSUFME�[FFS�HFQBTTJPOFFSE�FDIU�NFU�IBSU�FO�[JFM��%PPSEBU�EF�NJDSP�HFSFHFME�XPSEU
EPPSHFHFWFO�CFO�KF�PPL�XFM�WFSQMJDIU�PN�UF�CMJKWFO�PQMFUUFO�XBU�[FFS�QPTJUJFG�JT�

��


*FUT�NJOEFS�SPFQFO�EPPS�EF�NJDSP�[PV�XFM�BBOHFOBNFS�[JKO���


��)FFM�FOFSHJFL���


%F�QSPG�HBG�EF�MFT�PQ�FFO�MVDIUJHF�HSBQQJHF�NBOJFS�XBBSEPPS�KF�HPFE�LBO�CMJKWFO�WPMHFO���


;FFS�FOUIPVTJBTUF�MFTHFWFS�NBBLU�HFCSVJL�WBO�WPPSXFSQFO�GJMNQKFT�EFNPOTUSBUJFT�EPPS�TUVEFOUFO�����


;FFS�HPFEF�FO�FOUIPVTJBTUF�EPDFFSTUJKM���


%F�MFTHFWFS�IPVEU�EF�TUVEFOUFO�[FLFS�FO�WBTU�HFCPFJE�EPPS�EF�BDUVBMJUFJU�UF�CFUSFLLFO�FO�EF�FOUIPVTJBTUF�EPDFFSTUJKM���


%F�NJDSP�EJF�SPOE�HJOH�[PSHEF�FSWPPS�EBU�TUVEFOUFO�BBOEBDIUJH�CMFWFO�NBBS�IFFGU�PPL�BMT�LBOUUFLFOJOH�EBU�WBOXFHF�EJF�NJDSP�TPNNJHFO�OJFU�NFFS
LPNFO�

��


%F�NBOJFS�WBO�MFTHFWFO�NBBLUF�IFU�WBL�WPPS�NJK����Y�JOUFSFTTBOUFS���


7BBL�XFSEFO�BOFLEPUFT�WFSUFME�PG�WFSIBMFO�XBBSCJK�KF�KF�FFO�CFUFS�CFFME�LPO�TUFMMFO�CJK�EF�MFFSTUPG���
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%PPSEBU�TUVEFOUFO�BDUJFG�LPOEFO�EFFMOFNFO�BBO�EF�MFTTFO�NBBLUF�EJU�IFU�HFNBLLFMJKLFS�PN�EF�MFFSTUPG�CFUFS�UF�WFSXFSLFO���


%PPS�IFU�FOUIPVTJBTNF�WBO�PO[F�QSPGFTTPS�LXBN�EF�JOIPVE�WBO�EF�MFTTFO�WPMMFEJH�UPU�[�O�SFDIU���%BBSEPPS�JT�FS�NJK�PPL�WFFM�CJKHFCMFWFO���


%F�MFTHFWFS�HBG�[FFS�FOUIPVTJBTU�MFT�FO�QSPCFFSEF�EF�MFFSTUPG�PWFS�UF�CSFOHFO�BBO�EF�IBOE�WBO�FFO�NFUIPEF�EJF�QBTUF�CJK�IFU�UIFNB��)JK�NBBLUF�PPL
SFHFMNBUJH�HFCSVJL�WBO�GJMNQKFT�

��


4PNT�XFSE�IFU�UF�TOFM�UF�WFFM�FO�XBT�IFU�EVJEFMJKL�EBU�EF�MFFSMJOHFO�EF�GPDVT�FO�IVO�FOFSHJF�LXJKU�XBSFO��&S�[PV�FFO�LPSUF�QBV[F�JOHFMBTU�NPHFO�XPSEFO
PQ�EF[F�NPNFOUFO��)FU�IFFGU�HFFO�OVU�NFFS�PN�WFSEFS�UF�HBBO�[PEBOJH�EBU�EF�MFT�BGHFNBBLU�LBO�XPSEFO�BMT�FS�CJKOB�OJFNBOE�NFFS�MVJTUFSU�

��


��%F�QSPGFTTPS�EFFE�FS�BMMFT�BBO�PN�[BLFO�EVJEFMJKL�UF�NBLFO��	VJUCFFMEFO�GJMNQKFT���
��


%PPS�IFU�[FFS�FOUIPVTJBTUF�MFTHFWFO�WBO�EF�QSPG�FO�EF�NJDSP�EPPS�POT�UF�MBUFO�HFCSVJLFO�[PSHEF�EJU�WPPS�[FFS�WFFM�JOUFSBDUJF�NFU�POT�XBBSEPPS�KF
FWFOFFOT�WFFM�PQMFUUFOEFS�[BM�[JKO�

��


;FFS�CFWMPHFO�MFTHFWFS���


%F�QSPGFTTPS�HBG�IFFM�EVJEFMJKL�MFT�FO�XBT�BMUJKE�IFFM�QSFTFOU�	NFOUBBM�FO�GZTJFL
�FO�BDUJFG��"MT�JL�UPDI�JFUT�NBH�PQNFSLFO�JT�IFU�EBU�IJK�JO�[JKO
FOUIPVTJBTNF�TPNT�IFFM�MVJE�CFHJOU�UF�TQSFLFO�XBBSEPPS�IFU�MJKLU�EBU�EF�NJDSPGPPO�UF�MVJE�TUBBU�

��


&OPSN�FOUIPVTJBTUF�MFTHFWFSÜ��


)FU�XBT�BMUJKE�HFNBLLFMJKL�WPPS�NJK�PN�EF�SPEF�ESBBE�EPPSIFFO�EF�MFTTFO�UF�[JFO�FO�PN�NJKO�BBOEBDIU�FSCJK�UF�IPVEFO�EPPS�IFU�FOUIPVTJBTNF�FO�EF
JOUFSFTTF�WBO�EF�MFTHFWFS�JO�[JKO�WBL�

��


7PPSUEVSFOE�IFFO�FO�XFFS�MPQFO�PQ�UBGFMT�LMJNNFO�FO�PQ�EF�HSPOE�LSVJQFO�TUBBU�[FLFS�HFMJKL�BBO�FOUIPVTJBTU�MFTHFWFO��0PL�IFU�GFJU�EBU�EF�MFTHFWFS
WBBL�PQ�FFO�MVJEF�FO�EVJEFMJKLF�NBOJFS�[JKO�NFOJOH�WFSLPOEJHEF�[PSHEF�FSWPPS�EBU�IFU�WPPS�POT�HFNBLLFMJKLFS�XBT�PN�CJK�EF�MFT�CFUSPLLFO�UF�CMJKWFO��)FU
JT�IFFM�BBOHFOBBN�XBOOFFS�MFTHFWFST�[P�IBSE�HFÊOUFSFTTFFSE�[JKO�JO�IVO�FJHFO�WBL�FO�OJFU�CBOH�[JKO�PN�EBU�UF�MBUFO�CMJKLFO��)FU�GFJU�EBU�PQ�FML�NPNFOU
EF�NJDSP�JO�KF�IBOEFO�HFEVXE�LPO�XPSEFO�[PSHEF�FS�WPMHFOT�NJK�PPL�XFM�WPPS�EBU�XF�BBOEBDIUJHFS�XBSFO�

��


4PNT�WFSMJFQ�EF�MFT�FFO�CFFUKF�DIBPUJTDI�FO�XBT�IFU�NPFJMJKL�PN�UF�LVOOFO�WPMHFO��


)JK�HFFGU�FDIU�IFFM�BDUJFG�FO�FOUIPVTJBTU�MFT�CFFME�EJOHFO�VJU�MPPQU�SPOE�HFFGU�WFSTDIJMMFOEF�MFWFOEJHF�WPPSCFFMEFO����TVQFSÜ��


%F�QSPG�JT�FOUIPVTJBTU�HFMVLLJH���


1SPGFTTPS�7BMDLF�TQSJOHU�HFSFHFME�WBO�EF�IBL�PQ�EF�UBL��8BOOFFS�IJK�CJKWPPSCFFME�JFUT�TBNFOWBU�JO���QVOUFO�IBBMU�IJK�FS�TMFDIUT���BBO���


%F�QSPG�LBO�[FFS�HPFE�MFT�HFWFO�FO�HFFGU�[JKO�MFFSTUPG�PQ�FFO�MFVLF�NBOJFS�XFFS��)JK�JT�JO�TUBBU�PN�EF�BBOEBDIU�WBO�[JKO�MFFSMJOHFO�CJK�UF�IPVEFO��)FU�XBT
FFO�MFT�XBBS�JL�[FFS�HSBBH�OBBSUPF�HJOH�

��


%F�MFFSTUPG�XFSE�PQ�FFO�[FFS�MFWFOEJHF�NBOJFS�PWFSHFCSBDIU���


1SPGFTTPS�7BMDLF�HFFGU�MFT�PQ�FFO�[FFS�JOUFOTF�NBOJFS�WFSNPFJFOE�NBBS�FS�JT�NF�UPDI�WFFM�CJKHFCMFWFO�VJU�[JKO�MFTTFO���


1SPGFTTPS�7BMDLF�XBT�BMUJKE�BDUJFG�FO�FOUIPVTJBTU�UJKEFOT�EF�MFTTFO�XBU�IFU�HFNBLLFMJKLFS�NBBLUF�PN�[FMG�PPL�FOUIPVTJBTU�UF�[JKO��%F�WSBHFO�EJF�UJKEFOT
EF�MFT�XFSEFO�HFTUFME�XBSFO�OJFU�BMUJKE�FWFO�MFVL�NBBS�XFM�FFO�HPFEF�NBOJFS�PN�EF�BBOEBDIU�WBO�EF�MFFSMJOHFO�WBTU�UF�IPVEFO�

��


4PNT�XFSE�EF�MFT�JFUT�UF�FOUIPVTJBTU�HFHFWFO�[PEBU�IFU�FJHFOMJKL�OJFU�NFFS�PWFS[JDIUFMJKL�XBT�FO�IFU�NPFJMJKL�XBT�PN�BBOEBDIU�UF�IPVEFO�PQ�BMMF
WFSTDIJMMFOEF�EJOHFO�

��


)FU�JT�PONPHFMJKL�PN�JO�TMBBQ�UF�WBMMFO�CJK�EF[F�MFTTFO��)FU�FOUIPVTJBTNF�FO�EF�QBTTJF�XBBSNFF�EF[F�QSPG�MFT�HFFGU�JT�XBBS�BOEFSF�QSPGGFO�OPH�XBU�WBO
LVOOFO�MFSFO�

��


%F�QSPG�HBG�[FLFS�PQ�FFO�FOUIPVTJBTUF�NBOJFS�MFT�EJU�NBBLU�IFU�NBLLFMJKLFS�PN�UF�WPMHFO��4PNT�XBSFO�EF�QBV[FT�OJFU�FWFOSFEJH�WFSEFFME�XBBSEPPS�FFO
MFTEFFM�IFFM�MBOH�XFSE�FO�EF�BBOEBDIU�WFS[XBLUF�

��


.FU�IBOEFO�FO�WPFUFO�HBG�EF�QSPG�[FFS�FOUIPVTJBTU�[JKO�MFT��)JK�XFFU�IPF�IJK�EF�BBOEBDIU�WBO�EF�TUVEFOUFO�FS�NPFU�CJKIPVEFO���


+F�LPO�OJFU�OJFU�PQMFUUFO�CJK�IFN�IJK�JT�FOPSN�FOUIPVTJBTU�XBU�EF�BVMB�FOPSN�BBOEBDIUJH�IPVEU��)JK�WFSBOEFSU�[JKO�TUJKM�PPL�BBO�EF�HFHFWFO�MFFSTUPG�XBU
FFOT�XBU�WBSJBUJF�CJFEU�

��


QPTJUJFG��EF�WPPSCFFMEFO�VJU�IFU�MFWFO�WBO�EF�QSPG��


7BBL�UF�XFJOJH�QBV[F��


4536$563&

2VFTUJPO����6TF�UIF�UFYU�CPY�CFMPX�UP�BEE�BOZ�DPNNFOUT�PS�TVHHFTUJPOT�BCPVU�TUSVDUVSF�

1PXFSQPJOU�XBT�OJFU�[P�HFTUSVDUVSFFSE�IBOECPFL�EBBSFOUFHFO�XFM��


"MMFT�XBT�HPFE�PQ�WPPSIBOE�WPPSCFSFJE�BMMFT�WFSMJFQ�[PBMT�HFQMBOE��


4PNT�DIBPT�EPPS�IFU�FOUIPVTJBTNF�


)FU�IBOECPFL�XBT�[FFS�HFTUSVDUVSFFSE�EJU�WPPSBM�EBOL[JK�FMLF�NJOENBQ�EJF�BBO�IFU�CFHJO�WBO�IFU�IPPGETUVL�NFFHFHFWFO�XFSE��


%F�MFTHFWFS�WPMHEF�EF�TUSVDUVVS�WBO�IFU�CPFL��


*L�IFC�HFFO�OFHBUJFWF�PQNFSLJOHFO�PWFS�EF�TUSVDUVVS�WBO�IFU�MFFSNBUFSJBBM��


%F�MFTHFWFS�TQSPOH�TPNT�WBO�IFU�FOF�PQ�IFU�BOEFSF�UJKEFOT�[JKO�FOUIPVTJBTUF�NBOJFS�WBO�MFTHFWFO��)FU�XBT�TPNT�POEVJEFMJKL�XBBSPWFS�IFU�KVJTU�HJOH��


%F�TMJEFT�XBSFO�WPPS�NJK�OJFU�BMUJKE�FWFO�EVJEFMJKL�FO�HFTUSVDUVSFFSE��)FU�IBOECPFL�EBBSFOUFHFO�XBT�EJU�XFM��
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;PXFM�EF�TMJEFT�BMT�IFU�IBOECPFL�XBT�EVJEFMJKL�HFTUSVDUVSFFSE��%F�MFTHFWFS�NBBLUF�WFFM�LPSUF�TBNFOWBUUJOHFO�FO�CFOBESVLUF�EF�CFMBOHSJKLTUF
POEFSEFMFO�WBO�EF�MFFSTUPG�

�


)FU�IBOECPFL�XBT�HPFE�HFTUSVDUVSFFSE�NBBS�TPNT�TMPFH�EF�EPDFOU�EJOHFO�PWFS�XBBSEPPS�IFU�PWFS[JDIU�TPNT�XFH�XBT���


)JK�XFFL�TPNT�BG�WBO�[JKO�MFFSTUPG�PN�PWFS�JFUT�IFMFNBBM�BOEFST�UF�CFHJOOFO�WFSUFMMFO�XBBSEPPS�IFU�WPPS�POT�TPNT�XBU�WFSXBSSFOE�XFSE��)BOECPFL�FO
TMJEFT�[JKO�[FFS�HPFE�PQHFCPVXE�

��


%F�QPXFSQPJOU�XBT�OJFU�BMUJKE�FWFO�EVJEFMJKL�IFU�WPMHEF�FDIUFS�NFFTUBM�EF�TUSVDUVVS�WBO�IFU�IBOECPFL��)FU�IBOECPFL�EBBSFOUFHFO�XBT�[FFS�EVJEFMJKL
PQHFCPVXE��%F�XFCTJUF�WBO�POEFSXJKTLVOEF�XBT�WPPS�NJK�PPL�[FFS�IBOEJH�WPPS�FYUSB�JOGPSNBUJF�PG�GJMNQKFT�XBBSCJK�EF�QSPGFTTPS�JFEFS�IPPGETUVL�LPSU
UPFMJDIUUF�

��


)FU�IBOECPFL�XBT�[FFS�EVJEFMJKL�FO�HFTUSVDUVSFFSE��%F�TMJEFT�XBSFO�XBU�DIBPUJTDIFS�FO�NPFJMJKL�PN�WBO�UF�MFSFO���


5JKEFOT�EF�MFT�MJOLFO�OBBS�BOEFSF�UIFNB�T�LPO�WFSXBSSFOE�[JKO�NBBS�UJKEFOT�IFU�MFSFO�EF[F�OPUJUJFT�[JFO�IJFMQ�XFM�PN�WFSCBOEFO�UF�LVOOFO�MFHHFO�FO�EF
JO[JDIUTWSBHFO�CFUFS�UF�LVOOFO�CFBOUXPPSEFO�

��


%F�XFCTJUF�BBOHFNBBLU�EPPS�EF�QSPGFTTPS�JT�[FFS�PWFS[JDIUFMJKL���


HFFO�DPNNFOUBBS��


%F�MFTTFO�WPMHEFO�FMLBBS�EVJEFMJKL�PQ���


IFFM�HFTUSVDUVSFFSEF�XFFCMZ��


&S�XBT�TUFFET�FFO�EVJEFMJKLF�MJOL�UVTTFO�EF�MFTTFO�XBBSJO�TMJEFT�XFSEFO�HFCSVJLU�FO�IFU�IBOECPFL���


%F�QQU�WPSNEF�FFO�HPFEF�MFJESBBE�WPPS�IFU�CPFL���


%F�QSFTFOUBUJFT�XBSFO�[FFS�HFTUSVDUVSFFSE�FO�LXBNFO�PPL�PWFSFFO�NFU�IFU�IBOECPFL���


%F�TUSVDUVVS�WBO�EF�MFTTFO�XBT�EVJEFMJKL�UFSVH�UF�WJOEFO�JO�IFU�IBOECPFL�XBU�IFU�TUVEFSFO�BBOHFOBBN�FO�HFTUSVDUVSFFSE�NBBLUF���


4PNT�FFO�CFFUKF�WBO�EF�IBL�PQ�EF�UBL���


��)FU�XBT�FFO�HPFE�CPFL�PN�VJU�UF�MFSFO���


%F�MFTHFWFS�WFSTQSPOH�WFFM�WBO�EJB�	��WPPSVJU�EBO�XFFS���BDIUFSVJU���
��%BU�NBBLUF�IFU�TPNT�NPFJMJKL�PN�UF�WPMHFO�FO�EPPS�UF�IFCCFO�XBBSPWFS�IJK�OV
FJHFOMJKL�CF[JH�JT�

��


;FFS�HPFE�IBOECPFL�NFU�EVJEFMJKLF�WPPSCFFMEFO���


%F�1PXFS1PJOUT�WPMHEFO�NPPJ�EF�TUSVDUVVS�WBO�IFU�CPFL��%JU�JT�BMUJKE�IBOEJH���


4PNNJHF�MFTTFO�XBSFO�OPHBM�DIBPUJTDI��


4PNT�XBT��IFU�[P�EBU�CJK�CFQBBMEF�POEFSXFSQFO�UF�MBOH�XFSE�TUJM�HFTUBBO�FO�EBO�CJK�BOEFSF�CJKOB�OJFU��7PPS�NJK�JT�IFU�PPL�[P�EBU�FS�OJFU�WFFM�TUSVDUVVS�[JU
JO�EF�EJB�T�

��


(FFO�CFNFSLJOHFO���


%F�MFTTFO�HFCFVSEFO�PQ�IFU[FMGEF�OJWFBV�BMT�IFU�CPFL�WPMHFOT�EF�IPPGETUVLLFO��*L�WPOE�IJFS�EVT�OJLT�OFHBUJFGT�BBO���


(FTUSVDUVSFFSEF�MFTTFO�NFU�EVJEFMJKLF�QPXFSQPJOU���


%F�NJOENBQT�FO�EF�LPSUF�GJMNQKFT�HBWFO�FFO�HPFE�CFFME�WBO�IFU�IPPGETUVL���


)FU�IBOECPFL�JT�IFFM�HFTUSVDUVSFFSE�NFU�BBO�IFU�CFHJO�WBO�FML�IPPGETUVL�EF�MFFSEPFMFO�FO�FFO�NJOENBQ�PWFS�EF�LPNFOEF�MFFSTUPG�FO�BBO�IFU�FJOE�WBO
FML�IPPGETUVL�FFO�TBNFOWBUUJOH�FO�FFO�[FMGUPFUT��#JK�EF�BOUXPPSEFO�WBO�EF�[FMGUPFUT�XFSE�PPL�UFMLFOT�NFFS�JOGPSNBUJF�NFFHFHFWFO�PWFS�XBBSPN�EBU
BOUXPPSE�OV�IFU�KVJTUF�XBT�FO�XBBSPN�EF�BOEFSF�BMUFSOBUJFWFO�OJFU�LMPQUFO��%F�MFTTFO�EBBSFOUFHFO�WPOE�JL�OJFU�FDIU�[P�HFTUSVDUVSFFSE��&S�XFSE�BG�FO
UPF�PQ�IFU�CPSE�HFTDISFWFO�NBBS�EJU�XFSE�UFMLFOT�BMMFNBBM�EPPS�FMLBBS�HFTDISFWFO�XBBSEPPS�BMMFT�EPPS�FMLBBS�TUPOE�FO�KF�PQ�IFU�FJOE�OJFU�NFFS�LPO
[JFO�XBU�OV�FJHFOMJKL�CJK�FMLBBS�IPPSEF��)FU�XBT�FFO�CFFUKF�FFO�XJSXBS�BBO�JOGPSNBUJF�PQ�IFU�CPSE�

��


%F�MFTHFWFS�HFFGU�WSJK�DIBPUJTDI�MFT���


4PNT�JODPOHSVFOUJFT�UVTTFO�IFU�CPFL�FO�EF�TMJEFT�	XBBSWBO�FS�NBBS�ÄÄO�KVJTU�LBO�[JKO
��


%PPS�[JKO�FOUIPVTJBTNF�XBT�FS�OJFU�BMUJKE�FWFOWFFM�TUSVDUVVS���


)BOECPFL�XFCTJUF�MFFSQBLLFUUFO�QSPFGFYBNFOT�WJEFP�T�����BMMFT�XBT�VJUFSTU�HFTUSVDUVSFFSE���


5FMLFOT�HPFEF�EVJEFMJKLF�TUSVDUVVS�BBOXF[JH���


*O�IFU�CFHJO�WBO�EF�MFT�XFSE�BMUJKE�EVJEFMJKL�BBOHFLPOEJHE�XBU�XF�QSFDJFT�HJOHFO�EPFO�BG�FO�UPF�HFSBBLUF�JL�XFM�XBU�WFSMPSFO�[PXFM�UJKEFOT�EF�MFT�BMT�JO
IFU�CPFL�NBBS�WPMHFOT�NJK�MJHU�EJU�FFSEFS�BBO�IFU�GFJU�EBU�EF�NBUFSJF�[P�WFFMPNWBUUFOE�JT�

��


)FU�IBOECPFL�XBT�[FFS�EVJEFMJKL�EF�TMJEFT�FO�MFTTFO�TPNT�JFUT�NJOEFS���


)FFM�GJKO�EBU�EF�MFTTFO�QPXFSQPJOUT�EF�MJKO�WBO�IFU�CPFL�WPMHEFO�EVT�BMMFT�[BU�PQ�EF[FMGEF�MJKO�FO�KF�LBO�EBO�[FMG�CFTMJTTFO�XBBS�KJK�EF�LMFNUPPO�PQ�MFHU���


%F�QPXFSQPJOUT�WPOE�JL�OJFU�PWFS[JDIUFMJKL���


&FO�JOIPVETUBGFM�JO�IFU�IBOECPFL�FO�EF�UJUFMT�JO�EF�IPPGETUVLLFO�OVNNFSFO�FO�[FHHFO�IPF�[F�[JDI�UPU�FMLBBS�WFSIPVEFO�[PV�IBOEJH�[JKO���


*O�EF�MFTTFO�[BU�FS�TPNT�XFJOJH�TUSVDUVVS�NBBS�EJF�LPO�KF�XFM�UFSVHWJOEFO�JO�IFU�IBOECPFL���
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%F�QPXFSQPJOUT�WPMHEFO�[FFS�TUFSL�IFU�CPFL�PPL�EF�DPODFQU�NBQT�HBWFO�NFFS�JO[JDIU�JO�FFO�NPHFMJKLF�TUSVDUVSFSJOH���


"MMFT�XBU�IJK�JO�EF�MFT�[FJ�LPOEFO�XF�NBLLFMJKL�JO�PO[F�CPFL�UFSVH�WJOEFO��;JKO�QPXFSQPJOUT�XBSFO�FFO�HPFEF�IPVWBTU�FO�BMMFT�XBT�PQ�FFO�EVJEFMJKLF
NBOJFS�HFTUSVDUVSFFSE�

��


%F�QPXFSQPJOUT�TMPUFO�HPFE�BBO�CJK�IFU�CPFL�XBU�IFU�HFNBLLFMJKL�NBBLU�PN�EF�UXFF�OBBTU�FMLBBS�UF�MFHHFO�CJK�IFU�TUVEFSFO���


%F�NJOENBQT�IFCCFO�WFFM�HFIPMQFO�NBBS�JL�NJTUF�JO[JDIU�PN�VJU�NF[FMG�FFO�HPFEF�JOIPVETUBGFMT�UF�NBLFO�)FU�XBT�OJFU�[P�EVJEFMJKL�XBU�CJK�XBU�IPPSEF���


)JK�WPMHEF�[JKO�FJHFO�IBOECPFL���


%F�QSPG�WPMHEF�[JKO�CPFL�EBU�FFO�[FFS�HFTUSVDUVSFFSEF�PQCPVX�IBE���


)JK�WFSUFME�FOPSN�WFFM�EVT�LBO�PPL�XBU�BGXJKLFO���


%F�QPXFSQPJOU�[PV�OPH�PWFS[JDIUFMJKLFS�LVOOFO�[JKO�NPFTUFO�EF�UJUFMT�EJF�OBBS�IFU�CPFL�WFSXJK[FO�FSJO�WFSXFSLU�LVOOFO�XPSEFO���
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0QFO�IPVEJOH�UPW�MFFSMJOH�


+F�LBO�BMUJKE�NFU�KF�WSBHFO�CJK�IFN�UFSFDIU�IFU[JK�UJKEFOT�EF�MFT�IFU[JK�UJKEFOT�EF�QBV[FT�PG�OB�EF�MFT��


%F�EPDFOU�XBT�BBOTQSFFLCBBS��


4UPOE�TUFFET�PQFO�WPPS�WSBHFO��


)FU�MFFL�PG�IJK�IFN�TPNT�UF�HPFE�WPFMEF�UFO�PQ[JDIUF�WBO�EF�TUVEFOUFO��


7SBHFO�LPOEFO�BMUJKE�HFTUFME�XPSEFO��


%F�MFTHFWFS�IBE�SFTQFDU�WPPS�[JKO�NFEFMFFSMJOHFO��+F�LPO�BMUJKE�KF�WSBHFO�TUFMMFO�WJB�NBJM�OBBS�EF�BTTJTUFOUFO��


%F�QSPGFTTPS�XBT�BBOTQSFFLCBBS�UJKEFOT�EF�QBV[FT�FO�TUPOE�BMUJKE�LMBBS�PN�FYUSB�VJUMFH�UF�HFWFO��


+F�LPO�NFU�BM�KF�WSBHFO�CJK�EF�MFTHFWFS�UFSFDIU��


EF�BBOTQSFFLCBBSIFJE�WBO�EF�MFTHFWFS�XBT�PPL�PLÄ���


HFFO�DPNNFOUBBS��


-FFSLSBDIU�BMUJKE�BBOTQSFFLCBBSÜ��


%F�MFTHFWFS�HFFGU�XFM�IFU�HFWPFM�PQFO�UF�TUBBO�WPPS�EF�WSBHFO�WBO�TUVEFOUFO���


%F�MFTHFWFS�XBT�TUFFET�CFSFJE�WSBHFO�UF�CFBOUXPPSEFO���


*O�EF�QBV[F�FO�PPL�UJKEFOT�EF�MFT�TUPOE�EF�MFTHFWFS�BMUJKE�LMBBS�PN�WSBHFO�UF�CFBOUXPPSEFO��"DUJFWF�EFFMOBNF�BBO�EF�MFT�XFSE�CFWPSEFSE�EPPSEBU�IJK
WPPSUEVSFOE�WSBHFO�BBO�XJMMFLFVSJHF�TUVEFOUFO�TUFMEF�

��


%F�MFTHFWFS�TUPOE�TUFFET�PQFO�WPPS�WSBHFO���


(FFO�TQFDJBMF�CFNFSLJOHFO���


1SPGFTTPS�7BMDLF�TUPOE�TUFFET�PQFO�PN�WSBHFO�UF�CFBOUXPPSEFO�WBO�TUVEFOUFO�UJKEFOT�FO�OB�EF�MFTTFO�NBBS�PPL�WJB�NBJM���
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NFEFTUVEFOUFO�HJOHFO�WBBL�JO�EF�QBV[F�SJDIUJOH�EF�MFTHFWFS�WPPS�WSBHFO�PQNFSLJOHFO�FO�EBBSVJU�LBO�JL�EFOL�JL�CFTMVJUFO�EBU�IJK�WPMEPFOEF
BBOTQSFFLCBBS�XBT�

��


-JFTKF�%F�#BDLFS��[FFS�UPFHBOLFMJKL�WPPS�WSBHFO�FO�CFEFOLJOHFO��


%F�QSPG�LPO�HSBQKFT�NBLFO�XBBSEPPS�IJK�[FFS�BBOTQSFFLCBBS�MJKLU�UF�[JKO���
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)FFM�WSJFOEFMJKL�NBBS�FOLFM�OJFU�[P�UPG�XBOOFFS�FFO�TUVEFOU�IFU�OJFU�[JFU�[JUUFO�PN�WPPSBBO�UF�LPNFO�PN�JFUT�UF�EPFO�NBBS�EJU�UPDI�NPFU�EPFO�WBO�EF
MFTHFWFS�

��


%F�MFTHFWFS�[BH�TUFFET�XBBSEF�JO�EF�BOUXPPSEFO�EJF�XF�HBWFO�UJKEFOT�EF�MFT�BM�XBSFO�EF[F�JODPSSFDU�EJU�JT�JFUT�XBU�JL�IFFM�IBSE�BQQSFDJFFSEF��7PMHFOT
NJK�LPO�KF�XFM�WSBHFO�TUFMMFO�UJKEFOT�EF�QBV[FT�JL�IFC�FS�FDIUFS�NJOEFS�PQ�HFMFU�PG�EJU�XFSLFMJKL�HFEBBO�XFSE�
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(FFO�DPNNFOUBBS���


;FLFS�CJK�EF�XJLJ�T�XFSE�FS�TOFM�FO�EVJEFMJKL�HFDPNNVOJDFFSE���


)JK�HBG�WBBL�EF�NJDSP�EPPS�JO�IFU�BVMB�XBBSEPPS�KF�BMUJKE�XFM�NBLLFMJKL�BBO�XPPSE�LPO�POEBOLT�EF�HSPPU�BBOUBM�BBOXF[JHF�MFFSMJOHFO���


%F�QSPG�XBT�CFSFJLCBBS�WPPS�FYUSB�WSBHFO���


&S�XBT�WFFM�SVJNUF�PN�WSBHFO�UF�TUFMMFO�UJKEFOT�PG�OB�EF�MFT���


%F�EPDFOU�USBDIUUF�EF�TUVEFOUFO�[PWFFM�NPHFMJKL�CJK�EF�MFT�UF�CFUSFLLFO���
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%F�WFMF�QSPFGFYBNFOT�IFCCFO�NJK�[FLFS�WFSEFS�HFIPMQFO��


"MMFT�WFSMJFQ�[FFS�DPSSFDU��


)FFM�WFFM�WPPSCFFMEFYBNFOT�UFS�CFTDIJLLJOH�


*L�WPOE�IFU�FYBNFO�OJFU�SFMFWBOU�WPPS�EF�MFFSTUPG��0PL�EF�WPPSCFFMEFYBNFOT�WPOE�JL�WFFM�HFNBLLFMJKLFS�EBO�IFU�FJHFOMJKLF�FYBNFO��/BBS�NJKO�NFOJOH
[JKO�WFFM�[BLFO�OJFU�CFWSBBHE�UJKEFOT�IFU�FYBNFO��7BMJEJUFJU 

�


%F�QFFSUVUPSJOH�TFTTJFT�XBSFO�POHFMPPGMJKL�JOUFSFTTBOU��&FO�[FFS�HPFEF�NBOJFS�PN�EF�MFFSTUPG�FYUSB�HPFE�UF�WFSXFSLFO��


&S�XFSE�IFFM�EVJEFMJKL�NFFHFHFWFO�IPF�FS�HFÆWBMVFFSE�[PV�XPSEFO��&S�XBSFO�PPL�WPMEPFOEF�QSPFGFYBNFOT�CFTDIJLCBBS�EJF�KF�FFO�EVJEFMJKL�CFFME�HFWFO
WBO�IPF�IFU�FYBNFO�JO�[JKO�XFSL�[PV�HBBO��8FM�WPOE�JL�IFU�KBNNFS�EBU�FS�HFFO�GFFECBDL�WBOVJU�EF�MFTHFWFS�LXBN�PWFS�EF�XJLJ�T�[FMGT�OB�IFU�QVCMJDFSFO
WBO�EF�PGGJDJÆMF�QVOUFO�[JKO�FS�OPH�TUFFET�HFFO�QVOUFO�CFTDIJLCBBS�WBO�EF�XJLJ�T�

�


(PFE�EBU�FS�QFSNBOFOUF�FO�OJFU�QFSNBOFOUF�FWBMVBUJF�XBT��%PPS�EF�XFLFMJKLTF�XJLJ�PQESBDIUFO�XBT�KF�WFSQMJDIU�PN�DPOUJOVF�NFU�IFU�WBL�CF[JH�UF�[JKO�
8F�IFCCFO�XFM�OPH�BMUJKE�HFFO�[JDIU�PQ�IPFWFFM�XF�CFIBBME�IFCCFO�PQ�PO[F�PQESBDIUFO�

�


8F�XFSEFO�PQ�WPPSIBOE�HFÊOGPSNFFSE�PWFS�POT�FYBNFO�FO�EF�UBLFO��&S�XBSFO�PPL�WPPSCFFMEWSBHFO�BBOXF[JH�EJF�EF�MFFSTUPG�POEFSTUFVOEFO��


8BU�JL�WPPSBM�QPTJUJFG�WPOE�XBT�EBU�FS�WFFM�QSPFGFYBNFOT�CFTDIJLCBBS�XBSFO��%JU�IJFMQ�PN�KF�HPFE�WPPS�UF�CFSFJEFO�PQ�IFU�XFSLFMJKLF�FYBNFO��


%F�XJLJ�T�XBSFO�EJSFDU�WBO�FFO�IPPH�OJWFBV�FO�IFFM�XBU�XFSL�EBU�TDISJLU�XFM�BG�KF�JO�KF�FFSTUF�KBBS���


%F�CFGBBNEF�ESJFTUFSSFO�WSBHFO�HFWFO�BM�FFO�IFFM�EVJEFMJKL�CFFME�BBO�EF�TUVEFOU�PPL�EF�QSPFGFYBNFOT�OB�FML�IPPGETUVL�[JKO�POU[FUUFOE�IBOEJHÜ��


0Q�IFU�FYBNFO�XBSFO�UPDI�FOLFMF�EVCCFMF�WSBHFO�XBBSCJK�NFFS�EBO���BOUXPPSE�KVJTU�MFFL�UF�[JKO�PG�KVJTU�HFFO�FOLFM�XBBSCJK�KF�EBO�IFU�NFFTUF�KVJTU�GPVU
NPFTU�[PFLFO��8BU�VJUFJOEFMJKL�OFFSLPNU�PQ�HPFE�LVOOFO�HPLLFO�
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IFFM�WFFM�WPPSCFFMEWSBHFO��UBLFO�SFQSFTFOUFFSEFO�EJOHFO�EJF�XF�JO�EF�MFT�PPL�[BHFO���


*L�WPOE�EBU�FS�XFM�XBU�NFFS�GFFECBDL�NPDIU�[JKO�CJK�EF�8JLJ�T��WPPSBM�WBO�EF�MFTHFWFS�[FMG��*L�WPOE�IFU�OV�IFFM�NPFJMJKL�PN�JO�UF�TDIBUUFO�PG�JL�HPFE�CF[JH
XBT�PG�OJFU�
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8F�XFSEFO�HPFE�PQ�EF�IPPHUF�HFCSBDIU�PWFS�IPF�IFU�FYBNFO�JO�FMLBBS�[BU�NBBS�XFM�LMFNUPPO�PQ�[FFS�TQFDJGJFLF�EJOHFO�FO�OFJU�HSPUF�MJKOFO���


&S�XBT�FFO�[FFS�EVJEFMJKLF�DPNNVOJDBUJF�JO�WFSCBOE�NFU�UBLFO�FO�FYBNFOT��)FU�FYBNFO�LXBN�EBO�PPL�PWFSFFO�NFU�XBU�POT�XBT�NFFHFEFFME�UJKEFOT�EF
MFTTFO�FO�JO�MJKO�NFU�EF�QSPFGFYBNFOT�
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*L�WJOE�IFU�XBU�SBBS�EBU�OFU�EJU�WBL�BGHFOPNFO�XFSE�WJB�FFO�NVMUJQMF�DIPJDF�FYBNFO��.FFSEFSF�NBMFO�XFSE�CFLMFNUPPOE�EBU�FS�WFFM�CFUFSF�FWBMVBUJF
NFUIPEFO�[JKO�
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%F�QSPG�HBG�EVJEFMJKL�BBO�XBU�XF�LPOEFO�WFSXBDIUFO�PQ�IFU�FYBNFO���
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%F�WPSJHF�FYBNFOT�MFLFO�BMMFNBBM�PQ�FMLBBS�NBBS�OV�XBSFO�FS�FDIU�XFM�WFFM�WPMMFEJH�BOEFSF�WSBHFO�CJK�EJF�OPH�OPPJU�XBSFO�UFSVHHFLPNFO�EF�WPSJHF
KBSFO��0Q�[JDI�LBO�EJU�HFFO�LXBBE�NBBS�IFU�JT�XFM�NJTMFJEFOE�
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;FFS�HPFEF�JOGPSNBUJF�PWFS�EF�NBOJFS�XBBSPQ�HFÆWBMVFFSE�XPSEU��WFFM�WPPSCFFMEWSBHFO�JO�IFU�CPFL�PQ�XFFCMZ�EF�MBBUTUF�MFT�IFCCFO�XF�FS�TBNFO
PQHFMPTU�FO�HBG�EF�QSPG�UJQT�PN�EF�NFFSLFV[FWSBHFO�BBO�UF�QBLLFO��;FFS�HPFE�EVTÜ

)FU�FOJHF�EBU�JL�KBNNFS�WJOE�BBO�FFO�FYBNFO�NFU�[P�WFFM�NFFSLFV[FWSBHFO�JT�IFU�GFJU�EBU�KF�OJFU�WPMMFEJH�LBO�UPOFO�XBU�KF�PWFS�FFO�POEFSXFSQ�XFFU�
7BBL�XJTU�JL�XFM�XBBSPWFS�IFU�HJOH�LBO�JL�IFU�DPODFQU�VJU�EF�NFFSLFV[FWSBBH�HPFE�VJUMFHHFO�NBBS�CMFFG�JL�UPDI�UXJKGFMFO�UVTTFO���TUFMMJOHFO��*L�WPOE
IFU�EBO�KBNNFS�EBU�JL�OJFU�LPO�UPOFO�XBU�JL�XÄM�XJTU�PWFS�EBU[FMGEF�DPODFQU��&OLFMF�PQFO�WSBHFO�[PVEFO�EVT�WPPS�NJK�XFM�CFUFS�HFXFFTU�[JKO�

��


%F�QSPFGFYBNFOT�PQ�EF�XFFCMZ�XBSFO�[FFS�IBOEJH��8FM�[PV�IFU�PPL�MFFSSJKL�[JKO�PN�QFS�WSBBH�EF�VJUHFTDISFWFO�PQMPTTJOHFO�UF�IFCCFO�EVT�XBBSJO
VJUHFMFHE�XPSEU�XBBSPN�FFO�CFQBBMEF�PQUJF�KVJTU�PG�GPVU�JT�
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"MMFT�XFSE�WPPSBG�EVJEFMJKL�NFFHFEFFME���


��%F�WPPSCFFMEFYBNFOT�XBSFO�TVQFS�IBOEJH�PN�POT�WPPS�UF�CFSFJEFO�PQ�IFU�FYBNFO���


"MMFT�PNUSFOU�FWBMVBUJF�XFSE�WPPSBG�EVJEFMJKL�NFFHFHFWFO��0PL�XFSEFO�FS�QSPFGFYBNFOT�NFU�PQMPTTJOHFO�UFS�CFTDIJLLJOH�HFTUFME���


&S�XPSEU�JO�EF�MFTTFO�WFFM�CFOBESVLU�IPF�CFMBOHSJKL�GFFECBDL�JT�NBBS��PQ�PO[F�UBLFO�LSJKHFO�XJK�BMMFFO�GFFECBDL�WBO�NFEFMFFSMJOHFO��8JK�XFUFO�EVT�OJFU
PG�XF�EF�UBLFO�UPU�FFO�HPFE�FJOEF�IFCCFO�HFCSBDIU�FO�XBBS�XF�JO�IFU�WFSWPMH�BBO�NPFUFO�XFSLFO�

��


*L�WPOE�IFU�FFO�TUFSL�QVOU�EBU�FS�QFS�IPPGETUVL�WPPSCFFMEWSBHFO�XBSFO��0PL�FYBNFOT�WBO�WPPSHBBOEF�KBSFO�LPOEFO�JOHFLFLFO�FO�JOHFPFGFOE�XPSEFO���


4PNNJHF�FYBNFOWSBHFO�XBSFO�POEVJEFMJKL���


%F�XFFL�WPPS�EF�FYBNFOT�IFCCFO�XF�TBNFO�NFU�EF�MFTHFWFS�FFO�QSPFGFYBNFO�JOHFWVME��)JK�HBG�IJFSCJK�VJUMFH�PWFS�IPF�KF�IFU�CFTU�EF�WSBHFO�LBO
BBOQBLLFO��0PL�XFSEFO�FS�PQ�EF�XFCTJUF�FOPSN�WFFM�QSPFGFYBNFOT�UFS�CFTDIJLLJOH�HFTUFME�

��


#JK�FML�UIFNB�XBSFO�FS�WSBHFO�CFTDIJLCBBS�PN�KF�WPPS�UF�CFSFJEFO�PQ�IFU�FYBNFO�FO�EJU�IFFGU�NF�XFM�HFIPMQFO���
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*L�LPO�UPUBBM�OJFU�JOTDIBUUFO�PG�NJKO�FYBNFO�HFMVLU�XBT�PG�OJFU���


*L�CFO�HFFO�WPPSTUBOEFS�WBO�IFU�GFJU�EBU�KF�FS�WPPS�[PXFM�EF�XJLJ�T�BMT�IFU�IFU�FYBNFO�NPFU�HFTMBBHE�[JKO��;P�LBO�KF�IFFM�WFFM�HFXFSLU�IFCCFO�WPPS�IFU
FOF�NBBS�EPPSEBU�KF�OFU�OJFU�HFTMBBHE�CFOU�WPPS�IFU�BOEFSF�POEFSEFFM�LPTU�IFU�KPV�XFM�KF��HFTMBBHE[JKO��

��


OFVUSBBM�PNEBU
OFHBUJFG��IFU�ND�FYBNFO�HFFGU�OJFU�EF�LBOT�PN�FDIU�UF�UPOFO�EBU�KF�EF�JOIPVEFO�CFIFFSTU��JL�CFUSBQUF�NF[FMG�PQ�TUVEFSFO�JO�GVODUJF�WBO�EF�WSBBHTUFMMJOH
FYBNFO���
QPTJUJFG��[FFS�HPFEF�FO�JOUFSFTTBOUF�PFGFOJOHFO�JO�EF�QFFSUVUPSJOHÜ

CFJEF�CSFOHFO�FMLBBS�JO�FWFOXJDIU�

��


#JK�FML�IPPGETUVL�IPPSEFO�WPPSCFFMEWSBHFO�XBBSEPPS�IFU�IFMEFS�XBT�IPF�EF�MFFSTUPG�FWFOUVFFM�LPO�CFPPSEFFME�XPSEFO���


/B�FML�IPPGETUVL�JO�IFU�IBOECPFL�XBT�FS�FFO�[FMGUPFUT�NFU�GFFECBDL��0PL�LPO�KF�WPPS�FML�UIFNB�PQ�EF�XFFCMZQBHJOB�FFO�QSPFGFYBNFO�NBLFO��%F
MBBUTUF�MFT�	UIFNB�FWBMVBUJF
�XFSEFO�XF�WFS[PDIU�PN�FFO�QSPFGFYBNFO�UF�NBLFO�FO�EJU�XFSE�EBO�JO�EF�MFT�PWFSMPQFO�FO�CFTQSPLFO��.BBS�[FLFS�FFO
QMVTQVOU�XBSFO�EF�FYBNFOT�WBO�EF�WPPSCJKF�KBSFO�EJF�POMJOF�TUPOEFO�PQ�EF�XFFCMZQBHJOB�

��


%F�FWBMVBUJF�JT�IFMEFS�FO�EVJEFMJKL�PWFSMPQFO�HFXFFTU���


)FU�JT�KBNNFS�EBU�XF�OPH�TUFFET�HFFO�GFFECBDL�IFCCFO�HFLSFHFO�WBO�EF�XJLJ�T���


*L�WPOE�IFU�IFFM�HPFE�EBU�FS�[P�WFFM�QSPFGFYBNFOT�POMJOF�TUBBO�EJU�HBG�WFFM�JO[JDIU�JO�IPF�IFU�FYBNFO�FS�VJU�[PV�[JFO���


)FU�FYBNFO�XBT�NPFJMJKL��&S�XBT�FSH�WFFM�MFFSTUPG�FO�EF�MFFSTUPG�HPFE�LFOOFO�HFFGU�OJFU�FDIU�FFO�HBSBOUJF�PQ�FFO�NPPJ�SFTVMUBBU��%F�NFFSLFV[FWSBHFO
[JKO�TPNT�FSH�BNCJHV�

��


%F�WPPSCFFMEWSBHFO�JO�POT�CPFL�FO�POMJOF�XBSFO�HPFEF�WPPSCFSFJEJOH�WPPS�IFU�FYBNFO��*L�WPOE�XFM�EBU�FS�PWFS�CFQBBMEF�POEFSXFSQFO�FFSEFS�WFFM
WSBHFO�HFTUFME�XFSEFO�FO�BOEFSF�POEFSXFSQFO�EBO�XFFS�IFMFNBBM�OJFU�BBO�CPE�LXBNFO��&S�XFSE�POT�IFFM�EVJEFMJKL�HFNBBLU�EBU�EF�XJLJ�T�CFMBOHSJKL
XBSFO�TPNT�IBE�JL�IFU�XFM�NPFJMJKL�NFU�IFU�GFJU�EBU�FS�EJOHFO�WBO�POT�HFWSBBHE�XFSEFO�XBBS�XF�OPH�IFMFNBBM�HFFO�FSWBSJOH�NFF�IBEEFO�FO�EBU�EJU
EBO�NFFUFMEF

��


2VB�WPSN�XBT�EF�CFPPSEFMJOH�[PBMT�WFSXBDIU��%F�JOIPVE�WBO�EF�WSBHFO�XBSFO�FDIUFS�BOEFST�EBO�WFSXBDIU��;P�XBSFO�FS�WFSTDIJMMFOEF�[BLFO�XBBSWBO
HF[FHE�XFSE�EBU�FS�FFO�[FLFS�FFO�WSBBH�PWFS�JO�IFU�FYBNFO�OJFU�CFWSBBHE�POEBOLT�EBU�FS�FFO�HSPUF�OBESVL�PQ�XFSE�HFMFHE�

��


(FFO�DPNNFOUBBS���


)FFM�WFFM�QSPFGFYBNFOT�CFTDIJLCBBS�WFFM�JOGPSNBUJF�PWFS�XBBS�IJK�EF�LMFNUPPO�PQ�MFHU�JO�IFU�FYBNFO�����


%F�WPPSCFFMEFYBNFOT�XBSFO�IFFM�OVUUJH���


*O�IFU�FYBNFO�TUPOEFO�XFM�WFFM�TDISJKGGPVUFO���


*L�XJTU�[FFS�HPFE�PQ�WPPSIBOE�IPF�EF�FYBNFO�FSVJU�HJOH�[JFO�FO�IPF�JL�EF[F�PQ�EF�CFTU�NPHFMJKLF�NBOJFS�LPO�JOWVMMFO���


&S�TUPOEFO�WFFM�WPPSCFFMEFYBNFOWSBHFO�PQ�EF�XFFCMZ��)JFSEPPS�LSFFH�KF�FFO�[JDIU�PWFS�EF�NBOJFS�XBBSPQ�JFUT�POEFSWSBBHE�[PV�XPSEFO��0PL�JO�IFU
IBOECPFL�[FMG�TUPOEFO�NFFSLFV[FWSBHFO�PN�KF�LFOOJT�UF�UFTUFO�

��


%F�QSPFGFYBNFOT�XBSFO�IBOEJH��)FU�FYBNFO�XBT�NPFJMJKL�NBBS�SFQSFTFOUFFSEF�EF�MFFSTUPG�FO�EF�BDUVBUFJU���


0Q�IFU�FJOEF�XFSEFO�FFO�BBOUBM�WPPSCFFMEWSBHFO�HFHFWFO��%F[F�XBSFO�[FFS�[JOWPM�OBBS�NJKO�NFOJOH�IBEEFO�IFU�FS�[FMGT�NFFS�NPHFO�[JKO��&WFOUVFFM
FFO�QSPFGFYBNFO�0OEFSXJKTLVOEF�HFWFO�[PBMT�PPL�HFCFVSEF�WPPS�1TZDIPMPHJF 

��


%F�[BLFO�XBBSBBO�EF�QSPGFTTPS�IFU�NFFTU�BBOEBDIU�BBO�CFTUFFE�IFFGU�FO�EVT�PPL�BBOHBG�EBU�[F�[FFS�CFMBOHSJKL�XBSFO�XFSEFO�OJFU�CFWSBBHE��8JK�IFCCFO
XJLJT�NPFUFO�NBLFO�FO�JFEFSFFO�IFFGU�FS�WFFM�XFSL�JOHFTUPLFO��.BBS�XJK�IFCCFO�WBO�HFFO�FOLFMF�XJLJ�PO[F�QVOUFO�HFLSFHFO�[FMG�OJFU�OB�EF�FYBNFOT���
;FFS�TQJKUJH�����'FFECBDL�JT�OPDIUBOT�CFMBOHSJKL�WPMHFOT�EF�QSPG�

��


%VJEFMJKLF�QSPFGFYBNFOT��


$0634&�."5&3*"-

2VFTUJPO����6TF�UIF�UFYU�CPY�CFMPX�UP�BEE�BOZ�DPNNFOUT�PS�TVHHFTUJPOT�BCPVU�DPVSTF�NBUFSJBM�

%F�QPXFSQPJOUT�XBSFO�BMUJKE�CFTDIJLCBBS�WJB�EF�XFFCMZ�XBU�FS�WPPS�[PSHEF�EBU�XF�WPPSCFSFJE�OBBS�EF�MFT�LPOEFO�LPNFO��


%VJEFMJKL�FO�PSEFMJKL�


1PXFSQPJOU�EJSFDU�BMMFNBBM�CFTDIJLCBBS�[FFS�IBOEJHÜ�


IFU�DVSTVTNBUFSJBBM�XBT�IFFM�PSEFMJKL�FO�PWFS[JDIUFMJKL��


%F�1PXFSQPJOU�XBT�TPNT�XBU�WFSXBSSFOE��


"MMFT�TUPOE�UFMLFOT�UJKEJH�PQ�EF�XFCTJUF�WBO�POEFSXJKTLVOEF��


%F�MFTTFO�TMPUFO�HPFE�BBO�CJK�IFU�CFTDIJLCBSF�DVSTVTNBUFSJBBM��


%F�DVSTVTTJUF�XBT�[FFS�EVJEFMJKL�FO�BMMF�JOGP�XBT�FS�PQ�UJKE�CFTDIJLCBBSÜ�


)FU�DVSTVTNBUFSJBBM�XBT�WPMEPFOEF�PQ�UJKE�BBOXF[JH��*L�[PV�XFM�BBOSBEFO�PN�OPH�XBU�NFFS�UJKE�JO�EF�FFSTUF�MFT�PN�EF�XFCTJUF�FO�EF�XJLJ�T�VJU�UF�MFHHFO�
*O�IFU�CFHJO�WPOE�JL�EF[F�POEVJEFMJKL�

�


%F�TMJEFT�XBSFO�BMMFNBBM�BM�UPFHBOLFMJKL�CJK�EF�BBOWBOH�WBO�IFU�BDBEFNJFKBBS�EVT�EJU�JT�[FFS�QPTJUJFG��)JK�XFSLUF�OJFU�NFU�.JOFSWB�NBBS�XFM�NFU�FFO��
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FJHFO�XFCTJUF�XBBS�BMMF�JOGP�FO�DVSTVTNBUFSJBBM�OFUKFT�CJK�FMLBBS�TUPOE�

HFFO�DPNNFOUBBS��


&S�XFSE�EVJEFMJKL�WFFM�UJKE�HFTUPLFO�JO�EF�TQFDJBBM�HFNBBLUF�DVSTVTTJUF�WPPS�TUVEFOUFO��%BBSPQ�LPO�BMMF�JOGPSNBUJF�[FFS�PWFS[JDIUFMJKL�UFSVH�HFWPOEFO
XPSEFO�BBOHFWVME�NFU�IFFM�XBU�FYUSB�T��%F�QSPG�HJOH�OFU�EBU�TUBQKF�WFSEFS�PN�FFO�BBOHFOBNF�MFFSPNHFWJOH�UF�DSFÆSFO�EJU�LPO�JL�[FLFS�XBBSEFSFO�

��


8F�LSFHFO�EVJEFMJKLF�POEFSTUFVOFOEF�TMJEFT���


NPPJ�NBBS�WFFM�DVSTVTNBUFSJBBMÜ��


(FFO�TQFDJBMF�CFNFSLJOHFO���


"MMFT�TMJEFT�TUPOEFO�WPPS�EBU�IFU�BDBEFNJFKBBS�CFHPO�SFFET�BMMFNBBM�POMJOF���


%VJEFMJKLF�XFCTJUF�NFU�WFFM�FYUSB�JOGPSNBUJF���


.PPJF�XFCTJUF�FO�1PXFS1PJOUT�UFS�POEFSTUFVOJOH���


%F�HFIFMF�DVSTVT�TUPOE�BM�TJOET�EBH���POMJOF���


��4VQFS�HPFE���


;PXFM�IFU�IBOECPFL�BMT�EF�POEFSTUFVOFOEF�XFCTJUF�XBSFO�[FFS�IBOEJH�UJKEFOT�IFU�CFTUVEFSFO�WBO�EF�MFFSTUPG���


)FU�CPFL�XBT�[FFS�EVJEFMJKL�FO�OFVUSBBM��.BLLFMJKL�UF�HFCSVJLFO�FO�PPL�FFO�NPPJF�MBZ�PVU���


0,Ä��


��)FU�CPFL�WPSNEF�FFO�HPFEF�CSPO�XBOOFFS�JFUT�JO�EF�MFT�POEVJEFMJKL�XBT�PG�EFSHFMJKLF���


/JFUT�PQ�BBO�UF�NFSLFO�XBT�[FLFS�HPFE�JO�PSEFÜ��


0Q�EF�8FFCMZ�XFCQBHJOB�XBT�FS�TUFFET�NFFS�EBO�WPMEPFOEF�NBUFSJBBM�UF�WJOEFO�EBU�EF�NBUFSJF�POEFSTUFVOEF��*L�WPOE�WPPSBM�EF�JOUSPGJMNQKFT�FFO�HSPUF
NFFSXBBSEF�FO�EF�QPXFSQPJOUT�XBSFO�PPL�FFO�BBO[JFOMJKLF�IVMQ��%F�FYUSB�WPPSCFFMEFO�EJF�BBOHFSFJLU�XFSEFO�[PSHEFO�WPPS�NFFS�EVJEFMJKLIFJE�JO�EF�UF
WFSXFSLFO�TUPG�

��


)FU�CPFL�CPPEU�WBBL�WFSEVJEFMJKLJOH�PQ�EF�MFTTFO���


)FU�CPFL�JT�XFM�IFFM�FSH�HSPPU�JO�PNWBOH���


8JK�LSFHFO�CJK�FMLF�MFT�PQ�UJKE�EF�QPXFSQPJOUT�WPPS�EF�WPMHFOEF�MFT���


%F�CFTDIJLCBSF�XFCTJUF�XBT�[FFS�CSVJLCBBS�FO�OVUUJH���


"MMFT�TUPOE�PQ�EF�XFFCMZ���


)FU�XBT�IFFM�FSH�IBOEJH�EBU�EF�QPXFSQPJOUT�BM�BMMFNBBM�EJSFDU�CFTDIJLCBBS�XBSFO��)JFSEPPS�LPO�KF�EF[F�BMMFNBBM�JO�ÄÄO�LFFS�QSJOUFO�JOEJFO�HFXFOTU���


1PXFSQPJOUT�TUPOEFO�BMUJKE�UJKEJH�POMJOF��


;FFS�HPFEÜ��


%F�DVSTVT�XFSE�FYUSB�POEFSTUFVOE�EPPS�FFO�FYUFSOF�XFCTJUF��%JU�WPOE�JL�IFFM�IBOEJH�FS�TUPOE�WFFM�FYUSB�JOGPSNBUJF�NFU�FYUSB�PFGFOJOHFO�1PXFSQPJOUT
GJMNQKFT�FO�QSPFGFYBNFOT�QFS�IPPGETUVL�

��


&9&3$*4&4

2VFTUJPO����6TF�UIF�UFYU�CPY�CFMPX�UP�BEE�BOZ�DPNNFOUT�PS�TVHHFTUJPOT�BCPVU�UIF�FYFSDJTFT�QSBDUJDBMT��	PQUJPOBM


'FFECBDL�OB�FMLF�XJLJ�[PV�IFMQFO�PN�UF�XFUFO�BMT�KF�XFM�HPFE�CF[JH�CFOU��


#JK�EF�JOUSPEVDUJFMFT�PNUSFOU�EF�XJLJ�T�XFSE�FS�POT�HFHBSBOEFFSE�EBU�XF�FFO�JOEJWJEVFMF�UVTTFOUJKET�FWBMVBUJF�[PVEFO�LSJKHFO�WBO�EF
MFFSLSBDIU�WFSBOUXPPSEFMJKLF�WBO�EF�XJLJ�T��%JU�XBT�OJFU�IFU�HFWBM��*L�WPOE�IFU�NPFJMJKL�PN�[FMG�JO�UF�TDIBUUFO�PG�JL�HPFE�CF[JH�XBT�PG�OJFU��%F
QFFSFWBMVBUJF�XBT�OJFU�WPMEPFOEF�PN�IJFS�FFO�DPODMVTJF�VJU�UF�USFLLFO�

�


%F�XJMJn4�FJTFO�XFM�FOPSN�WFFM�UJKE�


%F�XJLJ�T�XBSFO�IFFM�[FMGTUBOEJH��


)FU�XBT�KBNNFS�EBU�EF�TUVEFOUFO�OB�IFU�NBLFO�WBO�EF�8JLJ�T�OPPJU�FFOT�JOEJWJEVFMF�GFFECBDL�LSFHFO��0Q�EF[F�NBOJFS�XJTUFO�[F�QBT�PG�[F�HPFE�CF[JH
XBSFO�PQ�IFU�NPNFOU�EBU�[F�IVO�FJOEDJKGFS�LSFHFO�

�


1&&356503*/(�XBT�[FFS�HPFEÜ�


%F�PFGFOJOHFO�TMPUFO�HPFE�BBO�CJK�EF�MFFSTUPG�NBBS�JL�WPOE�IFU�KBNNFS�EBU�XF�[P�XFJOJH�GFFECBDL�LSFHFO�WBO�EF�MFTHFWFS�[FMG��%BU�[PSHEF�FSWPPS�EBU�KF
WPPS�EF�WPMHFOEF�PQESBDIUFO�XFJOJH�[FLFSIFJE�IBE�PG�KF�HPFE�CF[JH�XBT�PG�OJFU�

�


%F�XJLJ�T�XBSFO�[FFS�OVUUJHBMT�BBOWVMMJOH�PQ�EF�MFFSTUPG��


5VTTFOUJKETF�GFFECBDL�PG�TDPSFT�WBO�EF�8JLJ�T�[PVEFO�[FLFS�OJFU�PWFSCPEJH�[JKO�
/V�NBBL�KF�FFO�IFFM�BBOUBM�PQESBDIUFO�[POEFS�UF�XFUFO�PG�KF�HPFE�CF[JH�CFOU�

�


8BSFO�FS�OPH�NBBS�WBLLFO�EJF�QFFSUVUPSJOH�UPFQBTUFO�WPPS�IVO�UBLFO��


5F�XFJOJH�HFFO�GFFECBDL�PQ�EF�XFLFMJKLTF�PQESBDIU���
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%F�XJLJ�T�MJFQFO�XBU�WPPS�PQ�EF�MFTTFO�XBBSEPPS�EF�JOGP�VJU�EF�XJLJ�T�WPMMFEJH�OJFVX�XBT�FO�EBU�XBT�OJFU�BMUKE�[P�TJNQFM��%JSFDUF�GFFECBDL�OB�EF�XJLJ�[PV
XFM�CFUFS�[JKO�[PEBU�XF�PO[F�XJLJ�EBBSOB�FDIU�LVOOF�WFSCFUFSFO�

��


%F�XJLJ�T�WPOE�JL�WBBL�OJFU�BMUJKE�BBOTMVJUFOE�CJK�EF�MFFSTUPG�PG�TPNT�XF�LSFHFO�EF�XJLJ�WPPSEBU�XF�EF�MFFSTUPG�HF[JFO�IBEEFO�FO�WPOE�JL�OJFU�[P�OVUUJH�
/JFUUFHFOTUBBOEF�XBSFO�IFU�XFM�JOUFSFTTBOUF�UBLFO�
%F�XJLJ�T�XFSEFO�CFHFMFJE�WJB�NBJM�FO�EBU�XBT�XFM�HPFE�NBBS�XF�LSFHFO�OPPJU�EF�GFFECBDL�EJF�POT�CFMPPGE�XBT�FO�XF�XJTUFO�EVT�OPPJU�FDIU�PG�XF�HPFE
CF[JH�XBSFO�PG�OJFU��*L�XJTU�UPUBBM�OJFU�IPF�JL�FSWPPS�TUPOE�

��


TPNT�OPHBM�POEVJEFMJKL�XBU�EF�WFSXBDIUJOH�XBT�WBO�EF�UBLFO���


%F�POEFS[PFLTNPNFOUFO�XBSFO�HPFE�HFPSHBOJTFFSE��*L�HFMPPG�XFM�EBU�EF�PFGFOJOHFO�BBOTMPUFO�CJK�EF�MFFSTUPG�NBBS�EJU�XFSE�IFFM�CFQFSLU�EVJEFMJKL
HFNBBLU�

��


"MT�XF�WSBHFO�IBEEFO�PWFS�EF�XJLJ�T�LPOEFO�XF�EF[F�NBJMFO�[F�XFSEFO�TUFFET�HPFE�VJUHFMFHE��%F�XJLJ�T�[PSHEFO�WPPS�WFFM�UJKETWFSMJFT����


%F�XJLJ�T�XFSEFO�XFM�HPFE�CFHFMFJE�FO�WSBHFO�NPDIUFO�TUFFET�HFTUFME�XPSEFO��


%F�XJLJ�T�EJF�HFNBBLU�NPFTUFO�XPSEFO�WPOE�JL�OJFU�BMUJKE�FWFO�JOUFSFTTBOU��0PL�IFU�GFFECBDL�HFEFFMUF�JT�IBOEJH�NBBS�BMT�EF�BOEFSF�TUVEFOU�HFFO
�HPFEF��GFFECBDL�HFFGU�IFC�KF�FS�PPL�XFJOJH�BBO�XBU�JL�KBNNFS�WJOE�

��


EF�PFGFOJOHFO�TMPUFO�HPFE�BBO�CJK�EF�MFFSTUPG���


%F�QSBDUJDB�XBSFO�[FLFS�FFO�NFFSXBBSEF�WPPS�EJU�PQMFJEJOHTPOEFSEFFM��%PPS�EF�QSBDUJDB�CMFFG�EF�MFFSTUPG�CFUFS�JO�NJKO�HFIFVHFO�[JUUFO�FO�XFSE�BMMFT�VJU
IFU�IPPSDPMMFHF�PPL�OPH�FFOT�PQHFGSJTU��0PL�EPPSEBU�XF�[FMG�BDUJFG�IFU�UIFNB�NPFTUFO�QSFTFOUFSFO�FO�PFGFOJOHFO�NBLFO�CMFFG�IFU�PPL�CFUFS�JO�IFU
IPPGE�[JUUFO�

��


;FFS�QPTJUJFG�PWFS�EF�QFFS�UVUPSJOH�TFTTJFT�WPPS�TDIBLFMTUVEFOUFO��)FU�FFO�[FFS�NPPJF�LBOT�PN�BMT�TUVEFOU�PQ�FFO�PSJHJOFMF�NBBS�IFFM�FGGFDUJFWF�NBOJFS
UF�MFSFO��%F�TFTTJFT�CMFLFO�EBO�PPL�IFFM�OVUUJH�JO�LBEFS�WBO�IFU�JOTUVEFSFO�WBO�EF�DVSTVT�FO�IFU�FYBNFO��&FO�HSPPU�DPNQMJNFOU�WPPS�[JK�EJF�EF[F�TFTTJFT
JO�FMLBBS�TUBLFO�WPPSCFSFJE�IFCCFO�FO�PQWPMHEFO��(FFO�FOLFM�BOEFS�WBL�WFS[PSHU�EF�QSBDUJDB�[P�EFHFMJKL�

��


%F�XJLJ�T�XBSFO�FFO�JOUFSFTTBOUF�BBOWVMMJOH�PQ�EF�MFFSTUPG��8FM�WJOE�JL�IFU�KBNNFS�EBU�XF�HFFO�GFFECBDL�LSFHFO�CJK�IFU�NBLFO�WBO�PO[F�XJLJ�T�EPPS�EF
QSPG�PG�BTTJTUFOUF��)FU�XBT�OJFU�EVJEFMJKL�PG�XF�DPSSFDU�CF[JH�XBSFO�CJK�PO[F�XJLJ�T�

��


XJLJT�XBSFO�WFFM�XFSL�NBBS�TPNT�XFM�MFVL��


%F�VJU�UF�WPFSFO�8*,*�T�XBSFO�IFFM�UJKESPWFOE��%F�NFFSXBBSEF�FSWBO�TUPOE�OJFU�WPMEPFOEF�JO�WFSIPVEJOH�UPU�EF�UF�MFWFSFO�JOTQBOOJOHFO��&S�LXBN�OPPJU
QFSTPPOMJKLF�GFFECBDL�PWFS�IFU�HFMFWFSEF�XFSL��%JU�NBBLUF�IFU�NPFJMJKL�IFU�FJHFO�XFSL�CJK�UF�TUVSFO�XBBS�OPEJH��0PL�OB�EF�FYBNFOT�XFSE�HFFO
JOGPSNBUJF�HFHFWFO�PWFS�EF�WFSIPVEJOH�UVTTFO�EF�QVOUFO�PQ�EF�8*,*�T�FO�EF�QVOUFO�WBO�IFU�FYBNFO�

��


%F�XJLJ�T�XBSFO�[FFS�OVUUJH�NBBS�XFM�TQJKUJH�EBU�XF�FS�UPUBBM�HFFO�GFFECBDL�PQ�LSFHFO���


(PFEF�VJUXFSLJOH�WBO�IFU�UVUPSJOHTQSPHSBNNB��)JFSEPPS�XBT�NFO�DPOUJOV�CF[JH�NFU�EF�MFFSTUPG���


%F�XJLJ�T�XFSEFO�BMUJKE�VJUWPFSJH�VJUHFMFHE�EF�NFEFXFSLTUFS�XBT�PPL�[FFS�HPFE�FO�TOFM�CFSFJLCBBS�WPPS�WSBHFO��*L�WPOE�XFM�EBU�FS�IFFM�WFFM�XJLJ�T
EPPSIFFO�IFU�KBBS�HFNBBLU�NPFTUFO�XPSEFO�XBBSEPPS�JL�IFFM�WBBL�HFFO�UJKE�IBE�PN�EF�MFT�UF�IFSIBMFO�UF�TUVEFSFO�PNEBU�RVBTJ�BM�NJKO�UJKE�OBBS�EF
XJLJ�T�NPFTU�HJOH�

��


%F�QFFS�UVUPSJOH�TFTTJFT�XBSFO�IFFM�MFFSSJKL�PN�MFFSTUPG�UF�WFSXFSLFO���


%F�QFFS�UVUPSJOH�TFTTJFT�WPOE�JL�FFO�FDIUF�NFFSXBBSEF��%BOL[JK�EF[F�TFTTJFT�LSFHFO�XF�EF�LBOT�PN�EF�MFFSTUPG�OPHNBBMT�UF�CFTUVEFSFO�FO�BBO�FMLBBS
VJU�UF�MFHHFO�
%JU�XBT�FFO�FOPSNF�IVMQ�WPPS�NJK�FFO�PQESBDIU�XBBSVJU�KF�[FMG�[FFS�WFFM�MFFSEF�FO�EF�MFFSTUPG�EBBEXFSLFMJKL�POEFS�EF�LOJF�LSFFH�

��


%F�XJLJ�T�XBSFO�FFO�HPFEF�BBOWVMMJOH��&S�XFSE�UFMLFOT�FFO�UIFNB�VJU�EF�DVSTVT�CFIBOEFME���


*L�[BH�IFU�OVU�WBO�EF�POEFS[PFLFO�WPPS�POT�BMT�TUVEFOUFO�OJFU�FDIU�JO��*L�CFHSJKQ�EBU�EJU�JOUFSFTTBOU�JT�PN�POEFS[PFLFO�VJU�UF�WPFSFO�NBBS�WPPS�POT�IFFGU
IFU�PQMPTTFO�WBO�QV[[FMUKFT�NJTTDIJFO�OJFU�[P�O�HSPUF�NFFSXBBSEF�

��


��(PFE���


*L�XJTU�TPNT�OJFU�HPFE�XBU�JL�BBO�IFU�EPFO�XBT�UJKEFOT�IFU�NBLFO�WBO�EF�XJLJ�T��&S�XBT�XFJOJH�GFFECBDL�WBO�EF�QSPG�PQ�EF�UBLFO�WBO�EF�XJLJ�T���


1FFS�UVUPSJOH�XBT�[FFS�OVUUJHÜ�)JFS�IFC�JL�WFFM�VJUHFMFFSE��*OEJFO�BMMF�PQMFJEJOHTPOEFSEFMFO�QFFS�UVUPSJOH�PWFS�EF�MFFSTUPG�[PVEFO�IFCCFO�[PV�IFU�BBOUBM
HFTMBBHEF�TUVEFOUFO�FOPSN�TUJKHFO�WPMHFOT�NJK�

��


%F�XJLJPQESBDIUFO�XBSFO�CFEPFME�BMT�BBOWVMMJOH�PQ�EF�MFFSTUPG�NBBS�TPNT�IBEEFO�XJK�XJLJPQESBDIUFO�JO�WFSCBOE�NFU�FFO�UIFNB�EJF�XF�OPH�OJFU
CFIBOEFME�IBEEFO��%VT�JO�EJF�[JO�XBT�IFU�OJFU�FDIU�FFO�BBOWVMMJOH��8BOOFFS�XF�EBO�MBUFS�JO�EF�MFT�EJF�UIFNB�T�CFIBOEFMEFO�XFSE�EF�MJOL�XFM�NFUFFO
HFMFHE�FO�LPO�EF�XJLJ�JO�EJF�[JO�XFM�FFO�NFFSXBBSEF�BMT�WFSEVJEFMJKLJOH�CFUFLFOFO��*L�WPOE�QFSTPPOMJKL�XFM�EBU�XF�WPPS�EF�XJLJ�T�XBU�BBO�POT�MPU�XFSEFO
PWFS�HFMBUFO��&S�XFSE�POT�HF[FHE�EBU�KF�EBBSPN�JO�FFO�HSPFQKF�[BU�FO�IFU�EVT�NPFTU�EPFO�NFU�EF�GFFECBDL�WBO�EF�BOEFSF�HSPFQTMFEFO�NBBS�[PWFFM�IFC
JL�EBBS�OJFU�BBO�HFIBE��8BU�NFFS�CFHFMFJEJOH�[PV�BBOHFOBBN�HFXFFTU�[JKO��5PU�PQ�IFEFO�[JKO�EF�QVOUFO�WBO�EF�XJLJ�T�OPH�OJFU�NFFHFEFFME�EVT�XFUFO
XJK�FJHFOMJKL�OPH�TUFFET�OJFU�PG�XJK�EBU�OV�HPFE�IFCCFO�BBOHFQBLU�PG�OJFU��'FFECBDL�WBO�EPDFOUFO�XBT�UPDI�JFUT�XBU�JL�NJTUF�CJK�EF[F�PQESBDIUFO��+F�LPO
FJHFOMJKL�IFMFNBBM�OJFU�JOTDIBUUFO�PG�KF�HPFE�PQ�XFH�XBT�PG�OJFU�EVT�EF�QVOUFO�[JKO�FFO�DPNQMFUF�WFSSBTTJOH�

��


*L�XFFU�OJFU�[P�HPFE�XBU�EF�CFEPFMJOH�XBT�WBO�EF�FSWBSJOHTPOEFS[PFLFO��)FU�MFFL�HFXPPO�FFO�FYQFSJNFOU�EBU�OJFU�WFFM�UF�NBLFO�IBE�NFU�IFU�WBL
POEFSXJKTLVOEF�

��


%F�QFFS�UVUPSJOHTFTTJFT�TMPUFO�HPFE�BBO�CJK�EF�HFMFFSEF�MFTJOIPVE���


*L�WPOE�QFSTPPOMJKL�EF�PFGFOTFTTJF�OJFU�FDIU�FFO�NFFSXBBSEF���


%F�PFGFOJOHFO�	XJLJ�T
�XBSFO�WBBL�WFFM�XFSL�FO�EF�EFBEMJOFT�MBHFO�EJDIU�PQ�FMLBBS���
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��%F�FSWBSJOHTPOEFS[PFLFO�XFSEFO�HPFE�CFHFMFJE�NBBS�FS�XBSFO�NJTTDIJFO�POEFS[PFLFO�EJF�CFUFS�BBOTMPUFO�CJK�EF�MFFSTUPG���


%F�UVUPSTFTTJFT�[JKO�FS�[FFS�HSPUF�NFFSXBBSEF�WPPS�EJU�WBL���


*L�WPOE�EF�FSWBSJOHTPOEFS[PFLFO�IFFM�OVUUJH�PPL�BM�IBE�JL�TPNT�IFU�HFWPFM�EBU�JL�OJFU�HPFE�XJTU�XBU�JL�BBO�IFU�EPFO�XBT��#JK�IFU�CFPPSEFMFO�WBO
LMBTTJUVBUJFT�XJTU�JL�OJFU�HPFE�XFMLF�DPNQFUFOUJFT�SFFET�WBO�NJK�WFSXBDIU�XFSEFO�

��


%F�XJLJ�T�XBSFO�[FFS�OVUUJH�PN�XFLFMJKLT�CF[JH�UF�[JKO�NFU�IFU�WBL�FO�NPUJWFFSEFO�NJK�PPL�PN�FMLF�XFFL�EF�HF[JFOF�MFFSTUPG�CJK�UF�IPVEFO���


)FU�XBT�IFFM�BBOHFOBBN�EBU�FFO�BQBSUF�UBBL�XFSE�WPPS[JFO�WPPS�TDIBLFMTUVEFOUFO��*L�IFC�EF�UBBL�	QFFS�UVUPSJOH�TFTTJFT
�BMT�OVUUJH�FO�XBBSEFWPM
FSWBSFO��%F�WFSXBDIUJOHFO�XBSFO�[FFS�EVJEFMJKL�FO�EF�TBNFOXFSLJOH�XBT�BBOHFOBBN�

��


5PU�PQ�IFEFO�IFCCFO�XF�XFM�OPH�HFFO�[JDIU�PQ�EF�QVOUFO�WBO�EF�PFGFOJOHFO���


%F�QFFS�UVUPSJOH�XBT�FFO�HSPUF�NFFSXBBSEF�CJK�EJU�WBL��*L�IFC�IJFS�WFFM�HFMFFSE�WPPSBM�EBO�EF�JO[JDIUFO�JO�EF�MFFSTUPG���


EF�TDIBLFMTUVEFOUFO�NPFTUFO�FMLBBS�MFT�HFWFO�WPMHFOT�QFFSUVUPSJOH��IJFSEPPS�XFSEFO�XF�WFSQMJDIU�PN�FMLF�XFFL�EF�MFFSTUPG�CJK�UF�IPVEFO�FO�EF[F�EBO
PPL�BDUJFG�UF�WFSXFSLFO�

��


%F�XJLJ�T�XFSEFO�HPFE�CFHFMFJE�FO�HBG�NFFS�JOGPSNBUJF�PN�BDUJFG�CF[JH�UF�[JKO�NFU�EF�POEFSXFSQFO�EJF�CFTQSPLFO�XPSEFO�JO�EF�MFT��*L�[BH�EJU�XFM�OJFU
BMT�FFO�HSPFQTXFSL�

��


JL�WPOE�IFU�KBNNFS�EBU�XF�HFFO�GFFECBDL�LSFHFO�PQ�EF�PFGFOXJLJ�FO�PQ�EF�BOEFSF�XJLJ�T�JO�IFU�BMHFNFFO��&JHFOMJKL�XJTU�KF�OJFU�PG�KF�HPFE�CF[JH�XBT�PG
OJFU��&FO�UVTTFOUJKETF�GFFECBDL�EPPS�EF�CFHFMFJEFOEF�BTTJTUFOUFO�[PV�IBOEJH�[JKO�HFXFFTU�

��


%F�XJLJ�T�WFSCFUFSEFO�WBBSEJHIFEFO�FO�IFU�XBT�EVJEFMJKL�XBU�FS�WFSXBDIU�XFSE���


%F�WPPSCFSFJEJOHTWSBHFO�WPPS�IFU�FYBNFO�[JKO�[FFS�OVUUJH�HFXFFTU�FO�IFCCFO�NJK�IFFM�IBSE�HFIPMQFO���


*L�WPOE�IFU�[FFS�KBNNFS�EBU�EF�XJLJ�T�OJFU�BGHFTUFNE�XBSFO�PQ�EF�MFFSTUPG��;P�IFC�JL�PQ�FFO�CFQBBME�NPNFOU�JFUT�HFTDISFWFO�PWFS�TDSJQUT�[POEFS
WPPSLFOOJT�UF�IFCCFO�PWFS�XBU�IFU�XBT��*L�IFC�OJFU�[PWFFM�BBO�EJF�XJLJ�T�HFIBE�EFOL�JL�QFSTPPOMJKL�

��


%F�XJLJ�T�WPMHEFO�EF�MFFSTUPG�POHFWFFS���


%F�PQESBDIUFO�WBO�EF�XJLJ�T�TUPOEFO�TUFFET�EVJEFMJKL�VJUHFMFHE�	EFBEMJOFT�XBU�FSJO�NPFTU�LPNFO���
��)FU�XBT�XFM�NPFJMJKL�PN�JO�UF�TDIBUUFO�PG�KF�HPFE
CF[JH�XBT��&FO�UVTTFOUJKETF�GFFECBDL�IJFSPQ�[PV�IBOEJH�HFXFFTU�[JKO�PQ�EF[F�NBOJFS�LBO�KF�UJKEJH�CJKTUVSFO�JOEJFO�OPEJH�

��


8JK�IFCCFO�HFFO�FOLFMF�LFFS�QFSTPPOMJKLF�GFFECBDL�HFLSFHFO�PWFS�EF�XJLJT���


%F�XJLJ�T�TMPUFO�NFFTUBM�BBO�CJK�EF�MFFSTUPG��*L�WPOE�IFU�QFSTPPOMJKL�BMUJKE�[FFS�JOUFSFTTBOU��&OLFM�NJTUFO�XF�BMMFNBBM�XBU�NFFS�GFFECBDL�EPPSIFFO�EF
UBLFO�PNEBU�XF�OJFU�XJTUFO�PG�XF�HPFE�CF[JH�XBSFO�

��


+BNNFS�EBU�FS�FOLFM�BMHFNFOF�GFFECBDL�HFHFWFO�XFSE�PWFS�EF�XJLJ�T�FO�OJFU�QFS�HSPFQ���


*L�IBE�HSBBH�UVTTFOUJKETF�GFFECBDL�WBO�EF�EPDFOU�CJK�EF�XJLJ�T�HFLSFHFO���


"$5*7&�-&"3/*/(

2VFTUJPO����6TF�UIF�UFYU�CPY�CFMPX�UP�BEE�BOZ�DPNNFOUT�PS�TVHHFTUJPOT�BCPVU�BDUJWF�MFBSOJOH�

%FFMOBNF�BBO�EF�XJLJ�


%F�XJLJ�T�OBNFO�XFM�FOPSN�WFFM�UJKE�JO�CFTMBH�EJF�JL�TPNT�OPEJH�IBE�WPPS�FFOT�UF�MFSFO�PG�TBNFO�UF�WBUUFO��


*L�WPOE�EF�XJLJ�T�IFFM��IBOEJH�PNEBU�KF�EBO�BDUJFG�CF[JH�XBT�NFU�EF�MFFSTUPG�EPPSIFFO�IFU�KBBS��


"M�WBOBG�EF�FFSTUF�MFT�WFSHEF�IFU�PQMFJEJOHTPOEFSEFFM�BDUJFWF�EFFMOBNF�EPPS�EF�XJLJ�T��%JU�JT�XFM�QPTJUJFG�PNEBU�KF�[P�EF�MFFSTUPG�OJFU�MBBU�MJHHFO��


%F�8JLJ�T�[JKO�FFO�NFFSXBBSEFÜ�


%PPS�EF�XJLJ�T�CFO�KF�WFSQMJDIU�POEFS�IFU�KBBS�WFFM�UF�XFSLFO��


%PPS�EF�PQESBDIUFO�FO�EF�NJDSP�EPPS�UF�HFWFO�JO�EF�MFT�XFSE�FFO�[FFS�BDUJFWF�EFFMOBNF�HFWSBBHE�FO�PO[F�MFFSBDUJWJUFJUFO�HFTUJNVMFFSE��


IFFM�WFFM�UBLFO�EPPSIFFO�IFU�KBBS�XBBSEPPS�KF�FS�WFFM�NFF�CF[JH�CFOU��


%PPS�EF�WFSTDIJMMFOEF�NBOJFSFO�WBO�MFTHFWFO�TUJNVMFFSEFO�NFO�EF�MFFSMJOHFO�PN�BDUJFG�NFF�UF�EPFO��%JU�[PSHEF�FSWPPS�EBU�XF�EF�MFFSTUPG�CFUFS
CFIFFSTFO��%PPS�EF�XJLJ�T�HFSFHFME�UF�NBLFO�UJKEFOT�IFU�TFNFTUFS�LSFHFO�XF�PPL�NFFS�JO[JDIU�JO�EF�MFFSTUPG�

�


%PPSEBU�FS�JO�EF�MFT�WSBHFO�XPSEFO�HFTUFME�XPSEFO�TUVEFOUFO�BDUJFG�CFUSPLLFO�UJKEFOT�EF�MFT��%PPS�EF�XJLJ�T�EJFOEF�EF�MFFSTUPG�PPL�UJKEFOT�IFU�TFNFTUFS
IFSIBBME�UF�XPSEFO�

��


-FVLF�NBOJFS�WBO�MFTHFWFO��


%PPS�EF�XFLFMJKLTF�PQESBDIUFO�CFO�KF�BDUJFG�CF[JH�NFU�EF�MFFSTUPG��%F�QPTJUJFWF�QVOUFO�IJFSWBO�IFC�JL�HFNFSLU�CJK�IFU�MFSFO�WBO�EF�MFFSTUPG��%JU�HJOH�CJK
EFMFO�EJF�WPPSLXBNFO�JO�EF�XJLJ�T�EBO�PPL�TOFMMFS�

��


%F�XJLJPQESBDIUFO�[PSHEFO�FS�WPPS�EBU�EF�TUVEFOUFO�WFSQMJDIU�XBSFO�PN�BDUJFG�EFFM�UF�OFNFO�BBO�EJU�PQMFJEJOHTPOEFSEFFM���


)FU�PQMFJEJOHTPOEFSEFFM�WFSHEF�EPPS�EF�WFMF�PQESBDIUFO�FO�JOUFSBDUJF�UJKEFOT�EF�MFT�FFO�BDUJFWF�EFFMOBNF�NBBS�EBU�[FUUF�NF�OPH�OJFU�BMUJKE�BBO�PN�IFU
WBL�FDIU�IFFM�HSPOEJH�UF�TUVEFSFO�

��


%F�WFMF�WSBHFO�EJF�EF�QSPG�TUFMU�JO�EF�MFT�[PSHU�FSWPPS�EBU�JFEFSFFO�FSH�BDUJFG�WPMHU���


KF�NPFTU�BMUJKE�BDUJFG�[JKO�PN�EF�MFTTFO�CJK�UF�XPOFO��
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HFFO�DPNNFOUBBS��


%PPS�EF�XJLJPQESBDIUFO�FO�EF�WSBHFO�NFU�EF�NJDSP�UJKEFOT�EF�MFTTFO�XFSE�KF�HFTUJNVMFFSE�PN�NFU�EF�MFFSTUPG�CF[JH�UF�[JKO���


%F�XJLJ�T�[PSHEFO�FSWPPS�EBU�XF�IFU�IFMF�TFNFTUFS�CF[JH�XBSFO�NFU�IFU�WBL���


&MLF�XFFL�XFSEFO�XF�WFSQMJDIU�XJLJ�T�UF�NBLFO�PQ�[JDI�OJFU�TMFDIU�NBBS�QFSTPPOMJKL�WPOE�JL�IFU�UF�WFFM�
%F�MFTHFWFS�MJFU�WBBL�TUVEFOUFO�BBO�IFU�XPPSE�UJKEFOT�EF�MFT��%BU�WJOE�JL�BBO�EF�FOF�LBOU�IFFM�HPFE�NBBS�BBO�EF�BOEFSF�LBOU�IBE�JL�IFU�HFWPFM�EBU�FS
WFFM�ESVL�PQ�NJKO�TDIPVEFST�LXBN�UF�MJHHFO�PN�HFFO�GPVU�BOUXPPSE�UF�HFWFO�

��


%PPS�EF�QFFS�UVUPSJOH�TFTTJFT�NPFTU�KF�BMT�TUVEFOU�TUFFET�VQ�UP�EBUF�CMJKWFO���


%F�QFFS�UVUPSJOHTFTTJFT�WSPFHFO�FFO�BDUJFWF�EFFMOBNF�FO�CJKESBHF��0PL�UJKEFOT�EF�MFTTFO�XFSE�WFSXBDIU�EBU�XF�POT�JOTQBOEFO���


%PPSEBU�FS�XFLFMJKLTF�XJLJ�T�XBSFO�NPFTU�EF�MFFSTUPG�BDUJFG�POEFSIPVEFO�XPSEFO���


%F�BDUJWBUJF�HFCFVSEF�WPPSOBNFMJKL�EPPS�EF�QFFSUVUPSJOHTTFTTJFT���


(PFE��


%PPS�EF�WFSQMJDIUF�XJLJ�T�MFFS�KF�CJK�PWFS�IFU�POEFSXFSQ�WBO�EF�XJLJ�[FMG�NBBS�JT�IFU�NPFJMJKL�PN�EF�DVSTVT�EPPS�IFU�KBBS�HPFE�CJK�UF�IPVEFO�BBOHF[JFO�EF
XJLJ�T�[FFS�UJKESPWFOE�[JKO�

��


%F�XJLJ�T�[PSHEFO�FSWPPS�EBU�XF�CVJUFO�EF�MFT�PPL�JO�BBOSBLJOH�LXBNFO�NFU�JOUFSFTTBOUF�POEFS[PFLFO�FO�UFLTUFO��"MMFFO�XBT�IFU�KBNNFS�EBU�XF�EF
QVOUFO�OJFU�LSFHFO�OB�EF�XJLJ�PNEBU�KF�EBO�OJFU�HPFE�LBO�JOTDIBUUFO�PG�KF�HPFE�CF[JH�CFOU�

��


%F�VJU�UF�WPFSFO�8*,*�T�PQ�[JDI�XFSEFO�HFLPQQFME�BBO�TUSJLUF�EFBEMJOFT�EJF�WBBL�LPSU�PQ�FMLBBS�WPMHEFO��%F�PQESBDIUFO�XBSFO�[P�VJUHFCSFJE�EBU�FS�[P
HPFE�BMT�FMLF�XFFL�WFSTDIJMMFOEF�LFSFO�BBO�HFXFSLU�NPFTU�XPSEFO�

��


EF�XJLJ�T�FO�EFBEMJOFT�XFSLUFO�TPNT�EFNPUJWFSFOE�FO�[PSHEF�FSWPPS�EBU�EF�PQESBDIUFO�HFFO�QPTJUJFWF�LJKL�LSFHFO�JL[FMG�NJTUF�PPL�GFFECBDL�IJFSCJK
PNEBU�KF�OJFU�QSFDJFT�XFFU�IPF�HPFE�KF�IFU�EPFU�

��


(PFEÜ��


8FLFMJKLTF�XJLJ�T�[PSHFO�FSWPPS�EBU�KF�WPPSUEVSFOE�NFU�EF�MFFSTUPG�CF[JH�NPFU�[JKO���


[FLFS�EPPS�EF�QFFS�UVUPSJOH��


%PPS�EF�UVTTFOUJKETF�PQESBDIUFO�NPFTU�KF�KF�[FLFS�JO[FUUFO�EPPSIFFO�IFU�KBBS�XBU�QPTJUJFG�JT���


��%F�8JLJ�T�[PSHEFO�FSWPPS�EBU�KF�PQ�FFO�POCFXVTUF�NBOJFS�NFU�EF�MFFSTUPG�CF[JH�XBT���


%PPS�EF�POEFSXJKTTUJKM�WBO�EF�QSPGFTTPS�MJKLU�IFU�BMTPG�KF�IFFM�CFUSPLLFO�CFOU�CJK�EF�MFFSTUPG�FO�JO�EF�MFT���


&S�JT�[FLFS�WPMEPFOEF�BDUJFWF�EFFMOBNF�WBO�TUVEFOUFO�
%F�XJLJ�PQESBDIUFO�XBSFO�FFO�HPFEF�NBOJFS�PN�MFFSBDUJWJUFJUFO�EPPSIFFO�IFU�TFNFTUFS�UF�TUJNVMFSFO�FO�CPWFOEJFO�PPL�TBNFO�UF�XFSLFO�NFU�BOEFSF
TUVEFOUFO�

��


%F�XJLJ�T�XBSFO�[FLFS�FFO�WPSN�WBO�BDUJFWF�EFFMOBNF�FO�EF�TUSFOHF�EFBEMJOFT�[PSHEFO�FSWPPS�EBU�XF�IFFM�OBVX�CFUSPLLFO�XBSFO�CJK�EJU�WBL�EPPSIFFO
IFU�TFNFTUFS�

��


(FFO�DPNNFOUBBS���


%F�QFFS�UVUPSJOH�[PSHEF�FSWPPS�EBU�XF�NFU�EF�DVSTVT�CF[JH�XBSFO�EPPSIFFO�IFU�KBBS�IFFM�HPFE�EVT���


%JU�LXBN�[PXFM�JO�EF�MFTTFO�BBO�CPE��%PPSEBU�EF�QSPG�TPNT�EF�NJDSP�EPPSHFFGU�BMT�UJKEFOT�EF�QFFSUVUPSTFTTJFT��


&ÄO�WBO�EF�WBLLFO�XBBSWPPS�KF�	[FLFS
�CJK�EF�TUBSU�WBO�IFU�TFNFTUFS�BM�CF[JH�CFOU�NFU�EF�MFFSTUPG���


%JU�WFSMJFQ�PQ�FFO�HPFEF�NBOJFS�EPPS�EF�XJLJ�T��%F�XJLJ�T�HBWFO�BBO�PWFS�XBU�EF�WPMHFOEF�MFT�HJOHFO���


)FU�XFSLDPMMFHF�WSBBHU�FFO�BDUJFWF�MFFSIPVEJOH���


*FEFSF�XFFL�XBSFO�FS�EFBEMJOFT�XBBSEPPS�NFO�IFU�IFMF�TFNFTUFS�BDUJFG�CF[JH�XBT�NFU�IFU�WBL���


)FU�TUJNVMFFSU�MFFSBDUJWJUFJUFO�NBBS�OJFU�WBO�EF�DVSTVT�[FMG���


&S�XBT�[FFS�WFFM�JOUFSBDUJF�UJKEFOT�EF�MFT�CVJUFO�EF�MFTTFO�XBSFO�XF�PPL�BMUJKE�CF[JH�NFU�EF�MFFSTUPG�EBOL[JK�EF�XJLJ�T���


%F�XJLJ�T�XBSFO�[FFS�OVUUJH�PN�UJKEFOT�IFU�KBBS�BDUJFG�NFU�IFU�WBL�CF[JH�UF�[JKO��5PDI�XBT�OJFU�BMUJKE�EF�MJOL�NFU�EF�JOIPVE�WBO�EF�MFTTFO�EVJEFMJKL��%F
XJLJ�T�LVOOFO�QFSGFDU�HFNBBLU�XPSEFO�[POEFS�FOJHF�LFOOJT�VJU�EF�MFTTFO��.JTTDIJFO�EF[F�UPDI�CFUFS�BGTUFNNFO�PQ�FMLBBS�XBBSEPPS�KF�CJK�EF�XJLJ�T�BM
EFFMT�EF�JOIPVE�WBO�EF�MFTTFO�WFSXFSLU�

��


(&/&3"-

2VFTUJPO�����6TF�UIF�UFYU�CPY�CFMPX�UP�BEE�BOZ�DPNNFOUT�PS�TVHHFTUJPOT�BCPVU�UIJT�DPVSTF�

%VJEFMJKL�MFTPOEFSEFFM�


+BNNFS�EBU�XF�UJKEFOT�IFU�KBBS�HFFO�GFFECBDL�LSFHFO�PWFS�EF�XJLJ�T��


)FU�WBL�POEFSXJKTLVOEF�WFSQMJDIU�KF�PN�UJKEFOT�IFU�TFNFTUFS�UF�XFSLFO��)PFXFM�FS�JO�EF�MFT�[FFS�WFFM�LMFNUPPO�XPSEU�HFMFHE�PQ�GFFECBDL�[PV�IFU
QSBLUJTDIFS�[JKO�PN�NFFS�GFFECBDL�UF�LSJKHFO�WBO�FFO�MFTHFWFS��BTTJTUFOU�PWFS�EF�XJLJ�T��)FU�XBT�TPNT�NPFJMJKL�JO�UF�TDIBUUFO�PG�EF�HFCSVJLUF�NFUIPEF
PPL�DPSSFDU�XBT��%F�BTTJTUFOUF�WBO�IFU�WBL�TUVVSEF�PWFS�IFU�BMHFNFFO�FFO�NBJM�OB�EF�FFSTUF�EFBEMJOF�NFU�BMHFNFOF�SJDIUMJKOFO�	EJU�XBT�[FLFS�IBOEJH
�

�
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)FU�[PV�FDIUFS�OPH�CFUFS�[JKO�PN�OB�EF�FFSTUF�ESJF�XJLJ�T�FFO�GFFECBDLNPNFOU�UF�IFCCFO�XBBSPQ�KF�GFFECBDL�LSJKHU�PWFS�EF�NBOJFS�XBBSPQ�KF�KPVX�XJLJ�T
IFC�HFNBBLU��0Q�EF[F�NBOJFS�XFFU�KF�PG�KF�PQ�FFO�BOEFSF�NBOJFS�BBO�EF�TMBH�EJFOU�UF�HBBO�CJK�EF�WPMHFOEF�ESJF�XJLJ�T�

%F�MFTTFO�XBSFO�BBO�FFO�IPPH�UFNQP�FO�EVT�[FFS�JOUFOTJFG��0PL�EF�XJLJ�T�XBSFO�[XBBS�PNEBU�EF�EFBEMJOFT�[FFS�LPSU�PQ�FMLBBS�WPMHEF�FO�TPNT�NPFJMJKL
UF�DPNCJOFSFO�XBSFO�NFU�EF�MFTTFO�FO�PQESBDIUFO�WBO�BOEFSF�WBLLFO�

�


)FFM�JOUFSFTTBOU�WBL�FO�EBOL[JK�EF�WFSTDIJMMFOEF�UFDIOJFLFO�WPPS�MFT�UF�HFWFO�LSJKHU�NFO�NFFS�JO[JDIU�JO�EF�MFFSTUPG���/BBSNBUF�IFU�TFNFTUFS�WPSEFSEF
HBG�EF�QSPG�TOFMMFS�MFT��4PNT�IBEEFO�XF�POWPMEPFOEF�UJKE�PN�WPMEPFOEF�JOGPSNBUJF�UF�TDISJKWFO�

�


%F�XJLJ�T�[PSHEFO�WPPS�FFO�HSPUF�XFSLMBTU�UFHFOPWFS�EF�BOEFSF�WBLLFO��4PNT�HJOH�EF�MFFSLSBDIU�XFM�UF�TOFM�FO�XBT�IFU�NPFJMJKL�PN�UF�WPMHFO��


*L�IFC�IFFM�WFFM�CJKHFMFFSE��


*L�WPOE�IFU�MBTUJH�EBU�XF�UJKEFOT�IFU�TFNFTUFS�HFFO�GFFECBDL�LSFHFO�PWFS�EF�XJLJ�T�BBOHF[JFO�JL�HFFO�JEFF�IBE�PG�JL�XFM�PQ�FFO�KVJTUF�NBOJFS�XFSLUF�BBO
EF[F�UBLFO�

�


)FFM�BBOHFOBBN�PQMFJEJOHTPOEFSEFFM�FO�MFTHFWFSÜ�[FFS�HPFEF�CFHFMFJEJOH�EJF�BMUJKE�PQFO�TUPOE�PN�KF�QSPCMFNFO�UF�WFSIFMQFO�


%PPSEBU�KF�WFFM�UJKE�JO�EF�PQESBDIUFO�NPFU�TUFLFO�JT�FS�TPNT�NJOEFS�UJKE�PN�EF�CPFL�UF�WFSXFSLFO���


HFFO�DPNNFOUBBS��


��)FU�XBT�TVQFS�HPFE���


(PFEF�VJUXFSLJOH�WBO�EF�MFFSTUPG�FO�EF�QFFSUVUPSJOH���


*L�IFC�IFFM�WFFM�HFMFFSE�VJU�EF�MFTTFO�0OEFSXJKTLVOEF�XBU�WPPS�NJK�BMT�TUVEFOU�IFU�BMMFSCFMBOHSJKLTUF�JT���


%F�MFTTFO��POEFSXJKTLVOEF��WPOE�JL�FSH�GJKO�PN�UF�WPMHFO��)FU�FOUIPVTJBTNF��WBO�EF�MFTHFWFS�XFSLUFO�[FFS�BBOTUFLFMJKL��0PL�IFU�HFHFWFO�EBU�BMMF
NBUFSJBBM�	QPXFSQPJOU�IBOECPFL�XFCTJUF
�[FFS�EVJEFMJKL�FO�HFTUSVDUVSFFSE�XBT�XBT�FSH�BBOHFOBBN�

��


(SBBH�OB�FMLF�VJUHFWPFSEF�PQESBDIU�FOJHF�QFSTPPOMJKLF�GFFECBDL�
#JK�JFEFS�UIFNB�XBT�FS�FYUSB�VJUMFH�PQ�FFO�FJHFO�XFCTJUF�FO�CPFJFOEF�GJMNQKFT�

��


8F�IFCCFO�OPH�TUFFET�HFFO�GFFECBDL�PG�QVOUFO�WBO�EF�XJLJ�T�HFLSFHFO���


%JU�PQMFJEJOHTPOEFSEFFM�JT�[FFS�HPFE�JOHFSJDIU��FOUIPVTJBTUF�CPFJFOEF�MFTHFWFS�EF�TUVEJFMBTU�OJFU�UF�[XBBS�NBBS�OFU�WPMEPFOEF�FO�[JOWPMMF�QFFS
UVUPSJOHÜ

��


*L�WJOE�IFU�OJFU�HPFE�EBU�FS�JO�EF�MFT�[P�HFIBNFSE�XPSEU�PQ�IFU�HFWFO�WBO�UJKEJHF�GFFECBDL�UFSXJKM�EBU�CJK�EF�XJLJ�T�IFMFNBBM�OJFU�BBO�EF�PSEF�JT
HFLPNFO��*L�XFFU�EVT�OJFU�IPF�JL�IFU�FSWBO�BG�IFC�HFCSBDIU�FO�XBU�JL�LPO�LBO�EPFO�PN�UF�WFSCFUFSFO�

��


*L�WJOE�EBU�EF�UBLFO�XFM�WFFM�UJKE�JO�CFTMBH�OBNFO���EFBEMJOFT�JO�EF�XFFL�[PSHFO�FS�XFM�WPPS�EBU�KF�KF�XFFL�EBBSOBBS�NPFU�TDIJLLFO���


&FO�UJKEJHF�GFFECBDL�PWFS�EF�XJLJPQESBDIUFO�[PV�IBOEJH�[JKO��;P�XFFU�KF�PG�KF�HPFE�CF[JH�CFOU�FO�XBBS�KF�FWFOUVFFM�OPH�PQ�LBO�MFUUFO�CJK�EF�WPMHFOEF
PQESBDIU�

��


.FFS�GFFECBDL�CJK�EF�XJLJ�T��


)FU�PQMFJEJOHTPOEFSEFFM�[FMG�WPOE�JL�FOPSN�JOUFSFTTBOU��.BBS�EF�XJLJ�T�XBSFO�XFM�[FFS�[XBBS�EPPS�EF�WFMF�FO�MBOHF�&OHFMTF�BSUJLFMT�FO�EF�LPSU�PQ
FMLBBS�WPMHFOEF�EFBEMJOFT��0PL�EF�XFJOJHF�GFFECBDL�WPOE�JL�XBU�FFO�NJOQVOUKF�

��


*O�IFU�BMHFNFFO�JT�IFU�WBL�[FLFS�QPTJUJFG�FO�EF�MFTTFO�XBSFO�[FFS�HPFE�VJUHFXFSLU���


0Q�IFU�FYBNFO�LFFSEF�SFHFMNBUJH�IFU[FMGEF�[JOTEFFM�UFSVH�UVTTFO�EF�BOUXPPSEPQUJFT�OBNFMJKL����JO�EF�DPOUFYU����)FU�XBT�NJK�FO�FOLFMF�NFEFTUVEFOUFO
FDIUFS�POEVJEFMJKL�XBOOFFS�EJU�XFM�PG�XBOOFFS�EJU�OJFU�WBO�UPFQBTTJOH�JT��*L�IFC�IFU�JO�NJKO�IBOECPFL�PQHF[PDIU�NBBS�OJFU�HFWPOEFO�

��


5VTTFOUJKETF�GFFECBDL�JWN�EF�XJLJ�T�[PV�IBOEJH�[JKO���


"MT�KF�OJFU�XJMU�QSJKTHFWFO�XBU�KF�PQ�KF�FYBNFO�HBBU�WSBHFO�[FH�EBO�HFXPPO�OJFUT��.BBS�UFMLFOT�	FO�EBO�TQSFLFO�XF�PWFS�����Y�QFS�MFT
�[FHHFO�ÛJL�HB�EJU
[FLFS�WSBHFO�PQ�IFU�FYBNFOÛ�FO�FS�EBO�OJFUT�PWFS�WSBHFO�WJOE�JL�FDIU�OJFU�PLÄ��-JFHFO�FO�BMT�CJKHFWPMH�EF�TUVEFOUFO�PQ�IFU�WFSLFFSEF�QBE�[FUUFO�JT�FDIU
OFSHFOT�WPPS�OPEJH�

��


��%F�8JLJ�T�WSPFHFO�WFFM�UJKE�XBBSEPPS�KF�OJFU�FDIU�UJKE�IBE�PN�IFU�FYBNFO�BM�WSPFH�WPPS�UF�CFSFJEFO�
��%F�TJUF�CJK�EJU�WBL�XBT�FFO�NFFSXBBSEF�FO�EVJEFMJKL�HFTUSVDUVSFFSE�

��


%F�UBBL�NPDIU�WBO�NFFS�QFSTPPOMJKLF�GFFECBDL�WPPS[JFO�[JKO�PNEBU�EF�BMHFNFOF�GFFECBDL�NFFS�WSBHFO�PQSPFQU��Û*T�EJU�CJK�NJK�IFU�HFWBM �.PFU�JL�IFU�OV
XFM�PG�UPDI�OJFU�BBOQBTTFO Û�0PL�[PV�IFU�XFM�IBOEJH�[JKO�EBU�XF�POT�QVOU�WPPS�EF�UBBL�CJKWPPSCFFME�PQ�FFO�MJKTU�JO�.JOFSWB�[PVEFO�LVOOFO�SBBEQMFHFO�
)FU�IBOECPFL�JT�OJFU�BM�UF�HPFELPPQ�NBBS�[FFS�IBOEJH�FO�HPFE�HFTUSVDUVSFFSE�BMMFT�XBU�KF�XJMU�[JU�FSJO�

��


%JU�WBL�XBT�OBBTU�4UBUJTUJFL�IFU�CFTUF�WBL�WBO�IFU�WPSJHF�TFNFTUFS��*O�EJF�[JO�EBU�IFU�HPFE�FO�HFTUSVDUVSFFSE�POEFSXF[FO�XFSE�FO
SFMFWBOUF�JOUFSFTTBOUF�MFFSTUPG�IBE��*L�IBE�IFU�HFWPFM�EBU�PO[F�MFFSTUPG�FO�IFU�XFSLFMJKLF�IPPSDPMMFHF�TPNT�CPUTUFO��#JKWPPSCFFME��UFSXJKM�FS�[PWFFM
OBESVL�XFSE�HFMFHE�PQ�GFFECBDL�FO�WPPSLFOOJT�IFC�JL�EBU�OJFU�FDIU�HFNFSLU�CJK�EJU�WBL�

��


*L�WPOE�EJU�FFO�IFFM�BBOHFOBBN�PQMFJEJOHTPOEFSEFFM��%F�NPFJMJKLIFJETHSBBE�TUJNVMFFSEF�PN�PQ�SFHFMNBUJHF�UJKETUJQQFO�UF�XFSLFO�NBBS�MBH�PPL�XFFS
OJFU�[P�IPPH�EBU�IFU�PONPHFMJKL�MFFL�PN�EJU�UF�IBMFO��)FU�JT�EVJEFMJKL�EBU�IFU�BBOCPE�BBO�CFTDIJLCBSF�IVMQNJEEFMFO�IFFM�TUFSL�VJUHFCPVXE�JT��"MT�FOJHF
TVHHFTUJF�IFC�JL�EBU�IFU�NJTTDIJFO�JOUFSFTTBOU�[PV�[JKO�PN�EF�WBBSEJHIFEFO�EJF�OPEJH�[JKO�WPPS�EF�XJLJ�T�JFUT�NFFS�BBO�CPE�UF�MBUFO�LPNFO�UJKEFOT�EF
MFTTFO�JO�QMBBUT�WBO�FOLFM�EF�JOIPVEFO�UF�SFMBUFSFO�

��


)FU�IBE�IBOEJH�HFXFFTU�BMT�XF�ÛQSPGFTTJPOFMFÛ�GFFECBDL�[PVEFO�LSJKHFO�PQ�PO[F�XJLJ�PQESBDIUFO�JO�QMBBUT�WBO�FOLFM�WBO�NFEFTUVEFOUFO�
7PPS�EF�SFTU�BMMFT�HPFEÜ

��


)FU�LBO�FFO�NPFJMJKL�PQMFJEJOHTPOEFSEFFM�[JKO�NBBS�EPPSEBU�KF�BMT�TUVEFOU�BBOHFTQPPSE�XPSEU�EPPS�EF�XJLJ�T�PN�NFU�EF�MFFSTUPG�CF[JH�UF�[JKO�FO�EPPSEBU��
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EF�MFTTFO�FFO�HPFEF�TUSVDUVVS�JOIPVEFO�JT�IFU�HFNBLLFMJKLFS�PN�IFU�UF�TUVEFSFO�

(FFO�DPNNFOUBBS���


*L�WJOE�IFU�KBNNFS�EBU�OFSHFOT�EF�EFFMQVOUFO�WBO�EJU�PQMFJEJOHTPOEFSEFFM�[JKO�HFQVCMJDFFSE��*L�IBE�HSBBH�HFXFUFO�IPFWFFM�JL�PQ�EF�QFFS�UVUPSJOH�IFC
HFLSFHFO�

��


IFU�JT�FFO�[FFS�EVJEFMJKL�WBL�NFU�EVJEFMJKLF�WFSXBDIUJOHFO�FO�FWBMVBUJFTÜ�%F�QFFSUVUPSJOH�WPOE�JL�FFO�[FFS�MFVL�JOJUJBUJFG�PN�NFU�EF�MFFSTUPG�CF[JH�UF
[JKO�NBBS�NBH�NJTTDIJFO�OPH�DPODSFUFS�VJUHFXFSLU�XPSEFO�

��


%PPS�NJKO�WPPSLFOOJT�XJTU�JL�BM�WFFM�PWFS�EF�WFSTDIJMMFOEF�POEFSXFSQFO�EJF�UJKEFOT�EF�MFT�XFSEFO�NFFHFHFWFO��)FU�MFSFO�[FMG�HJOH�OJFU�NPFJMJKL
BBOHF[JFO�JL�BMMFT�UJKEFOT�IFU�KBBS�CJK�IJFME��%PPS�EF�XJLJ�T�HFCFVSEF�EJU�PPL��%F�MFTHFWFS�NBBLUF�FS�POT�PPL�CFXVTU�PWFS�EBU�EF�MFTTFO�CJKIPVEFO�OVUUJH
XBT�

��


%F�XJLJ�T�[JKO�[FFS�OVUUJH�FO�FFO�CFMBOHSJKL�POEFSEFFM�WBO�IFU�WBL��%JU�NBBLU�XFM�EBU�NFO�FS�[FFS�WFFM�UJKE�TUFFLU���


+BNNFS�EBU�XF�OBVXFMJKLT�GFFECBDL�LSFHFO�WPPS�EF�XJLJ�T��*O�EF�MFTTFO�MFFSEFO�XF�IPF�CFMBOHSJKL�QFSTPPOMJKLF�GFFECBDL�JT��*O�SFBMJUFJU�XBT�IJFS�FFO
HFCSFL�BBO�CJK�EJU�WBL�"MT�TUVEFOU�XJTU�NFO�FJHFOMJKL��EF�HFIFMF�QFSJPEF�OJFU�PG�NFO�KVJTU�CF[JH�XBT�PG�OJFU��;FMGT�OV�IFC�JL�OPH�TUFFET�HFFO�JEFF�XBU�JL
HPFE�PG�TMFDIU�IFC�HFEBBO�CJK�EF[F�PFGFOJOHFO�JL�XFFU�FOLFM�EBU�XBU�JL�EFFE�CMJKLCBBS�HPFE�HFOPFH�XBT�

��


;FFS�JOUFSFTTBOU��%F�QFFS�UVUPSJOHTFTTJFT�IBEEFO�FFO�HSPUF�NFFSXBBSEF�CJK�IFU�WFSXFSLFO�WBO�EF�MFFSTUPG���


*L�WJOE�EF�XJLJ�T�FFO�HPFE�DPODFQU�IFU�[FU�POT�BBO�PN�UF�XFSLFO�EPPSIFFO�IFU�TFNFTUFS�NBBS�JL�WSPFH�NJK�WBBL�BG�IPF�EJF�UBBL�NJK�LPO�IFMQFO�EF
MFFSTUPG�WBO�IFU�WBL�POEFSXJKTLVOEF�UF�CFIFFSTFO�

��


0OEFSXJKTLVOEF�XBT�FFO�VJUEBHFOE�WBL��&S�XFSE�FFO�BDUJFWF�IPVEJOH�WFSXBDIU��%F�XJLJ�T�WSPFHFO�WFFM�UJKE�HFEVSFOEF�IFU�TFNFTUFS���


%JU�PQMFJEJOHTPOEFSEFFM�WPMEPFU�BBO�BMMF�IPHF�WFSXBDIUJOHFO��;FFS�HPFEF�QSPG�[FFS�JOUFSFTTBOUF�MFFSTUPG���


%F�XJLJ�PQESBDIUFO�XBSFO�FFO�HPFEF�BBOWVMMJOH�PQ�EF�MFTTFO���0WFS�EF[F�PQESBDIUFO�LSFHFO�XF�TPNT�GFFECBDL�WBO�NFEFTUVEFOUFO��*L�WPOE�IFU�FOLFM
KBNNFS�EBU�XF�OPPJU�GFFECBDL�LSFHFO�WBO�EF�MFTHFWFS�PG�FFO�NPHFMJKLIFJE�UPU�GFFECBDL�LSFHFO��8BOU�EF�PQESBDIUFO�CMFWFO�BBOXF[JH�HFEVSFOEF�IFU
IFMF�TFNFTUFS�KF�XJTU�EVT�OJFU�PG�KF�HPFE�PG�TMFDIU�CF[JH�XBT�NFU�EF�PQESBDIUFO�

��


8F�LSFHFO�HFFO�MBBU�GFFECBDL�PWFS�EF�QFFSUVUPSJOH�KBNNFS�Ü��


-FHFOE

WFSZ�QPPS QPPS BWFSBHF HPPE WFSZ�HPPE

TUSPOHMZ�EJTBHSFF EJTBHSFF OFVUSBM BHSFF TUSPOHMZ�BHSFF

NVDI�UPP�TMPX UPP�TMPX BCPVU�SJHIU UPP�GBTU NVDI�UPP�GBTU

WFSZ�MJHIU MJHIU NFEJVN IFBWZ WFSZ�IFBWZ

WFSZ�FBTZ FBTZ NFEJVN IBSE WFSZ�IBSE

��UPU���� ���UPU���� ���UPU���� ���UPU���� ���UPU�����

-&"3/*/(�&''&$5

*�GPVOE�UIF�DPVSTF�JOUFMMFDUVBMMZ�DIBMMFOHJOH�BOE
TUJNVMBUJOH�

� TUSPOHMZ�EJTBHSFF TUSPOHMZ�BHSFF

*�IBWF�MFBSOFE�WBMVBCMF�LOPXMFEHF�BOE�TLJMMT�JO�UIJT
DPVSTF�

� TUSPOHMZ�EJTBHSFF TUSPOHMZ�BHSFF

5&"$)*/(�45:-&

5IF�TUBGG�NFNCFS�XBT�BO�FOUIPVTJBTUJD�UFBDIFS�� TUSPOHMZ�EJTBHSFF TUSPOHMZ�BHSFF

5IF�XBZ�PG�UFBDIJOH�IFME�UIF�BUUFOUJPO�PG�UIF
TUVEFOUT�

� TUSPOHMZ�EJTBHSFF TUSPOHMZ�BHSFF

4536$563&

5IF�TUBGG�NFNCFS�T�MFTTPOT�XFSF�XFMM�TUSVDUVSFE�� TUSPOHMZ�EJTBHSFF TUSPOHMZ�BHSFF

5IF�DPVSTF�NBUFSJBMT�XFSF�XFMM�TUSVDUVSFE�� TUSPOHMZ�EJTBHSFF TUSPOHMZ�BHSFF

"1130"$)"#*-*5:

(SBQIJDBM�QSFTFOUBUJPO
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5IF�TUBGG�NFNCFS�NBJOUBJOFE�B�DPSSFDU�BUUJUVEF
UPXBSET�UIF�TUVEFOUT�

� TUSPOHMZ�EJTBHSFF TUSPOHMZ�BHSFF

5IF�TUBGG�NFNCFS�XBT�TVGGJDJFOUMZ�BQQSPBDIBCMF�� TUSPOHMZ�EJTBHSFF TUSPOHMZ�BHSFF

&7"-6"5*0/

5IF�NFUIPET�PG�FWBMVBUJOH�TUVEFOU�XPSL�XFSF�GBJS
BOE�BQQSPQSJBUF�

� TUSPOHMZ�EJTBHSFF TUSPOHMZ�BHSFF

&YBNJOBUJPOT�HSBEFE�NBUFSJBMT�UFTUFE�DPVSTF
DPOUFOU�BT�QSJPSJUJTFE�CZ�UIF�TUBGG�NFNCFS�

� TUSPOHMZ�EJTBHSFF TUSPOHMZ�BHSFF

*�XBT�DMFBSMZ�JOGPSNFE�BCPVU�UIF�FWBMVBUJPO
NFUIPET�JO�UIJT�DPVSTF�

� TUSPOHMZ�EJTBHSFF TUSPOHMZ�BHSFF

$0634&�."5&3*"-

5IF�DPVSTF�NBUFSJBMT�XFSF�SFBEJMZ�BWBJMBCMF�BOE
FBTJMZ�BDDFTTJCMF�

� TUSPOHMZ�EJTBHSFF TUSPOHMZ�BHSFF

5IF�DPVSTF�XBT�XFMM�TVQQPSUFE�CZ�UIF�DPVSTF
NBUFSJBMT�

� TUSPOHMZ�EJTBHSFF TUSPOHMZ�BHSFF

&9&3$*4&4

5IF�FYFSDJTFT�QSBDUJDBMT�GPSNFE�B�VTFGVM�QBSU�PG�PS
TVQQMFNFOU�UP�UIF�TVCKFDU�NBUUFS�

� TUSPOHMZ�EJTBHSFF TUSPOHMZ�BHSFF

&GGFDUJWF�HVJEBODF�XBT�QSPWJEFE�GPS�EVSJOH�UIF
FYFSDJTFT�QSBDUJDBMT�

� TUSPOHMZ�EJTBHSFF TUSPOHMZ�BHSFF

"$5*7&�-&"3/*/(

5IF�DPVSTF�SFRVJSFT�TUVEFOUT�UP�BDUJWFMZ�FOHBHF
XJUI�UIF�NBUFSJBM

� TUSPOHMZ�EJTBHSFF TUSPOHMZ�BHSFF

5IF�DPVSTF�TUJNVMBUFT�MFBSOJOH�BDUJWJUJFT
UISPVHIPVU�UIF�TFNFTUFS

� TUSPOHMZ�EJTBHSFF TUSPOHMZ�BHSFF

(&/&3"-

5IF�MFDUVSFS�XBT�TVGGJDJFOUMZ�QSPGJDJFOU�JO�%VUDI�� TUSPOHMZ�EJTBHSFF TUSPOHMZ�BHSFF

5IF�MFDUVSFS�XBT�TVGGJDJFOUMZ�QSPGJDJFOU�JO�&OHMJTI�� TUSPOHMZ�EJTBHSFF TUSPOHMZ�BHSFF

5IF�GFFECBDL�BCPVU�UIF�FWBMVBUJPOT�XBT�VTFGVM�BOE
SFMFWBOU�

� TUSPOHMZ�EJTBHSFF TUSPOHMZ�BHSFF
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Models of Continuing  
Professional Development:  
a framework for analysis 

AILEEN KENNEDY 
University of Strathclyde, United Kingdom 

ABSTRACT The area of teachers’ continuing professional development 
(CPD) is of growing interest internationally. However, while an increasing 
range of literature focuses on particular aspects of CPD, there is a paucity of 
literature addressing the spectrum of CPD models in a comparative manner. 
This article therefore considers a wide range of international literature, 
together with some specific examples from the Scottish context, in 
proposing a framework built around key characteristics of individual 
models of CPD. The framework identifies nine key models, which are then 
classified in relation to their capacity for supporting professional autonomy 
and transformative practice. The article considers the circumstances in 
which each of the nine models of CPD might be adopted, and explores the 
form(s) of knowledge that can be developed through any particular model. 
It also examines the power relationships inherent in the individual models 
and explores the extent to which CPD is perceived and promoted either as 
an individual endeavour related to accountability, or as a collaborative 
endeavour that supports transformative practice. Finally, it is argued that 
there is a need for greater interrogation of both the purpose and the 
potential outcomes of CPD structures – the framework outlined in this 
article is offered as one way of supporting such analysis. 

Introduction 

The area of teachers’ continuing professional development (CPD) is of 
growing interest in Scotland and internationally. However, while an 
increasing range of literature focuses on particular aspects of CPD, there 
is a paucity of literature addressing the spectrum of CPD models in a 
comparative manner (Hoban, 2002). This article examines a range of 
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models of CPD and proposes a framework through which they can be 
analysed. This analysis focuses on the perceived purpose of each model, 
identifying issues of power in relation to central control, individual 
teacher autonomy and profession-wide autonomy. The article proposes 
nine categories under which models of CPD might be grouped. These nine 
categories are then organised along a spectrum that identifies the relative 
potential capacity for transformative practice and professional autonomy 
inherent in each, the premise of this being that such conditions require 
teachers to be able to articulate their own conceptions of teaching and be 
able to select and justify appropriate modes of practice. 

CPD can be structured and organised in a number of different ways, 
and for a number of different reasons. While most CPD experiences might 
be considered as means of introducing or enhancing knowledge, skills 
and attitudes, it cannot be assumed that this is uncontested. For example, 
Eraut (1994) argues that it is not merely the type of professional 
knowledge being acquired that is important, but the context through 
which it is acquired and subsequently used that actually helps us to 
understand the nature of that knowledge. Analysing the means through 
which CPD for teachers is organised and structured may help us to 
understand not only the motivation behind such structures, but also the 
nature of professional knowledge and professionalism itself. Eraut (1994) 
identifies three major contexts in which professional knowledge is 
acquired – the academic context, institutional discussion of policy and 
practice and practice itself (p. 20). 

Clearly, knowledge acquisition is not situated exclusively within any 
one of these three contexts, but the identification of the different contexts 
is useful in analytical terms. Eraut does not give explicit consideration to 
the role of informal professional discussion and reading that takes place 
outwith the institutional context, yet this, too, is surely a relevant 
context. The models discussed in this paper reflect varying degrees of 
importance placed on each of these contexts as potential sites of 
knowledge acquisition, and their consideration aids the analysis of the 
underpinning agendas that are supported by the various models. 

This article presents a framework in which the main characteristics 
of a range of models of CPD are identified and categorised. It considers 
the circumstances in which each particular model might be adopted and 
explores the form(s) of knowledge that can be developed through the 
particular model. In broad terms, nine are identified, which have been 
categorised into the following models: 
• training; 
• award-bearing; 
• deficit; 
• cascade; 
• standards-based; 
• coaching/mentoring; 
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• community of practice; 
• action research; 
• transformative. 

Each of these models will be considered in turn, drawing on specific 
examples from the Scottish context, before moving on to discuss their 
interaction and their relative capacity for supporting transformative 
practice. However, it should be noted that the nine models are not 
proposed as necessarily exhaustive or exclusive; rather they are an 
attempt at identifying key characteristics of different types of CPD with 
the aim of enabling deeper analysis of, and dialogue about, fundamental 
issues of purpose. 

The Training Model 

The training model of CPD is universally recognisable (Little, 1994; Kelly 
& McDiarmid, 2002) and has, in recent years, arguably been the dominant 
form of CPD for teachers. This model of CPD supports a skills-based, 
technocratic view of teaching whereby CPD provides teachers with the 
opportunity to update their skills in order to be able to demonstrate their 
competence. It is generally ‘delivered’ to the teacher by an ‘expert’, with 
the agenda determined by the deliverer, and the participant placed in a 
passive role. While the training can take place within the institution in 
which the participant works, it is most commonly delivered off-site and is 
often subject to criticism about its lack of connection to the current 
classroom context in which participants work. Day (1999) identifies one 
of the principal difficulties as being the failure of such training events to 
‘connect with the essential moral purposes that are at the heart of their 
[teachers’] professionalism’ (p. 49). 

The training model of CPD is compatible with, although not always 
related to, a standards-based view of teacher development where 
teachers strive to demonstrate particular skills specified in a nationally 
agreed standard. The model supports a high degree of central control, 
often veiled as quality assurance, where the focus is firmly on coherence 
and standardisation. It is powerful in maintaining a narrow view of 
teaching and education whereby the standardisation of training 
opportunities overshadows the need for teachers to be proactive in 
identifying and meeting their own development needs. The dominant 
discourse in Scotland, as in many other countries, supports this notion 
that the standardisation of training equates to improvements in teaching, 
learning and pupil attainment. Indeed, Kirk et al (2003), in outlining the 
context for the development of the chartered teacher programme in 
Scotland, link the standards-based approach with an associated training 
model of CPD when they say that: 
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Statements of competence and standards, derived with the 
support of the profession should help to ensure that 
development and training are clearly related and effectively 
targeted at the skills and knowledge teachers require. (p. 3) 

Despite its drawbacks, the training model is acknowledged as an effective 
means of introducing new knowledge (Hoban, 2002), albeit in a 
decontextualised setting. What the training model fails to impact upon in 
any significant way is the manner in which this new knowledge is used in 
practice. Perhaps even more significantly, though, in terms of the relative 
power of stakeholders, the training model provides an effective way for 
dominant stakeholders to control and limit the agenda, and places 
teachers in a passive role as recipients of specific knowledge. 

The Award-bearing Model 

An award-bearing model of CPD is one that relies on, or emphasises, the 
completion of award-bearing programmes of study – usually, but not 
exclusively, validated by universities. This external validation can be 
viewed as a mark of quality assurance, but equally can be viewed as the 
exercise of control by the validating and/or funding bodies. 

The introduction of the chartered teacher programme in Scotland 
provides an interesting example of the way in which university validated 
award-bearing provision can become the bedrock of a particular CPD 
structure. While it has been argued that this, together with General 
Teaching Council for Scotland accreditation, provides a necessary 
element of quality assurance and continuity, in practice it also serves to 
limit the availability of other award-bearing provision (Purdon, 2003) and 
to standardise the experiences of those working towards chartered 
teacher status. 

However, in current education discourse in Scotland, there is an 
emphasis on professional action that is not always supportive of what is 
perceived to be ‘academic’ as opposed to ‘practical’. There is therefore a 
pressure for award-bearing courses to be focused on classroom practice, 
often at the expense of issues of values and beliefs (Solomon & Tresman, 
1999). 

The fundamental meaning of chartered teacher status has been the 
subject of extensive and public debate by high-profile individuals in the 
Scottish teacher education scene (for example, Henderson, ‘Rift over path 
to chartered status’, Times Educational Supplement Scotland, 15 March 
2002). Arguments have centred round the emphasis on ‘professional’ as 
opposed to ‘academic’ routes. This discourse of anti-intellectualism has 
led to accusations of the irrelevance of the ‘academic’ work undertaken 
by universities and placed emphasis instead on the practice-based 
element of teaching. To interpret ‘professional’ and ‘academic’ as 
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antonyms conveys worrying messages about the conception of teacher 
professionalism in dominant education discourse. 

What this particular example illustrates is the way in which the 
dominant discourse has influenced providers of award-bearing courses, 
in turn reflecting particular ideological imperatives potentially at the 
expense of academic and intellectual autonomy. 

The Deficit Model 

Professional development can be designed specifically to address a 
perceived deficit in teacher performance. This may well be set within the 
context of performance management, which itself is subject to debate 
over its fundamental purpose. Rhodes & Beneicke (2003) point out that 
performance management can be viewed as a means of raising standards 
or ‘as an element of government intervention to exact greater efficiency, 
effectiveness and accountability’ (p. 124). Nonetheless, performance 
management requires that somebody takes charge of evaluating and 
managing change in teacher performance, and this includes, where 
necessary, attempting to remedy perceived weaknesses in individual 
teacher performance. What is not always clear, however, is what the 
expectations are for competent performance, and whose notion of 
competence they reflect. 

While the deficit model uses CPD to attempt to remedy perceived 
weaknesses in individual teachers, Rhodes & Beneicke (2003) suggest 
that the root causes of poor teacher performance are related not only to 
individual teachers, but also to organisational and management practices. 
Indeed, to attribute blame to individual teachers, and to view CPD as a 
means of remedying individual weaknesses, suggests a model whereby 
collective responsibility is not considered, i.e. that the system itself is not 
considered as a possible reason for the perceived failure of a teacher to 
demonstrate the desired competence. It also assumes the need for a 
baseline measure of competence, and once this has been committed to 
paper, it begins to adopt an authority of its own. 

Boreham (2004) discusses this issue of individual and collective 
competence, arguing that in the school context, effective collective 
competence is dependent on leadership which promotes three particular 
conditions, namely: 
• making collective sense of events in the workplace; 
• developing and using a collective knowledge base; 
• developing a sense of interdependency (p. 9). 

This argument is clearly at odds with the notion of the deficit model 
which attributes blame for perceived underperformance on individuals 
and fails to take due cognisance of collective responsibility. 
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The Cascade Model 

The cascade model involves individual teachers attending ‘training 
events’ and then cascading or disseminating the information to 
colleagues. It is commonly employed in situations where resources are 
limited. Although very popular in Scotland in the early 1990s, after local 
government reorganisation resulted in tighter resource allocations 
(Marker, 1999), this model is not quite as popular in Scotland now. 

Day (1999) reports on a case study in which the cascade model was 
employed by a group of teachers as a means of sharing their own 
(successful) learning with colleagues. The group reported on what they 
had learned, but ‘no detailed consideration was given to the very 
principles of participation, collaboration and ownership which had 
characterized their own learning’ (p. 126). 

In addition to such issues surrounding the conditions required for 
successful learning, Solomon & Tresman (1999) suggest that one of the 
drawbacks of this model is that what is passed on in the cascading 
process is generally skills-focused, sometimes knowledge-focused, but 
rarely focuses on values. This is an argument that is also articulated by 
Nieto (2003), when she claims that teacher education ‘needs to shift from 
a focus on questions of “what” and “how” to also consider questions of 
“why”’ (p. 395). 

It could therefore be argued that the cascade model supports a 
technicist view of teaching, where skills and knowledge are given priority 
over attitudes and values. The cascade model also neglects to consider 
the range of learning contexts outlined by Eraut (1994), assuming that it is 
the knowledge per se that is the important part of the process and not 
necessarily the context in which it is gained or used. 

The Standards-based Model 

Before considering the characteristics of the standards-based model of 
CPD, it is worth giving some consideration to the terminology used. 
‘Standards’ as opposed to ‘competences’ are now de rigueur in Scotland, 
with their most vigorous proponents extolling the relative virtues of 
standards as opposed to their predecessors – competences. However, 
while the language has changed, in analysing the difference between the 
two, it is difficult to discern any real difference in either practical or 
philosophical terms. While the language may have shifted to hint at 
issues of values and commitment, etc., the real test is in the 
implementation of standards. Within the Scottish chartered teacher 
programme, for example, the emphasis is firmly on the ‘professional 
actions’, which are seen as the way of demonstrating that the standard 
has been met. The emphasis on evidence-based, demonstrable practice 
surely renders the SCT competence-based, despite claims to the contrary. 
Indeed, Kirk et al (2003), in writing about their experiences as members of 
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the Chartered Teacher Project Team, state that the team was committed 
to the proposition that ‘the assessment of potential Chartered Teachers 
has centrally to focus on competence in professional performance’ 
(p. 38). It is therefore contested that, in real terms and in contrast to 
popular academic discourse, there is very little substantive difference 
between competences and standards, other than in linguistic terms. 

The standards-based model of CPD belittles the notion of teaching 
as a complex, context-specific political and moral endeavour; rather it 
‘represents a desire to create a system of teaching, and teacher 
education, that can generate and empirically validate connections 
between teacher effectiveness and student learning’ (Beyer, 2002, p. 243). 
This ‘scientific’ basis on which the standards movement relies limits the 
opportunities for alternative forms of CPD to be considered. It also relies 
heavily on a behaviourist perspective of learning, focusing on the 
competence of individual teachers and resultant rewards at the expense 
of collaborative and collegiate learning. 

Smyth (1991) argues that externally imposed forms of accountability 
and inspection, such as standards, indicate a lack of respect for teachers’ 
own capacities for reflective, critical inquiry. Indeed, this argument could 
be taken further to suggest that not only is it a lack of respect, but that it 
sets clear expectations regarding the extent to which teachers should 
take responsibility for their own professional learning and encourages 
them to be reliant on central direction, even in assessing their own 
capacity to teach. 

There are many critics of the standards-based model of CPD. For 
example, Beyer (2002) criticises the lack of attention given to central and 
contentious questions regarding the purpose of teaching, claiming that 
‘teacher education must be infused with the kind of critical scrutiny 
about social purposes, future possibilities, economic realities and moral 
directions’ (p. 240). He views the move towards increasing 
standardisation in the USA as narrowing the range of potential 
conceptions of teaching to focus on quality assurance and accountability. 
This narrowing of view is surely in direct contrast to the above expressed 
notion of critical scrutiny. Beyer (2002), among others, suggests that the 
move towards increasing standardisation in teacher education at both 
initial and continuing stages is in part a response to growing concerns 
about nation states’ abilities to compete in the global economy. In this 
context standardisation can thus be equated to the pursuit of improved 
economic status. 

Despite the existence of extensive literature which is critical of the 
standards-based approach to teacher education, policies that adopt this 
approach do present a justification for its use. For example, within the 
context of the chartered teacher programme in Scotland, members of the 
development team have argued that the participative approach to the 
development of the Standard for Chartered Teachers will result in 
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teachers being more willing to engage with it (Kirk et al, 2003). Arguably, 
standards also provide a common language, making it easier for teachers 
to engage in dialogue about their professional practice. However, Draper 
et al (2004) note the tensions inherent in the standards-based approach, 
warning that ‘the Standard [Standard for Full Registration] itself may be 
seen as a useful scaffold for professional development or as a source of 
pressure for uniformity’ (p. 221). 

There is clearly capacity for standards to be used to scaffold 
professional development and to provide a common language, thereby 
enabling greater dialogue between teachers, but these advantages must 
be tempered by acknowledgement of the potential for standards to 
narrow conceptions of teaching or, indeed, to render it unnecessary for 
teachers to consider alternative conceptions outwith those promoted by 
the standards. 

The Coaching/Mentoring Model 

The coaching/mentoring model covers a variety of CPD practices that are 
based on a range of philosophical premises. However, the defining 
characteristic of this model is the importance of the one-to-one 
relationship, generally between two teachers, which is designed to 
support CPD. Both coaching and mentoring share this characteristic, 
although most attempts to distinguish between the two suggest that 
coaching is more skills based and mentoring involves an element of 
‘counselling and professional friendship’ (Rhodes & Beneicke, 2002, 
p. 301). Indeed, mentoring also often implies a relationship where one 
partner is novice and the other more experienced (Clutterbuck, 1991). 

The mentoring or coaching relationship can be collegiate, for 
example, ‘peer coaching’, but is probably more likely to be hierarchical, 
as in, for example, the new induction procedures in Scotland (General 
Teaching Council for Scotland, 2002), where every new teacher is 
guaranteed a ‘supporter’ who supports the CPD process and is involved 
in the assessment of the new teacher’s competence against the Standard 
for Full Registration. Key to the coaching/mentoring model, however, is 
the notion that professional learning can take place within the school 
context and can be enhanced by sharing dialogue with colleagues. 

In contrast to the novice/experienced teacher mentoring 
relationship, Smyth (1991) argues for a model of ‘clinical supervision’, 
which is collegiate in nature and is used by teachers for teachers. These 
two ends of the spectrum indicate a clear difference, in conceptual terms, 
of the purpose of mentoring. The novice/experienced teacher model is 
akin to apprenticeship, where the experienced teacher initiates the 
novice teacher into the profession. This initiation, while including 
support for the novice in gaining and using appropriate skills and 
knowledge, also conveys messages to the new teacher about the social 
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and cultural norms within the institution. In direct contrast, where the 
coaching/mentoring model involves a more equitable relationship, it 
allows for the two teachers involved to discuss possibilities, beliefs and 
hopes in a less hierarchically threatening manner. Interestingly, 
depending on the matching of those involved in the coaching/mentoring 
relationship, this model can support either a transmission view of 
professional development, where teachers are initiated into the status 
quo by their more experienced colleagues or a transformative view where 
the relationship provides a supportive, but challenging forum for both 
intellectual and affective interrogation of practice. 

Robbins (cited in Rhodes & Beneicke, 2002) defines peer coaching 
as: 

A confidential process through which two or more colleagues 
work together to reflect upon current practices; expand, refine 
and build new skills; share ideas; conduct action research; 
teach one another, or problem solve within the workplace. 
(p. 298) 

So, while Robbins acknowledges the key characteristic of the one-to-one 
relationship, his particular definition of the relationship focuses on 
confidentiality as opposed to accountability. This adds a very different 
dimension to the relationship as the introduction of the condition of 
confidentiality shifts the power relationship quite significantly from that 
described under the induction type relationship where the purpose is 
dual – support and assessment. Robbins’ definition also militates against 
peer coaching as a form of accountability, instead placing it firmly within 
a transformative conception of CPD. 

Regardless of the fundamental purpose of the coaching/mentoring 
model as mutually supportive and challenging, or hierarchical and 
assessment driven, the quality of interpersonal relationships is crucial. In 
order for the coaching/mentoring model of CPD to be successful, 
participants must have well-developed interpersonal communication 
skills (Rhodes & Beneicke, 2002). It is interesting to note, then, that while 
the new induction arrangements in Scotland require that each new 
teacher has a designated ‘supporter’, there are no requirements for that 
person to have particular strengths in terms of interpersonal 
communication or to be trained in the role of supporter. However, recent 
research into the experiences of probationer teachers in the new 
induction scheme in Scotland suggests that ‘for the optimum relationship 
the supporter must want to do the job and should be trained’ (Draper et 
al, 2004, p. 219). 

So, while the key characteristic of the coaching/mentoring model is 
its reliance on a one-to-one relationship, it can, depending on its 
underpinning philosophy, support either a transmission or a 
transformative conception of CPD. 
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The Community of Practice Model 

There is a clear relationship between communities of practice and the 
mutually supportive and challenging form of the coaching/mentoring 
model discussed above. The essential difference between the two is that 
a community of practice generally involves more than two people, and 
would not necessarily rely on confidentiality. However, the other form of 
the coaching/mentoring model of CPD discussed above – the hierarchical, 
assessment driven model – is perhaps not as closely related to the 
communities of practice model. 

Wenger (1998) contends that, while we are all members of various 
communities of practice, learning within these communities involves 
three essential processes:  
• evolving forms of mutual engagement; 
• understanding and tuning [their] enterprise; 
• developing [their] repertoire, styles and discourses (p. 95). 

Central to Wenger’s thesis is a social theory of learning, recognising that 
learning within a community of practice happens as a result of that 
community and its interactions, and not merely as a result of planned 
learning episodes such as courses. 

However, participants’ awareness of the existence of the community 
is surely central to their internalisation of such learning. Depending on 
the role played by the individual as a member of the wider team, learning 
within such a community could be either a positive and proactive or a 
passive experience, where the collective wisdom of dominant members of 
the group shapes other individuals’ understanding of the community and 
its roles. Yeatman & Sachs (cited in Day, 1999, p. 183) highlight this in 
relation to a particular case study in Australia, where they observe that 
the successful community of practice ‘has developed as a formal and 
explicit relationship between practising teachers and teacher educators’. 

Although not using the term ‘communities of practice’, Boreham 
(2000) considers a social conception of learning in relation to the medical 
profession, when he argues that: 

When the professional activity is collective, the amount of 
knowledge available in a clinical unit cannot be measured by 
the sum total of the knowledge possessed by its individual 
members. A more appropriate measure would be the 
knowledge generated by the richness of the connections 
between individuals. (p. 505) 

Boreham makes explicit the added value of learning in communities, 
viewing the existence of individual knowledge and the combinations of 
several individuals’ knowledge through practice, as a powerful site for the 
creation of new knowledge. 
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Fundamental to successful CPD within a community of practice is 
the issue of power. Wenger (1998) argues that a community of practice 
should create its own understanding of the joint enterprise, therefore 
allowing the members of that community to exert a certain level of 
control over the agenda. For professional learning to take place within 
this context, it should be neither a form of accountability nor of 
performance management. Indeed, Wenger (1998) argues that ‘negotiating 
a joint enterprise gives rise to relations of mutual accountability among 
those involved’ (p. 81), therefore arguably promoting greater capacity for 
transformative practice than a managerial form of accountability would 
allow. 

It is argued that while communities of practice can potentially serve 
to perpetuate dominant discourses in an uncritical manner, under certain 
conditions they can also act as powerful sites of transformation, where 
the sum total of individual knowledge and experience is enhanced 
significantly through collective endeavour. 

The Action Research Model 

Somekh (cited in Day, 1999, p. 34) defines action research as ‘the study of 
a social situation, involving the participants themselves as researchers, 
with a view to improving the quality of action within it’. The ‘quality of 
action’ can be perceived as the participants’ understanding of the 
situation, as well as the practice within the situation. 

Advocates of the action research model (Weiner, 2002; Burbank & 
Kauchack, 2003) tend to suggest that it has a greater impact on practice 
when it is shared in communities of practice or enquiry, and indeed, 
many communities of practice will engage in action research. However, 
collaboration of the nature found in a community of practice is not a 
prerequisite of the action research model. 

Weiner (2002) discusses one particular example of research-based 
professional development set within the particular national context in 
Sweden. Key to this national context is an agreement among partners 
(universities, government and professional groups) that national 
education research needs to be more relevant to practitioners, and that, 
in supporting teachers to carry out action-based research, the problem of 
relevance will be addressed. Weiner acknowledges that this agreement 
could potentially point to a number of agendas, but she concentrates 
primarily on this move as a means of supporting ‘greater participation, 
relevance and democracy’ (p. 3). Indeed, she claims that ‘action research 
has practitioner development and transformation as its main aim’ (p. 5). 
However, this particular move must be seen against a background of 
increasing decentralisation in the Swedish education system where local 
authorities and schools are responsible for their teachers’ CPD, with no 
overall national strategy to adhere to. In addition, the move away from 
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universities as sole producers of research could be seen as an attempt to 
weaken their power base. 

Burbank & Kauchack (2003) argue that collaborative action research 
provides an alternative to the passive role imposed on teachers in 
traditional models of professional development. They advocate teachers 
being encouraged to view research as a process as opposed to merely a 
product of someone else’s endeavours. It is also, arguably, a means of 
limiting dependency on externally produced research, instead shifting the 
balance of power towards teachers themselves through their 
identification and implementation of relevant research activities. 

Action research as a model of CPD has been acknowledged as being 
successful in allowing teachers to ask critical questions of their practice. 
However, Sachs (2003) queries the extent to which it allows teachers to 
ask such critical questions of the political determinants that shape the 
parameters of their practice. Nevertheless, an action research model 
clearly has significant capacity for transformative practice and 
professional autonomy. 

The Transformative Model 

What is termed in this article as a ‘transformative model’ of CPD involves 
the combination of a number of processes and conditions – aspects of 
which are drawn from other models outlined in this article. The central 
characteristic is the combination of practices and conditions that 
support a transformative agenda. In this sense, it could be argued that 
the transformative model is not a clearly definable model in itself; rather 
it recognises the range of different conditions required for transformative 
practice. 

Hoban (2002) provides an interesting perspective on this notion of 
CPD as a means of supporting educational change. He draws comparisons 
between the knowledge focused and contextually void model of a training 
approach with the context-specific approach of a communities of practice 
model that does not necessarily embrace new forms of formal knowledge. 
He suggests that what is really needed is not a wholesale move towards 
the teacher-centred, context-specific models of CPD, but a better balance 
between these types of models and the transmission focused models. 
Hoban’s description of the two ends of the spectrum do not, however, 
include communities of enquiry, which might be based on partnerships 
between teachers, academics and other organisations, and which can 
involve both the context, and the knowledge required for real and 
sustainable educational change. Such communities take ‘enquiry’ as 
opposed to merely ‘practice’ as their uniting characteristic, thereby 
asserting a much more proactive and conscious approach than is 
necessarily the case in communities of practice. 
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It could be argued, then, that the key characteristic of the 
transformative model is its effective integration of the range of models 
described above, together with a real sense of awareness of issues of 
power, i.e. whose agendas are being addressed through the process. 
While examples of this model might not be much in evidence, except for 
limited small-scale research activities (Nieto, 2003), it features 
increasingly in academic literature. Indeed, it appears to provide an 
antidote to the constricting nature of the standards, accountability and 
performance management agenda, and could arguably be categorised as 
a poststructuralist approach to CPD. 

However, an explicit awareness of issues of power means that the 
transformative model is not without tensions, and indeed it might be 
argued that it actually relies on tensions: only through the realisation and 
consideration of conflicting agendas and philosophies, can real debate be 
engaged in among the various stakeholders in education, which might 
lead to transformative practice. 

A Proposed Framework for Analysis 

While each of the above models describes a set of characteristics, it is 
not suggested that the models will or should stand alone; rather they 
describe the dominant characteristics of particular approaches to 
CPD. This allows the creation of a framework through which CPD policies 
and practice can be analysed and compared. 

What is critical to the analysis of CPD models is not just the obvious 
structural characteristics, but also the underpinning influences, 
expectations and possibilities. Five key questions used in the 
interrogation of literature on CPD in this article are therefore proposed as 
tools for the analysis of models of CPD: 
• What types of knowledge acquisition does the CPD support, i.e. 

procedural or propositional? 
• Is the principal focus on individual or collective development? 
• To what extent is the CPD used as a form of accountability? 
• What capacity does the CPD allow for supporting professional 

autonomy? 
• Is the fundamental purpose of the CPD to provide a means of 

transmission or to facilitate transformative practice? 

This fifth question provides a spectrum along which the nine models 
outlined in this article can be placed. The perceived purposes of CPD, as 
represented by either end of this spectrum, can be identified in literature 
which links CPD to reforms in education and schooling (Little, 1994; 
Villegas-Reimers & Reimers, 2000), namely, that it can serve either to 
equip teachers with the requisite skills to implement such reforms as 
decided by others (usually government) or to inform, contribute to and 
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provide critique of the reforms themselves. Little (1994) argues that 
because teachers’ CPD is often viewed as a means of implementing 
reform or policy changes, this can serve to mask questions relating to the 
fundamental purpose of such activity. She therefore suggests that one 
test of teachers’ CPD is ‘its capacity to equip teachers individually and 
collectively to act as shapers, promoters, and well-informed critics of 
reforms’ (Little, 1994, p. 1). 

These two distinct purposes for CPD would necessitate very 
different models of CPD; for example, CPD which is conceived of as 
fulfilling the function of preparing teachers to implement reforms, aligns 
itself with the training, award-bearing and deficit models discussed 
earlier supporting a ‘transmission’ view of CPD. On the other hand, CPD 
which is conceived of as supporting teachers in contributing to and 
shaping education policy and practice would align itself more naturally 
with the action research and transformative models. The other three 
models outlined in this paper – the standards-based model, the 
coaching/mentoring model and the community of practice model – can be 
considered ‘transitional’ in the sense that that they have the capacity to 
support underlying agendas compatible with either of these two 
purposes of CPD. Table I presents the nine models organised into these 
three broad categories – transmission, transitional and transformative. 
 

 
Table I. Spectrum of CPD models. 
 
This categorisation and organisation of CPD models in Table I suggests 
increasing capacity for teacher autonomy as one moves from 
transmission, through transitional to transformative categories. While 
this can be justified on one level in terms of the potential opportunities 
available for teachers to influence the agenda, Burbank & Kauchak (2003) 
argue that even within many collaborative forms of CPD, which might be 
represented in the ‘transformative’ category above, the parameters of the 
activity are defined by some external party, usually in a position of 
power. So while the capacity for professional autonomy is greater in 
transformative models, this does not in itself imply that the capacity will 
necessarily be fulfilled. 
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It is not suggested that this is the only way in which models of CPD 
can be organised, or, indeed, that the above representation is exhaustive, 
but in proposing such a framework for the analysis of models of CPD, it is 
hoped that issues of purpose and power will form a greater part of policy 
debate: that the ‘why’ of policy will be given as much attention as the 
‘how’. 
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Professional Development and Teacher
Change
THOMAS R. GUSKEY

ABSTRACT This article describes a model of teacher change originally presented nearly

two decades ago (Guskey, 1986) that began my long and warm friendship with Michael

Huberman. The model portrays the temporal sequence of events from professional develop-

ment experiences to enduring change in teachers’ attitudes and perceptions. Research

evidence supporting the model is summarized and the conditions under which change

might be facilitated are described. The development and presentation of this model initiated

a series of professional collaborations between Michael and myself, and led to the

development of our co-edited book, Professional Development in Education: new
paradigms and practices (Guskey & Huberman, 1995), which was named `Book of the

Year’ by the National Staff Development Council in 1996.

Introduction

High-quality professional development is a central component in nearly every
modern proposal for improving education. Policy-makers increasingly recognize
that schools can be no better than the teachers and administrators who work
within them. While these proposed professional development programs vary
widely in their content and format, most share a common purpose: to `alter the
professional practices, beliefs, and understanding of school persons toward an
articulated end’ (Grif®n, 1983, p. 2). In most cases, that end is the improvement of
student learning. Professional development programs are systematic efforts to
bring about change in the classroom practices of teachers, in their attitudes and
beliefs, and in the learning outcomes of students.

This article presents a perspective on the nature of these three areas of change
and the conditions under which they take place. It examines the order of occur-
rence of change events and how speci®c types of change might be facilitated and
sustained. It proposes a model for viewing change in teachers in the hope of
clarifying aspects of that change process. In addition, the implications of this
model for the practice of professional development are considered in light of
current research.

Historical Context

Despite the general acceptance of professional development as essential to im-
provement in education, reviews of professional development research consist-
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ently point out the ineffectiveness of most programs (see Cohen & Hill, 1998, 2000;
Kennedy, 1998; Wang et al., 1999). A variety of factors undoubtedly contribute to
this ineffectiveness. It has been suggested, however, that the majority of programs
fail because they do not take into account two crucial factors: (1) what motivates
teachers to engage in professional development, and (2) the process by which
change in teachers typically occurs (Guskey, 1986).

Although teachers are generally required to take part in professional develop-
ment by certi®cation or contractual agreements, most report that they engage in
these activities because they want to become better teachers. They see professional
development programs as among the most promising and most readily available
routes to growth on the job (Fullan, 1991, 1993)–not only as a way to combat
boredom and alienation, but also as a pathway to increased competence and
greater professional satisfaction (Huberman, 1995).

It is important to note that, for the vast majority of teachers, becoming a better
teacher means enhancing student learning outcomes. In an early study of teachers’
perceptions of success, for example, Harootunian & Yargar (1980) found that,
`regardless of teaching level, most teachers de®ne their success in terms of their
pupils’ behaviors and activities, rather than in terms of themselves or other
criteria’ (p. 4). Other researchers since report similar ®ndings (for example, Fullan,
1999; Fullan & Hargreaves, 1996).

What attracts teachers to professional development, therefore, is their belief that
it will expand their knowledge and skills, contribute to their growth, and enhance
their effectiveness with students. But teachers also tend to be quite pragmatic.
What they hope to gain through professional development are speci®c, concrete,
and practical ideas that directly relate to the day-to-day operation of their
classrooms (Fullan & Miles, 1992). Development programs that fail to address
these needs are unlikely to succeed.

A second important factor that many professional development programs fail to
consider is the process of teacher change. Professional development activities
frequently are designed to initiate change in teachers’ attitudes, beliefs, and
perceptions. Professional development leaders, for example, often attempt to
change teachers’ beliefs about certain aspects of teaching or the desirability of a
particular curriculum or instructional innovation. They presume that such
changes in teachers’ attitudes and beliefs will lead to speci®c changes in their
classroom behaviors and practices, which in turn will result in improved student
learning.

This perspective on teacher change evolved largely from a model developed
by early change theorists such as Lewin (1935), who derived many of his ideas
about affecting change from psychotherapeutic models. More recent research on
teacher change indicates, however, that the assumptions of this model may be
inaccurate when considering professional development programs for experienced
teachers (Huberman & Crandall, 1983; Huberman & Miles, 1984; Guskey &
Huberman, 1995). An alternative model that re-examines the process of teacher
change is needed to guide the creation of more effective professional development
programs.
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FIG. 1. A model of teacher change.

An Alternative Model

As stated earlier, the three major goals of professional development programs are
change in the classroom practices of teachers, change in their attitudes and beliefs,
and change in the learning outcomes of students. Of particular importance to
efforts to facilitate change, however, is the sequence in which these outcomes most
frequently occur.

The relationship among these outcomes is detailed and highly complex, and
numerous factors can snarl the change process (Fullan, 1991; Guskey & Sparks,
1996). Still, professional development programs are deliberate and purposeful
endeavors, and the changes a professional development leader wishes to bring
about can usually be well de®ned (Grif®n. 1983). Although the relationship among
desired outcomes is reciprocal to some degree, efforts to facilitate change can and
should consider the order of outcomes most likely to result in desired change and
the endurance of that change (see Guskey, 2000).

Professional development programs based on the assumption that change in
attitudes and beliefs comes ®rst are typically designed to gain acceptance, commit-
ment, and enthusiasm from teachers and school administrators before the im-
plementation of new practices or strategies. They involve teachers in planning
sessions and conduct need surveys to ensure that the new practices or strategies
are well aligned with what teachers want (Joyce et al., 1976). But, as important as
these procedures are, they seldom change attitudes signi®cantly or elicit strong
commitment from teachers (Jones & Hayes, 1980).

The `Model of Teacher Change’ shown in Fig. 1 presents an alternative ap-
proach. This model suggests a different sequence among the three major outcomes
of professional development. According to the model, signi®cant change in
teachers’ attitudes and beliefs occurs primarily after they gain evidence of im-
provements in student learning. These improvements typically result from
changes teachers have made in their classroom practices–a new instructional
approach, the use of new materials or curricula, or simply a modi®cation in
teaching procedures or classroom format.

The crucial point is that it is not the professional development per se, but the
experience of successful implementation that changes teachers’ attitudes and
beliefs. They believe it works because they have seen it work, and that experience
shapes their attitudes and beliefs. Thus, according to the model, the key element
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in signi®cant change in teachers’ attitudes and beliefs is clear evidence of im-
provement in the learning outcomes of their students (Guskey, 1985, 1986, 1989).

This model of change is predicated on the idea that change is primarily an
experientially based learning process for teachers. Practices that are found to
work–that is, those that teachers ®nd useful in helping students attain desired
learning outcomes–are retained and repeated. Those that do not work or yield no
tangible evidence of success are generally abandoned. Demonstrable results in
terms of student learning outcomes are the key to the endurance of any change in
instructional practice.

Attitudes and beliefs about teaching in general are also largely derived from
classroom experience. Teachers who have been consistently unsuccessful in help-
ing students from educationally disadvantaged backgrounds to attain a high
standard of learning, for example, are likely to believe these students are in-
capable of academic excellence. If, however, those teachers try a new instructional
strategy and succeed in helping such students learn, their beliefs are likely to
change. Again, the point is that evidence of improvement or positive change in the
learning outcomes of students generally precedes, and may be a pre-requisite to,
signi®cant change in the attitudes and beliefs of most teachers.

Learning outcomes are broadly construed in the model to include not only
cognitive and achievement indices, but also the wide range of student behavior
and attitudes. They can include students’ scores on teacher-made quizzes and
examinations, as well as results from standardized assessments and achievement
tests. But they can also include students’ attendance, their involvement in class
sessions, their classroom behavior, their motivation for learning, and their atti-
tudes toward school, the class, and themselves. In other words, learning outcomes
include whatever kinds of evidence teachers use to judge the effectiveness of their
teaching.

Support for the Model

Support for this Model of Teacher Change comes from many sources. Ethno-
graphic studies of teacher change show, for instance, that new ideas and princi-
ples about teaching are believed to be true by teachers `when they give rise to
actions that work’ (Bolster, 1983, p. 298). This research demonstrates that experi-
enced teachers seldom become committed to a new instructional approach or
innovation until they have seen it work in their classrooms with their students.

The Study of Dissemination Efforts Supporting School Improvements (Crandall
et al., 1982) offers additional support. This study examined efforts to implement 61
innovative practices in schools and classrooms in 146 districts nationwide. Of
particular interest to Crandall and his associates was the development of teachers’
commitment to the new practices. In several instances, they found project man-
agers tried to stimulate teachers’ commitment to the new practices by involving
them in problem-solving and decision-making prior to implementation. But, in
most cases, this was discovered to have deleterious effects. The new practices
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typically lost their effectiveness because they were altered by teachers beyond
recognition.

In successful improvement efforts, on the contrary, teacher commitment was
found to develop primarily after implementation took place. That is, teachers
became committed to the new practices only after they had actively engaged in
using them in their classrooms (Crandall, 1983). Again, this supports the idea that
change in teachers’ attitudes takes place primarily after some change in student
learning has been evidenced.

Another example is Huberman’s (1981) case study of one school district’s efforts
to implement the Exemplary Center for Reading Instruction (ECRI) program.
According to Huberman, the ®rst six months of program implementation were
characterized by high anxiety and confusion among most teachers. Then came a
period in which anxiety was reduced but teachers continued to have problems
relating speci®c teaching behaviors to the underlying rationale of the new pro-
gram. After six more months, the majority of teachers had cognitively mastered
the individual pieces of ECRI, but still had `little sense of integration of separate
parts or, more globally, why certain skills or exercises are related to speci®c
outcomes. Concern for understanding the structure and rationale of the program
grew as behavioral mastery over its parts was achieved’ (Huberman, 1981, p. 91).
Thus, as Fullan (1985) notes in his summary of this study, changes in attitudes,
beliefs, and understanding generally followed, rather than preceded, changes in
behavior.

Still further support comes from studies of the separate effects of professional
development and the use of new instructional practices on teachers’ attitudes and
beliefs (Guskey, 1979, 1982; Huberman & Miles, 1984). One particular investiga-
tion (Guskey, 1984) involved a large-scale professional development effort that
focused on the implementation of mastery learning (Bloom, 1968; Guskey, 1997).
Following initial training, most of the participating teachers used the mastery
learning procedures in their classes and saw improvements in student learning. A
few teachers, however, used the new procedures but noted no improvements.
Several others took part in the training but never tried the procedures in their
classes.

Results from affective measures showed that teachers who saw improvements
liked teaching more and believed they had a more powerful in¯uence on student
learning outcomes. Similar changes did not occur among teachers who used the
new procedures but saw no improvements in student learning, or among those
who took part in the training but never attempted implementation. Thus, neither
training alone nor training followed by implementation was suf®cient for affective
change. These particular attitude and belief changes occurred only when training
and implementation were combined with evidence of improved student learning.

In some ways, this Model of Teacher Change overly simpli®es a highly complex
process, and exceptions to the model certainly exist. For example, participants’
attitudes must at least change from `cynical’ to `skeptical’ for any change in
practice to occur. Furthermore, the process of teacher change is probably more
cyclical than linear (Huberman, 1992, 1995). In other words, changes in attitudes
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and beliefs are likely to spur additional changes in practice that bring further
change in student learning, and so on (Huberman, 1983, 1985). Still, the consist-
ency of the results from diverse studies makes a strong case for the proposed
model.

A Similar Model

Striking similarity exists between the sequence of change events suggested by this
model and a change model proposed over 100 years ago to describe the temporal
relationship between emotion and behavioral response. The psychologist William
James (1890) theorized that the important factor in an emotion is feedback from
the bodily changes that occur in response to a particular situation. His theory
seemed to con¯ict with commonly held notions about emotion and human
behavior. Simply stated, James suggested that we see a bear and run, therefore we
are afraid. Or, if we slip while descending a staircase, we grab for the railing ®rst,
and then sense the fear of our near fall. This theory was also proposed by the
Danish physiologist Carl Lange and is generally known as the James±Lange
theory.

Similarly, the Model of Teacher Change outlined here might seem to con¯ict
with commonly held notions about the nature of educational change. The model
implies that change in teachers’ attitudes and beliefs is primarily a result, rather
than a cause, of change in the learning outcomes of students. In the absence of
evidence of positive change in students’ learning, it suggests that signi®cant
change in the attitudes and beliefs of teachers is unlikely.

Implications for Professional Development

Assuming that this Model of Teacher Change is accurate, what are its implications
for professional development? The following three principles stem from the
model. Consideration of these principles is believed to be essential in planning
effective professional development programs that result in signi®cant and sus-
tained educational improvements.

Recognize that Change is a Gradual and Dif®cult Process for Teachers

Learning to be pro®cient at something new and ®nding meaning in a new way of
doing things requires both time and effort. Any change that holds great promise
for increasing teachers’ competence and enhancing student learning is likely to
require extra work, especially at ®rst. The requirements of extra energy and time
can signi®cantly add to teachers’ workload, even when release time is provided.

Furthermore, change brings a certain amount of anxiety and can he very
threatening. Like practitioners in many other ®elds, teachers are reluctant to adopt
new practices or procedures unless they feel sure they can make them work
(Lortie, 1975). To change or to try something new means to risk failure. Not only
would this be highly embarrassing, but it also runs counter to most teachers’
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strong commitment to student learning. To change means to chance the possibility
that students might learn less well than they do under current practices. There-
fore, even when presented with evidence from the most carefully designed
experimental studies, teachers do not easily alter or discard the practices they
have developed and re®ned in the demanding environment of their own class-
rooms (Bolster, 1983).

It is also important to recognize that no new program or innovation will be
implemented uniformly. Teaching and learning are in¯uenced by a multitude of
situational and contextual variables (Huberman & Miles, 1984; Fullan, 1985;
Firestone & Corbett, 1987). Reforms based on assumptions of uniformity in the
educational system repeatedly fail (Elmore & McLaughlin, 1988). Hence, an
appropriate balance must be struck between program ®delity and mutual adap-
tation considerations (Grif®n & Barnes, 1984). Close collaboration between pro-
gram developers/researchers and teachers can greatly facilitate this process and
can be accomplished in a variety of ways (Ward & Tikinoff, 1982).

Ensure that Teachers Receive Regular Feedback on Student Learning Progress

If the use of new practices is to be sustained and changes are to endure, the
individuals involved need to receive regular feedback on the effects of their
efforts. It is well known that successful actions are reinforcing and likely to be
repeated while those that are unsuccessful tend to be diminished. Similarly,
practices that are new and unfamiliar will be accepted and retained when they are
perceived as increasing one’s competence and effectiveness. This is especially true
of teachers, whose primary psychic rewards come from feeling certain about their
capacity to affect student growth and development (Bredeson et al., 1983; Guskey,
1989; Huberman, 1992). New practices are likely to be abandoned, however, in the
absence of any evidence of their positive effects. Hence, speci®c procedures to
provide feedback on results are essential to the success of any professional
development effort.

In programs involving the implementation of mastery learning, for example,
teachers receive this type of feedback through the regular administration of
`formative assessments’ (Bloom et al., 1981). These assessments are used in mas-
tery learning primarily to give students detailed information on their learning
progress. They are paired with corrective activities designed to help students
remedy their learning errors.

In addition to the feedback formative assessments offer students, however, they
also offer teachers speci®c feedback on the effectiveness of their use of the mastery
learning process. They provide teachers with direct evidence of the results of their
efforts and illustrate precisely the improvements made in students’ learning.
Formative assessments can also be used to guide instructional revisions, when
necessary, to increase teacher effectiveness (Guskey, 1997).

Students’ scores on quizzes and class assessment are not the only type of
feedback indicative of successful learning outcomes. Stallings (1980) found that
providing teachers with regular feedback on student involvement during class
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sessions could be very powerful in facilitating their use of new instructional
practices. Giving teachers evidence on students’ feelings of con®dence or self-
worth can also serve this purpose (Dolan, 1980). Whatever the student learning
outcome considered, it is vitally important to include some procedure by which
teachers can receive regular feedback on that outcome to assess the effects of their
efforts. When teachers gain this evidence and see that a new program or inno-
vation works well in their classrooms, change in their attitudes and beliefs can and
will follow.

Provide Continued Follow-Up, Support and Pressure

If change in teachers’ attitudes and beliefs occurred primarily before implemen-
tation of a new program or innovation, the quality of the initial training would be
crucial. But since, as the model suggests, such change occurs mainly after im-
plementation takes place and there is evidence of improved student learning,
continued follow-up, support, and pressure following the initial training that is
even more crucial.

Support coupled with pressure is essential for continuing educational improve-
ment. Support allows those engaged in the dif®cult process of implementation to
tolerate the anxiety of occasional failures. Pressure is often necessary to initiate
change among those whose self-impetus for change is not great (Airasian, 1987;
Huberman & Crandall, 1983), and it provides the encouragement, motivation, and
occasional nudging that many practitioners require to persist in the challenging
tasks that are intrinsic to all change efforts.

If a new program or innovation is to be implemented well, it must become a
natural part of teachers’ repertoire of teaching skills. Especially for program
continuation and expansion, teachers must come to use the new practices almost
out of habit. If this is to occur, continued follow-up and support are essential.

Of all aspects of professional development, sustaining change is perhaps the
most neglected. It is clear that, to be successful, professional development must be
seen as a process, not an event (Loucks-Horsley et al., 1987, 1998). Learning to be
pro®cient at something new or ®nding meaning in a new way of doing things is
dif®cult and sometimes painful. Furthermore, any change that holds great prom-
ise for increasing individuals’ competence or enhancing an organization’s effec-
tiveness is likely to be slow and require extra work (Huberman & Miles, 1984). It
is imperative, therefore, that improvement be seen as a continuous and ongoing
endeavor (McLaughlin & Marsh, 1978).

Future Research

The model of teacher change outlined in this article presents a variety of opportu-
nities for future research. In particular, it will hopefully stimulate renewed interest
in the various components of the change process, the nature of the relationship
between components, and the transition from one component to the next.
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For example, we need to ®nd more creative ways to help teachers translate new
knowledge into practice, keeping in mind the problems related to `working on’
rather then `working with’ teachers (Ward & Tikinoff, 1976). We need better and
more ef®cient methods of providing teachers with regular feedback on the
learning progress of their students. We need to explore the speci®c teacher
attitudes and beliefs most crucial to professional growth and development, and to
®nd better ways of measuring these variables. Studies on these issues offer
exciting possibilities. The ®ndings are likely to have implications for professional
development efforts at all levels of education.

The model discussed offers a very optimistic perspective on the potential of
professional development. It illustrates that, although the process of teacher
change through professional development is complex, it is not haphazard. Careful
attention to the order of change events described in this model is likely not only
to facilitate change-making, but also to contribute to the endurance of change. As
a result, professional development programs will be far more effective and much
more powerful.
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VViiddeeooss FFAAQQ TTiippss

On Onderwijstips.ugent.be you can find useful educational tips and answers on
frequently asked questions. It is our aim to help you to get the most out of your
teaching.
With these tips, members of the teaching staff can increase their professional
development and make their teaching experience a lot more enjoyable.
Make use of the keyword search to find an answer to questions regarding
teaching methods, evaluation methods, the education and examination code,
quality assurance initiatives, educational innovation, etc.
On the website you can also find an overview of all educational tips by category.

Avoid mistakes and fraud by properly organizing an exam.
Guidelines for the organisation of an exam.

How can you organise a good oral exam?

General information on completing the course sheet

NONE

EVALUATION METHODS QUALITY ASSURANCE INITIATIVES

TEACHING METHODS EVALUATION METHODS NONE
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Is a student who is absent or hands in the exam blank still entitled to a resit
examination?

How do I save time when correcting examinations / papers?
Below, a few suggestions to win time when correcting assignments and
examinations.

Are religious symbols allowed in class?
Guideline for religious symbols at Ghent University

Can partial grades be rounded off?

OASIS code of conduct

How to avoid internal appeals?
Some tips and tricks on how to avoid an internal appeal and some trick on how to
deal with an internal appeal.

What is an internal appeal?
On this site you find information regarding internal appeal at Ghent University. How
does UGent deal with internal appeals and what are the possible outcomes.

NONE

NONE

NONE

EVALUATION METHODS EDUCATION AND EXAMINATION CODE QUALITY ASSURANCE INITIATIVES

TOOLS

NONE

NONE
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An overview of all scheduled teacher training sessions in English
The UGent is working on a selection of teacher training sessions in English. Find here
an overview of all scheduled teacher training sessions in English, more information
about the content of the sessions and register.

How to proceed in case of a substantive error?
Resolving substantive errors. What and how?

The Institutional Appeals Committee: behind the scenes

Rubrics to garantee a reliable evaluation
Here, you can find more information regarding rubrics: what are they, for what
purpose can they be used and what are important guidelines for good practice?

What is "constructive alignment" and why is it that important?
Constructive alignment means that the predetermined skills, the learning and
teaching activities as well as the assessment tasks are all aligned. It is one of the
most important principles in the design of education.

Dealing with threatening situations: UCare
Here, you can find recommendations on dealing with threatening situations or
remarkable behaviour.

Dealing with large groups: encouraging students to take action with (online) voting
systems
In the following video clip, a number of experienced Ghent University lecturers gives
tips on how to use (online) voting systems can stimulate students.

TRAINING SESSIONS

EVALUATION METHODS EDUCATION AND EXAMINATION CODE NONE

EDUCATION AND EXAMINATION CODE NONE

NONE

ACTIVE LEARNING TEACHING METHODS EVALUATION METHODS NONE

NONE
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Avoid undesired effects during marking
Various undesired effects during marking can influence the examiner in a subjective,
unintentional manner. Below, some recommandations are given to avoid these kinds
of effects.

17 UGent testing principles
Approved principles by the Education Board at 6/11/2014.

Training about practicals
What is is this training about? When are the organized and how can you subscribe?

NONE

NONE
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FOR FACULTY AND STAFF

Video in 4 steps
What do we want to achieve with this video training?

Create quality videos in 4 steps and use them as a lesson. 

 

Video in 4 steps — For faculty and staff — Ghent University https://www.ugent.be/intranet/en/education/videotraining
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Using video in education
What?

Streaming video is defined as the technology which allows you to view a video file
while it is temporarily being stored on your computer. The file is not first saved as a
whole on your computer. There is a constant data flow which can already be viewed
almost at the time of storing.

Two types of streaming are possible:

Specific forms?

Videoconferencing
Videoconferencing is a communication system that allows a
group or an individual at one location to synchronously
communicate (at the same time) with a group or an individual at
a different location via the Internet or a satellite connection.
Usually, there is a connection between two locations, but a
connection between multiple locations is also possible.

Teleclassing
A specific form of Videoconferencing is Teleclassing. Teleclassing is an advanced
video-conferencing system which allows the lecturer to give a lecture at one location
which is sent to multiple locations, and enabling a constant interaction between
lecturer and students, and between students in different lecture halls. This
particularly provides an answer to problems of lecturer and student mobility.

Weblectures (webinars)
Weblectures are recordings of, for example, a presentation, a lecture or a workshop

Broadcast streaming
This refers to real-time or synchronous streaming. The event which is being
filmed is being played back for the students at the same time. This is, for
example, the case in Videoconferencing.

1. 

On-demand streaming
This refers to asynchronous streaming. Video material, stored on the server, can
be watched by a student or lecturer independent of time or place. Weblectures,
web tutorials and other video excerpts can be offered in a streaming format.

2. 

Using video in education | Onderwijstips https://onderwijstips.ugent.be/en/tips/gebruik-van-video-in-onde...
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that can be viewed using a web browser. [7] A
weblecture usually makes use of two screens. On one
screen, you can see the slides of the lecturer, and on
the other the lecturer, a website or a link to articles
and additional material. A weblecture contains some
interactivity: students can navigate through the course
materials included at their own pace by clicking on a
slide or going through the time bar.

A specific form of weblectures are web tutorials. Web tutorials focus on making
exercises together. The lecturer builds up an exercise, a procedure or an application
step by step.

Overflow hall
An overflow hall is an extra room used when the capacity of the hall or the
auditorium where a lecture or event takes place has reached its limit. Sound and
image are sent from one hall to the other so that all activities can be followed in
both rooms. In contrast to Videoconferencing, interaction is not possible between the
overflow hall and the other lecture location.

How to use?

Place weblectures or recorded lectures online in the electronic learning
environment.
This offers several advantages:

Use video to promote education flexibility.
Videoconferencing can be used to simultaneously offer the same lecture at multiple
locations. This solves problems of student mobility.

Students are able to review specific parts in preparation for the exam.1. 

Weblectures can be viewed by students who missed a lecture due to illness,
concurrent courses, work commitments, etc.

2. 

The weblectures offers additional support for specific target groups, including
students with disabilities, particularly dyslexia, ADHD or attention deficit
disorders. They often need more time to simultaneously listen and take notes.
Moreover, students with hearing impairment can adjust the volume when
watching weblectures.

3. 

The weblectures provide support to students taking part-time or evening classes
and helps them connect with the subject matter. 

4. 
[11]

The weblectures helps to prepare students for a new course or a new chapter. 
Please note! Use short excerpts in an enriched learning environment.
Consider a maximum attention span of between 5 and 10 minutes, and adjust the
length of the weblectures accordingly. Also enrich the lectures with assignments,
self-tests or discussion. Hence, students get the message that they should do
something with the learning material.

5. [2]
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Furthermore, these video excerpts can be viewed by working students or students
who take the course through distance learning. The streamed video clips help these
students to stay focused on the material and create a sense of closeness with the
lecturer among students. 

Counsel students online via Videoconferencing.
Use Videoconferencing to provide online counselling and feedback to students
residing abroad or away at an internship. You can also organize online office hours
with interested students to prepare them for the exam. 

Use Videoconferencing to facilitate (inter)national collaboration
between institutions.
You can invite guest speakers without them having to come to the university. In
addition, Videoconferencing can be used to conduct research together, to collaborate
with international research groups, for PhD defences with an international jury or to
participate in international workshops.

Add subtitles to lectures.
In the context of internationalization, it may be interesting to add English subtitles
to recorded lectures to support foreign students. Subtitles may also be help if a
lecturer’s English is not up to scratch.

Make use of the possibility of reusing course materials.
The lecturer can use video streams for practicals, thus eliminating the need for
repeated demonstration.  Learning materials can also be incorporated in the
context of exchanging expertise between institutions when this expertise is not
available in either institution.

Let it assist you in reflecting on your own professional activity.
Video can be used in education as proof of skilled actions of the student, for example
in the teacher training programme. This technique can be used to complement work
placement visits. In order to allow a standardization of the evaluation, it is important
to select appropriate assignments that can be recorded on video.  The student
must be clearly informed about which actions need to be filmed. The use of video
ensures that the actions of the student can be assessed by multiple evaluators.

Lecturers can also use video to fine-tune their own lectures. By recording a lecture,
the lecturers are confronted with their teaching and presentation skills and can
make improvements accordingly.

Have students prepare a lecture using a recorded lecture.
A lecture can be recorded in preparation for another lecture or even another course.
On the one hand, this can add value for Erasmus students: it makes clear which level
the students must have and achieve. On the other hand, the recording can serve as
preparation for the lecture itself, in order to activate the students’ existing
knowledge on the topic.  As a result, the level of the lecture goes up because there
is more room for qualitative contact. 

Use video as an illustration and in the context of (online) skill learning.

[5]

[15][18]

[8]

[15]

[10]

[6]

[17]
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Use video material to demonstrate and discuss certain skills during a lecture. The use
of such videos can be motivating. They attract the attention of the students and
make the course more lively and realistic.

Additionally, you can put these videos online, which allows students to go through
them at their own pace. Weblectures are less suitable to practise skills or to discuss
and experiment. 

Please bear in mind

Simply offering video material does not necessarily lead to better
learning results.
Although the use of video results in new and interesting teaching scenarios that can
support the learning process of the students, research has shown that simply
offering video material does not lead to better learning results.

Make sure that videos contain not only visual, but also auditory stimuli.
Information is more easily stored and retrieved when the information transfer is
supported by both auditory and visual stimuli. However, redundant information is
detrimental to information processing.

Do not replace lectures by putting recorded lectures online.
Class attendance remains the highest indicator for good exam scores. For students
with low to zero attendance, the availability of an online version of the lectures has
a positive effect.  However, this effect is not present for each course unit; for
example, a mathematical course mainly requires insight. Repetition of the lecture
only promotes memorization. 

Merely gathering groups in different locations and communicating with
them via Videoconferencing does not guarantee an effective learning
environment.
The students at the remote site do not experience the same quality of education and
learning as the students at the local site. For example, they feel less involved, and
there is a greater risk of disruptive behaviour at the remote site. Keep this in mind
during your lecture. 

Make sure to add to the video content the option for students to interact
with the learning material.
Particularly the instruction added to the video content is important.  In addition,
you should be aware that the use of video requires a different classroom
management and a different didactic approach in order to achieve an optimal
learning environment, including the necessary guidance and support.  You could,
for instance, shorten weblectures and video material in order to keep the attention
of the students.

Ghent University and video

[1][2][6]

[7]

[14][17]

[4]

[13]

[4][9][12]

[3]

 [7]

 [16]

To record the lectures, Ghent University uses Opencast Matterhorn.→
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More information

If you have any further questions, you can

Attachments
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Ghent University has several capture agents to record lectures, divided among the
faculties. This will be further expanded.

→

Video excerpts can be uploaded and made available in Minerva. The platform
used for this is MediaMosa.

→

In future, you will also be able to record weblectures from home through
BigBlueButton. For more information about the functioning of BigBlueButton,
please consult the following website: http://www.bigbluebutton.org.

→

Weblectures can currently be recorded in the Multimedia Room, which contains a
permanent installation for automatic lecture recording. More permanent
installations will be distributed at various locations. With one press of the button,
lecturers will automatically be able to indicate whether a lecture should be
recorded.

→

Ghent University also has a mobile set-up which enables the recording of lectures
in other lecture halls.

→

contact Davy de Sloover for technical support: Davy.deSloover@UGent.be or call
09 264 47 30;

→

contact Jan Velghe for teaching support: Jan.Velghe@UGent.be or call 09 331 00
61;

→

consult the website icto.ugent.be (search: multimedia)→

nota-streaming-video-korte-versie.pdf→
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Related tips

Last modified March 8, 2019, 9:29 a.m.

Qualitative feedback by means of screen capture videos (Good Practices)→

Blended learning (Active learning)→

Icto.Ugent.be, the website of the ICT Educational Technology Office (Websites)→

Educational innovation project Arabic (Good Practices)→

File your complaints about classroom equipment/infrastructure via the website
‘urgent repairs’ (Tips)

→

How do I make videos and upload them to my Minerva course? (FAQ)→
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TWEEDAAGSE VIDEOTRAININGTWEEDAAGSE VIDEOTRAINING

VOORBEREIDENDE INSTRUCTIES

Beste lesgever,

We  kijken  ernaar  uit  met  jou  aan  de  slag  te  gaan  tijdens  de  tweedaagse

videotraining!  Om  het  maximale  te  halen  uit  deze  training  vragen  we  om  de

volgende informatie goed te lezen. Maak de twee voorbereidende opdrachten voor

je naar onze training komt en gebruik hiervoor het invulformulier.

INTRODUCTIEVIDEO

Bekijk de introductievideo en kom meer te weten over de videotraining (1 minuut en 50 seconden). Deze video open je best in

een lokale  browser  en  niet  via  Athena.  Zet  YouTube  in  jouw browser  op  HD-instelling  om  de  video's  in  beste  kwaliteit  te

bekijken.

UGent - videotraining

OPDRACHT 1: FORMULEER HEEL CONCREET HET DOEL VAN JOUW VIDEO

Bekijk hieronder eerst de kennisclip 'Bepaal het doel van jouw video' (2 minuten en 31 seconden). Formuleer vervolgens zelf de

doelstelling van jouw video. Gebruik hiervoor het Word-document dat als bijlage in de mail zit. 

Bepaal het doel van jouw video

Videotraining https://users.ugent.be/~jvelghe/video/herinnering.html
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OPDRACHT 2: SCHRIJF HET SCRIPT VOOR JOUW DRIE MINUTEN DURENDE VIDEO

Bekijk  hieronder eerst  de kennisclip  'Waarom een script  schrijven'  (3  minuten en 24 seconden).  Schrijf  vervolgens zelf  het

script van jouw video. Gebruik hiervoor het Word-document dat als bijlage in de mail zit. Download als voorbeeld het script

van deze kennisclip. 

Waarom een script schrijven

TOT SLOT: HAAL HET MAXIMALE UIT DEZE TRAINING!

DAG 1 – ONDERWERP & CAMERASET

Stuur ons zeker de voorbereiding (doel en script) door, alvorens je naar de training komt. Breng voor de opnames de outlines of

PowerPoint mee op je laptop en breng desgewenst instructiemateriaal, foto's, ... mee.

Optioneel: breng je beste camera, tablet of smartphone mee. Heb je een bijhorende microfoon of passend statief, breng dat

zeker mee. Zorg voor opgeladen batterijen en voorzie voldoende lege diskruimte. Heb je geen materiaal, geen probleem. Je kan

tijdens de training onze 4 kwalitatieve camerasets gebruiken.

DAG 2 – MONTAGE

Breng je laptop mee met daarop het programma Camtasia. De UGent heeft licenties voor Camtasia ter beschikking. Stuur

een mail naar multimedia@ugent.be om een licentie te verkrijgen. Meer informatie vind je op http://icto.ugent.be/nl/content

/kennisclips. Breng ook een hoofdtelefoon mee. Zorg er ten slotte voor dat het nodige videomateriaal reeds opgeladen is op

jouw laptop.

PRAKTISCH

Dag 1: donderdag 18 oktober - 9u30 tot 16u - UFO - Tentamenruimte Open Universiteit (route)

Dag 2: dinsdag 23 oktober - 9u30 tot 17u - UFO - Tentamenruimte Open Universiteit (route)

Inschrijvingsgeld

Deelname aan de sessie is gratis voor de hierboven vermelde personeelscategorieën. Bij no show zonder tijdige annulatie

(uiterlijk 5 dagen voor de start van de training) zal een onkostenvergoeding in rekening gebracht worden. Bekijk hier onze no

show policy.

Vragen of bemerkingen kan je altijd mailen naar

Jan.Velghe@UGent.be of Annelies.Vanderbeke@UGent.be

Alvast bedankt en tot binnenkort,

Jan en Annelies

Videotraining https://users.ugent.be/~jvelghe/video/herinnering.html
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Introducing the key aim of the professional development project:  
Interpretation of “tutoring” in the context of Ghent University  
 
In the literature, research and practice, “tutoring” is a container concept that overs a large variety of 
approaches in higher education. In the Ghent University context, we adopt a perspective that does 
not consider the teacher as a tutor, but the student as the key stakeholder. The student becomes a 
tutor and takes the lead. In figure 1, tutoring depicted as a key structural element in courses. This 
implies that – next to a teacher centered course design that could be set up via lecturing, 
workshops,  ... – there is a consistent part of the study time devoted to peer tutoring. In view of this 
tutoring activity, teachers decide on what goals are to be tackled with this instructional approach; 
this is translated in key tutoring activities; e.g., developing active research competences, developing 
communication competences, developing critical thinking competences, … . 
 
Tutoring is set up in tutoring groups; group size varies according to the level of the student: larger 
groups at undergraduate level, smaller groups at graduate level. The tutor role is a temporary 
position, in reciprocal peer tutoring tutees and tutors switch role after a certain time. The tutors are 
trained and supervised by the teacher. This also allows for regular intervision to keep track of the 
tutoring activity at course level. Intervision allows tutors to share experiences, and concerns, to 
deepen tutoring skills. Tutors work on a regular base with tutees (e.g., once or twice a week). The 
activities are structure with tutor cards that push the group collaboration and can result in self and 
peer assessment and feedback development. 
 

 
Figure 1. Projection of tutoring from the Ghent University perspective. 
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The tutoring approach is a fundamental part of a course design and translates in a formal part of 
the evaluation, considering the tutor role evaluation, and the individual and/or peer group processes 
and products. 
 
This Ghent University approach has influenced numerous curricula in the local university and 
beyond. For instance, in local honors programs top students take the tutor role in running anatomy 
classes in the anatomical dissection lab. In the pharmacy sciences program, online groups are 
tutored to tackle cases during the five-month internship at the end of the master’s degree. Students 
in a teacher training program tackle online clinical simulations and give each other feedback. 
All these examples have been set up in a research-based format and have resulted in research 
evidence to guide future practice. 
 
 
Approach towards developing a professional development program for the universities 
 
Building on our experiences and our research in the field of professional development, our team has 
developed a model to map the effects of professional development initiatives. This model integrates 
all processes and variables in specific stakeholders that are related to the outcomes of professional 
development. In other words, what we know from the research literature about “what works” has 
been incorporated in a set of interrelated clusters that cover steps in the design and 
implementation and evaluation of a Professional Development (PD) initiative (see Merchie, Tuytens, 
Devos & Vanderlinde, 2018). Figure 2 depicts the structural features in the framework.  
 
 

 
Figure 2. Framework integrating processes and variables that are related to the outcomes of 

professional development. 
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We list below the key elements of this framework and how this guides the current PD-project. In this 
way we aim at increasing the fidelity of the professional development design: 
 
• Features of the intervention 

Core features 
• The content of the PD will be specific and take into account the content domain of the 

target group. In other words, though a generic PD initiative will be developed, subsequent 
versions should consider the nature of the knowledge domain of the target group; e.g., a 
version for health sciences, a version for social sciences, etc. 

• The pedagogical knowledge should be delineated. This is why we focus on a specific 
interpretation of tutoring that mainly puts the student at the center of the tutoring activity. 

• The content will be evidence-based. All input for the PD will be based on evidence 
developed in the local setting or in collaboration with international partners (see our 
publication track record in this domain). 

• The content will be developed initially by Ghent University, but in the plan, we foresee a 
gradual shift to the adoption of local examples, local ideas, local pictures, local video input. 
This increases ownership. 

Structural features 
• The duration of professional development is crucial. Single shot, one-shot training has 

proven not to be sustainable, effective and satisfactory. This brings us to a three-phase 
design that starts with  
• (a) a study visit based training at Ghent University (5 days x 8 hours = 40 hours), 

continue with  
• (b) an online booster session with feedback and online peer tutoring among a local 

group of teachers (20 hours) and followed up by  
• (c) a local good practice session where teachers meet one another and exchange real 

life practices (4 days x 8 hours = 32 hours + 8 hours preparatory work). The aim is to 
share hands-on practices, ideas, and to explore actively each other’s materials. By 
preference video-based materials will enrich the demos and explorations to see 
teachers and students at work. 

The total cycle of one course takes (A) 40 hours + (b) 20 hours + (c) 40 hours = 100 hours. 
This training cycle is – for each cohort of a teacher team - set up during a one-semester 
period to guarantee a more continuous involvement and resulting in a more sustainable 
impact. In the project proposal, we will refer explicitly to these three phases or components 
in the “course”. 

• In terms of collective/collaborative participation, we opt for team-based participation at 
the level of a university and/or faculty cluster. This implies that we prefer working with 
people who also meet on a daily base or could at least get in touch in a local setting. The 
latter is critical for all phases in the training as described earlier. We propose that groups of 
4 to 5 staff members of a local entity participate in the workshop. 

• School- or site based: The initial training starts at Ghent University. This allows for an 
intensive immersion in the new ideas and to share a first implementation orientation with 
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colleagues.  But from the next phase on (b en c), all activities or set up, in the local 
university context. Moreover, we will strengthen the local university setting by developing a 
capacity building expertise center. This means that for each group of participants, a local 
point of contact will be approached by the Ghent University team to take up a local support 
role. The choice for this person/unit has to be made with the local partners. A specific strand 
of activities will be set up towards this person/unit in view of strengthening the local 
school- or site-based nature of the innovation. Extra resources, monitoring materials, 
monitoring activities, etc. will be set up through this person/unit. The focus on developing a 
local capacity building center can also be linked to the importance attached in the 
framework to “Contextual factors”. 
Lastly, this characteristic also implies that the activities will be linked to the local 
school/site. What is being developed or designed by teachers or teams will be specific for 
the local setting. 

• In terms of “active training”, this professional development initiative will reflect a hands-
on approach; Every unit in the workshop will be activity based, will result in tools, products, 
… that will be added to a personal portfolio or a group portfolio.  

Trainer quality 
• This is a factor of paramount importance. Therefore, we propose involving post-doc 

researchers as trainers, that are experienced in setting up training, ecological valid 
interventions and have an established track record in approaching practice-questions from 
a flexible and contextualized angle.  

• In addition, the project will be carried out with a supervisory team in the background. Above 
we introduced shortly the academic professors that are experienced in this field and that 
under scribe a active involvement in the project. 

• Moreover, building on our experiences and the nature of the “peer tutoring” approach, we 
will also involve the participants as “experts” in the training. They will be required to take 
up tutoring roles for their group. 
 

• Teacher quality 

The framework emphasizes that teachers should be developed in a multidimensional way. This 
implies that we introduce the teachers to 
• Relevant pedagogical knowledge related to collaborative learning (including group size, 

group composition, scripting, structuring), to assessment (levels in assessment, assessing 
tools, self and peer assessment, training for assessment, portfolio assessment), tutoring  
(types of peer assisted learning, peer tutoring (cross age and same age), student tutoring), 
feedback (types of feedback), online learning (groups, wiki’s, online assessment). In 
addition, student tutoring fits approaches linked to flipped classrooms and blended 
learning. This knowledge base can be adapted considering local demands after the needs 
analysis session. 

• Relevant skills. This refers to hands-on activities linked to implementing the above ideas in 
face-to-face and online settings. Take care, some of the skills will also be linked to 
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administrative and logistic features of tutoring; often neglected in professional 
development. 

• Affective goals sound difficult to attain. But, motivation, self-efficacy, beliefs, can be 
boosted when teachers feel they are competent, autonomous and belong to a group. The 
team-based training approach in which we also share responsibilities and roles with 
participants has an established value in the research literature to become safe spaces 
where teachers are willing to experiment, to share to discuss success and failure. 

• Teaching behavior 
• This section reiterates the focus on teacher “quality” but emphasizes now the actual 

monitoring of what changes in teacher behavior. A variety of instruments will be used to 
help teachers monitoring their own teaching behavior. This will partly be set up as part of 
the evaluative strand of the project. But, building on the present framework, we also 
transfer part of the responsibility for the monitoring and evaluation of the teachers 
themselves. Data will be collected to study together the quality in the changes in 
instructional strategies, as reflected in the recently implemented tutoring approaches. 
Typical (self-observational checklists that can be used are based on Van de Grift (2007). 

• In addition, we will also monitor change variables and how teacher react to the design of 
this specific professional development project. 
 

• Student results 
• In the present project, we don’t focus immediately on student outcomes. But, in the 

monitoring phase of the project, also students will be involved in a qualitative and 
quantitative study to monitor the impact on their self-efficacy, autonomous motivation and 
learning performance. In this way, we respect the focus on domain specific knowledge and 
skills and also ion socio-emotional and regulation features of their learning process as 
affected by the tutoring approach. 

In the model, next to contextual factors also personal characteristics are stated as key conditions: 
 
• Contextual factors 

• It is wise if teachers can refer to policy documents that already refer to educational 
innovations that are aligned with the current course content and orientation. 

• If the university already has established a professional development center and/or 
initiative, it is recommended this is linked up to the course involvement. 

• Personal characteristics teachers 
• Key is that the participating teachers master English at a C1 level; this crucial to benefit 

from the oral and textual communication. 
• We expect teachers to have at least three years of teaching experience in their domain. 
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Structure of the training offer 
 
The project takes into account the following demands from the university: 
 
1. Creation of training programme for tutors 
2. Conduct of trainings for tutors (number of courses/number of participants) 

• Number of the conducted courses under the project  
• Number of hours within framework of the courses  
• Proposed date and method of implementation of courses  
• Place of conducting intramural classes (address/es) 
• Place and number of proposed study visits 

3. Participation in creation of the model/models of use of the tutoring method (initial and final 
version) 

4. Support of the partner consisting in consultations/mentoring during the stage of testing and 
implementing the solution reached” 

 
In view of developing a professional development offer that meets these demands, we developed 
an extensive plan that we will – at the end of this document – collapse the tables projecting the 
implementation over time.  
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WP1 Design and development of the “Tutoring oriented Professional Training and Development 
Program on Higher Education Didactics”  
 
Aim: To underpin the content, structure and design of the professional development offer. 
Timeline: September-December 2018 
 

Activities and estimated number of days Days 
2018  
1.1 developing an online repository of materials to guide and document the design for 
the course offer. Collecting comprehensive workshop materials in view of designing 
the “Tutoring Professional Training and Development” course 

4 

1.2 Validation of assumptions as to feasibility of tutoring approaches in the HE 
context. 

2 

1.3 Developing a scenario for course component (a)  full time training week;  
Estimated duration 5 working days; each half a day focuses on a specific topic; see 
appendix 1 for the content listing 

12 

1.4 Developing a scenario for course component (b) online course to foster 
implementation in local university settings 

12 

1.5 Developing for course component (c) Local hands-on workshop in the local 
university setting 

12 

1.6 Developing format for monitoring activities during implementation of participants 
(phase b) 

10 

1.7 Developing formats for local capacity center in the participating universityies. 10 
1.8 Designing instruments, administration protocols and analysis guidelines in view 
of evaluating the course in target group. 

3 

1.9 Delivery of version 1.0 of the “Tutoring Professional Training and Development” 
course (component a) 

15 

1.10 Delivery of version 1.0 of the online course (component b) 15 
1.11 Administrative and logistic work in view of implementing the “Tutoring 
Professional Training and Development” course (component a)  

4 

1.12 Working visit to other universities to discuss implementation phase in 2019  4 
TOTAL 103 days 

 
Additional costs: 
 

Office materials (laptop (N 1), copies, storage, server usage, communication costs, 
copy costs  

2000 

Flight 2 trainers Brussels – xxxx (120 return flight) 240 
Local hotel costs 2 trainers x 2 nights x 150/night 600 
Per diem 2 trainers x 2 days x 84 Euro 336 
Local travel cost 2 trainers x 100 Euro 200 

TOTAL 3376 
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WP2 Implementation of the “Tutoring oriented Professional Training and Development Program on 
Higher Education Didactics” 
 
Aim:  
2019-2021: To implement course (component a, b and c) for 7 cohorts per year. In 2021 only 4 
cohorts will be involved in the courses. 
Timeline: January-December 2019 and January-August 2020 
 
The assumption is that each cohort of teachers consists of minimum 20 and maximum 25 teachers; 
teams of 4 to 5 teachers of one university. This brings the annual total of teachers following courses 
per year minimum 7 x 20 = 140 teachers. 
 

Activities and estimated number of days Days 
2019  
2.1 Organizing logistics of one study visit 2 days x 7 cohorts 14 
2.2 Running 7 study visits (15 working days per course)  95 
2.3 Running 7 monitoring cycles (15 working days per course); this includes enhancing 
the component with local examples of participants 

95 

2.4 Running 7 hands-on workshops in the other universities (8 working days per 
course) 

56 

2.5 Evaluation of teachers: collecting data, follow-up, processing, feedback (140 x 0,5 
day) 

70 

2.6 Integration evaluative data (wave 2019) 5 
2.7 Integrating local examples in component a and b 7 
  
2020  
2.7 Organizing logistics of one study visit 2 days x 7 cohorts 14 
2.8 Running 7 study visits (15 working days per course) 95 
2.9 Running 7 monitoring cycles (15 working days per course); this includes enhancing 
the component with local examples  

95 

2.10 Running 7 hands-on workshops in the local university context (8 working days 
per course) 

56 

2.11 Evaluation of teachers: collecting data, follow-up, processing, feedback (140 x 0,5 
day) 

70 

2.12 Integration evaluative data (wave 2019-2020) 5 
  
2021  
2.13 Organizing logistics of one study visit 2 days x 4 cohorts 8 
2.14 Running 4 study visits (15 working days per course) 60 
2.15 Running 4 monitoring cycles (15 working days per course); this includes 
enhancing the component with local examples and content 

60 

2.16 Running 4 local hands-on workshops (8 working days per course) 32 
2.17 Evaluation of teachers: collecting data, follow-up, processing, feedback (80 x 0,5 
day) 

40 

2.18 Integration evaluative data (wave 2019-2021) 5 
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TOTAL 875 days 
 
The planning includes an evaluation component. This implies explicit data collections (paper, survey, 
video-based), monitoring activities and related reporting As to the planning, a strict planning is 
followed during which the first semester four cohorts follow the three components of the course 
and in the second semester three cohorts. At the end of each semester - June-July and December – 
a large workshop is set up at a local university bringing together all teachers of the specific cohort 
involved in component a and b of that specific semester (see planning). 
 

 
Figure 3. Planning overview to implement the Tutoring Professional Training and Development”. 

 
Additional costs 
 

2019  
Component a  
All costs related to travel from the local university Belgium are covered by the 
partner (local travel costs in Belgium, plan tickets, hotel costs, per diem) 

 

Local logistics and administration cost to organize the workshop: copies of docs and 
learning materials, coffee, lunch (bread/sandwich) cleaning up, administrative follow 
up: 20 Euro/day x 5 days local workshop x 7 cohorts x 20 teachers 

14000 

Component c  
Flight 2 trainers Brussels – xxx (120 return flight) x 2 local workshops in the partner 
university 

480 

Local hotel costs 2 trainers x 5 nights x 150/night x 2 local workshops in the partner 
university 

3000 

Per diem 2 trainers x 4 days x 84 Euro x 2 local workshops in the partner university 1344 
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Local costs related to teacher participation to attend the local workshops in the 
partner university (local travel, hotel, per diem) 

 

  
2020  
Component a  
All costs related to travel from xxx to Belgium are covered by the partner (local 
travel costs in Belgium and xxx, plan tickets, hotel costs, per diem) 

 

Local logistics and administration cost to organize the workshop: copies of docs and 
learning materials, coffee, cleaning up, administrative follow up: 20 Euro/day x 5 days 
local workshop x 7 cohorts x 20 teachers 

14000 

Component c  
Flight 2 trainers Brussels – xxx (120 return flight) x 2 local workshops in the partner 
university 

480 

Local hotel costs 2 trainers x 5 nights x 150/night x 2 local workshops in the partner 
university 

3000 

Per diem 2 trainers x 4 days x 84 Euro x 2 local workshops in the partner university 1344 
Local costs related to teacher participation to attend the local workshops in the 
partner university are covered by the partner universities (local travel, hotel, per 
diem) 

 

  
2021  
Component a  
All costs related to travel from xxx to Belgium are covered by the partner universities 
(local travel costs in Belgium and xxx, plan tickets, hotel costs, per diem) 

 

Local logistics and administration cost to organize the workshop: copies of docs and 
learning materials, coffee, cleaning up, administrative follow up: 20 Euro/day x 5 days 
local workshop x 4 cohorts x 20 teachers 

8000 

Component c  
Flight 2 trainers Brussels – xxx (120 return flight) x 1 local university workshop 240 
Local hotel costs 2 trainers x 5 nights x 150/night x 1 loc al university workshop 1500 
Per diem 2 trainers x 4 days x 84 Euro x 1 local workshops in the partner university 672 
Local costs related to teacher participation to attend the local workshops in the 
partner university are covered by the local partner (local travel, hotel, per diem) 

 

  
TOTAL 48060 
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WP3 Creation of a tutoring model in cooperation with partner university experts 
 
This WP builds on the specific requirements of the partner universities who brings together the 
different international stakeholders putting forward a course offer and each develop the training on 
the base of their experiences and conceptions of tutoring in higher education.  In developing the 
plan, we will actively build on the initiative of the local partners to deliver ideas, discussions, cases, 
… helping to make explicit a shared understanding of tutoring in the local university context.  
 
Aim:  
To develop a shared higher education model for tutoring. 
Timeline: January 2019 - December 2020 
 

Activities and estimated number of days Days 
2019  
3.1 Developing a first version of the integrated model 10 
2020  
3.2 Working towards a final version of the model 10 
  

TOTAL 20 
 
Additional costs: 

2019  
Flight 2 trainers Brussels – xxx (120 return flight) 240 
Local hotel costs 2 trainers x 2 nights x 150/night 600 
Per diem 2 trainers x 2 days x 84 Euro 336 
Local travel cost 2 trainers x 100 Euro 200 
2020  
Flight 2 trainers Brussels – xxx (120 return flight) 240 
Local hotel costs 2 trainers x 2 nights x 150/night 600 
Per diem 2 trainers x 2 days x 84 Euro 336 
Local travel cost 2 trainers x 100 Euro 200 

  
TOTAL 2752 
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WP4 Support of the partner consisting in consultations/mentoring during the stage of testing and 
implementing the solution reached 
 
Aim:  
Transfer of the experience to the local partners 
Timeline: January 2019 - December 2020 
 

Activities and estimated number of days Days 
2020  
3.1 Consultation and mentoring session start-up phase  10 
  
2021  
3.2 Consultation and mentoring session transfer phase 20 
  

TOTAL 30 
 
Additional costs 

2019  
Flight 2 trainers Brussels – xxx (120 return flight) 240 
Local hotel costs 2 trainers x 2 nights x 150/night 600 
Per diem 2 trainers x 2 days x 84 Euro 336 
Local travel cost 2 trainers x 100 Euro 200 
2020  
Flight 2 trainers Brussels – xxx (120 return flight) 240 
Local hotel costs 2 trainers x 2 nights x 150/night 600 
Per diem 2 trainers x 2 days x 84 Euro 336 
Local travel cost 2 trainers x 100 Euro 200 

  
TOTAL 2752 

 
Summarizing the Ghent University offer: 
 
• In view of reading tables in the next sections, we build on the following calculation: One year = 

1558 hours = 205 days. The average all-in wage for a junior post-doc is 90.000 Euro (all-in cost 
and costs related to finishing contract; period September 2018-August 2021). This is about 57,89 
Euro/hour. This 440 Euro/day (7,6 hours/day). 

• A return flight Brussel – xxx is about 100/120 Euro 
• Extra local transport expenses airport-locality course = 100 Euro 
• Hotel cost 150/Euro 
• Per diem (extra costs for food and subsistence) is 84 Euro  

 

2018 Days fte cost x 440 
Euro/day  Additional costs TOTAL Total / 

teachers 
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WP1 Design and 
development of the 
“Tutoring Professional 
Training and 
Development” 

103,00 45320,00 3376,00 48696,00 152,00 

            

WP2 Implementation of 
the “Tutoring 
Professional Training 
and Development” 

          

2019 335,00 147400,00 18824,00     

2020 335,00 147400,00 18824,00     

2021 205,00 90200,00 10412,00     

TOTAL 875,00 385000,00 48060,00 433060,00 1353,00 

WP3 Creation of a 
tutoring model in 
cooperation with local 
partners 

          

2019 10,00 4400,00 1376,00     

2020 10,00 4400,00 1376,00     

            

TOTAL 20,00 8800,00 2752,00 11552,00 36,00 

WP4 Support of the 
partner consisting in 
consultations/mentoring 
during the stage of 
testing and 
implementing the 
solution reached 

          

2019 10,00 4400,00 1376,00     

2020 20,00 8800,00 1376,00     

TOTAL 30,00 13200,00 2752,00 15952,00 49,00 

            
TOTAL   452320,00 56940,00 509260,00 1590,00 

Overhead cost 20%   90464,00 11388,00 101852,00 318,00 

   542784,00 68328,00  1908,00 
GRAND TOTAL     611112,00  

 
The current planning runs from September 2018 till August 2021. This is the shortest possible “run” 
of the project. A key assumption is that it will be possible to involve as sufficient number of cohorts 
for each semester.  The costs developed in the present stay the same; even if the number of 
participants is lower per training cohort, or even when there are no participants for a specific cohort.  
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Appendix 1 
 

Course content overview 
 
• This course content is the backbone for the content of the 5-day study visit at Ghent University 
• The course content aims at developing the relevant pedagogical knowledge and to link this to the 

personal content knowledge base. 
• On average two topics will be covered during one half a day. 
• Instructional strategies: guided lecture, individual work, group work, peer tutoring, peer assisted 

learning, team teaching, prototype development, observation, classroom visits, discussions with Ghent 
University staff and local students. 

 
 
1. Nature of peer tutoring: concepts, types, key concepts, advantages, failures, key authors, review studies, 
2. Characteristics of cooperative groups in peer tutoring: group composition, group dynamics, same age and 

cross age, evolving roles, role switching 
3. Developing a tutor session format: scripts formats 
4. Developing tutor activities in line with specific course content domain  
5. The need for structuring group work: tutor cards 
6. Designing a tutor training 
7. Designing an intervision session, self-reflection activities 
8. Feedback as a key dynamic element for learning: types of feedback, eliciting feedback,  
9. How to train students for self and peer assessment 
10. Designing rubrics and other assessment instrument (e.g., video-based) 
11. How to measure the impact of peer tutoring 
12. How to give feedback to tutors, tutees and groups 
13. How to develop a supportive context for peer tutoring: flipped classrooms, blended learning 
14. What kind of learning objectives are central in a peer tutoring context 
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Screenshots, ppt and examples from the actual course run 2020-2021 



Masters of Didactics

A tutoring model for Polish Universities
Dr. Martin Valcke
Department of Educational Studies



Structure
• What can we offer? Background of the department
• Aim VC: discussion of elements to develop full offer

– Needs analysis?
– Interpretation of “Tutoring”
– Interpretation “Master of Didactics” 
– Interpretation target group
– Interpretation concepts: training, study visit
– Interpretation of numbers
– Interpretation of results
– Organisational setup
– Interpretation “period”
– Interpretation “aims”



Background 
Department of Educational Studies

• Track record? Check: https://biblio.ugent.be/organization/PP06

• According to QS World Rankings top 100 educational 
research institutions

• Large focus on
– Innovation in Higher education (peer tutoring, student 

tutoring, peer assessment, collaborative learning, 
online learning, flipped classroom)

– Evidence-based practices
– Also application in our own setting

https://biblio.ugent.be/organization/PP06


Background 
Department of Educational Studies

• Track record
– Capacity building in many countries worldwide 

(Ecuador, Peru, Uganda, Mozambique, South Africa, 
Pakistan, India, Vietnam, Cambodia, …)

– Model: investment in developing of local capacities to 
take over their own further development –
NOT consultancy, but development of evidence-based 
local professional development capacities



Aim VC
• Basis: description in Partnership Agreement
• Discussion of elements to develop full offer
– Interpretation of assumptions, concepts, numbers
– Organisational setup
– Period
– Concrete outcomes
– …

• Follow-up: 2 weeks full offer to be discussed again with 
Polish partner



Needs analysis?

• Selection of tutoriung as key focus: what is the base?
• Accepted by all universities?
• How will they react when “outsiders” come to solve

“the problem”?

• Re-analysis, co-creation of solutions?
• E.g., adaptation tutoring model to domain, setting, 

level 



Interpretation “Tutoring”

• Concept has different meaning
– Teacher becomes a tutor for students (all?)
– Teacher involves students as tutors for each other 

(peer assisted learning) – cross-age / same-age
• Both approaches build on same theoretical base and 

pursue comparable goals: active learning, student 
engagement, focus on metacognition,   …

• In agreement tutoring for “students” versus “talented 
students” (Art 3.3.1.b en Art 4.3.3 )



Interpretation “Master of Didactics”

• Ma = 60 credits?
• Aim is involving academic staff in training in view of 

attaining their “Ma in didactics”?
• No clear understanding of time for individual staff 

member to be involved in the 
training/workshops/study visits?

• 1 credit = 25-30 hours of work
• What is base to state staff member achieves the goals?



Interpretation ”target group”

• Art 3: Polish academic staff 
– to apply tutoring method
– To verify skills in “students”; enabling the support 

of “highly talented students”, 
– To develop model for working with “students”

• But our focus is student tutoring!
• Art 4.2 “employees”  (4.3.1 = tutors). 



Interpretation “training/study visit/testing”

• In contract: training, study visit?
– Training is a hands-on training in a Polish university (size?)
– Study visit: attending a good practice session in another 

Polish university (size)
– Testing: actual implementation of tutoring model in local 

Polish university setting (size)

Or different meaning?
See Art 4.2.1:   1000 taking part in trainings/study visit
Art   4.3.4 trainings/study visits at foreign partner universities



a Interpretation “numbers” (art 4)

• Implementation tutoring in 35 universities
• Number of employees improved skills ?  …..
• Number take part in trainings/study visits   …. 1000?
• Number employees testing model 850
• Number of universities  with employees take part in 

trainings/study visits   40 ?
Difference
• Implementation and testing
• Taking part in training/study visit



b Interpretation “numbers” (art 4)

• 1 model for the tutoring method
• 1 recommendation for implementation of the model(s)

• Co-creation of a tutoring model(s) in at least six areas
– Partner not in the lead, but collaborates in working 

group
– Partner contributes to two conferences



Interpretation “results” & “IP”

• See Art 9
– Materials, documents, information … owned by the 

party responsible for creating it
BUT
– ART 4.3.1 = the tutor training programme  of 

training/study visits free USE by leader

– Art 9.4 results for Leader (working group results)



Organisational model?

• Leader – 35 (40?) universities – partner
• Leader - 7 clusters of 5 universities – partner

• To have a step by step impact: working with regionally 
clustered universities?

• In Art 4.3: training of tutors of universities
• In Art 4.3.4 Working group



N=35



N=35



Interpretation “period”
• Contract till 31 december 2022
– Project should cover 2018-2019-2020-2021-2022?
• First impression: immediate start of training in 2018 -

not feasible
– Our approach 
• Design period
• Try-out
• Local development of parallel versions (F2F – MOOC)
• Upscaling
• Implementation and development 



Article 3.2 “Your aim”

1. development and implementation of new solutions within the tutoring 
method, aimed at supporting highly talented students;

– Not all students! Kind of honours programme? Ideas for selection; 
90 percentiel students in specific programmes?

2. exchange of information and experience between the Leader and the 
Partner using the Partner's potential and experience in the process of 
co-creating the tutoring model.

– Co-creation is KEY: our input will be generic model and next in try-
outs redesign in context of six different knowledge domains (see 
4.3)



Article 3.3 “Your aim”

for the Leader, the aim is to use the Partner's experience in the field of:
• good practices concerning the application of the tutoring method used in 

a foreign partner university,
– We transfer our experiences to Polish university context

• methods and techniques for verifying the practical skills of students in 
the teaching process, enabling the support of highly talented students, 
– The tutoring methodology will also incorporate ways of monitoring 

tutor quality
• development of the model(s) for working with a student; 

– The model will be generic, and next “adapted” to fit the specifics of 5 
knowledge domains



Masters of Didactics

A tutoring model for Polish Universities
Dr. Martin Valcke
Department of Educational Studies
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Screenshots, ppt and examples from the actual course  design 2019-2020 
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Done

WP 4 ESTABLISHING CAPACITY BUILDING 
CENTRES

WP4 Deliverable 4.2      CBC Development Plan 
̶ September 2017
̶ bleuprint CBC Development Plan Document 
̶ each university checked their approach towards

CBC DEVELOPMENT PLAN
̶ final version blueprint after discussion and set up in 

Indian universities; see report of meeting
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